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ABSTRACT 

The meanings of words are very often under-specified when used in talk-in-interaction. 

Meanings may be negotiated in interaction, particularly when one or more parties 

express uncertainty or disagreement about their own and each other’s knowledge of the 

object in question. This study looks at sequential environments in which participants are 

engaged in the co-construction or negotiation of meaning in everyday talk.  

The aim of this dissertation is to unpack the pragmatic processes that underpin the 

interactional accomplishment of meaning-in-interaction, and how contingently-relevant 

trajectories of social actions in sequences of talk are accomplished through particular 

formats, function and recurrent sequential practices. It specifically analyses how the use 

of recurrent syntactic frames by participants generates dialogic resonance. The 

granularity of the meanings co-constructed in-situ are determined by the participants 

through tying contextually relevant features to the word(s) in question using these 

recurrent frames.  

The data analysed are drawn from recordings of 35 interactions of Australian English 

speakers in everyday social settings. Methodologically, it recognises the need to draw 

on insights from various analytic methods and approaches, including interactional 

pragmatics, membership categorisation analysis, and dialogic syntax, in order to enable 

detailed examination of the locally-situated accomplishment of meaning in interaction.  

The analysis demonstrates the complex interactional practices participants draw on in 

co-constructing locally-situated meaning. The primary goal of this dissertation is to 

pinpoint the specific strategies and processes enacted through the use of recurrent 

syntactic frames, as they are involved in understanding how sequences involving the 

interactional accomplishment of locally-situated meanings are initiated and negotiated. 
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These interactional practices are related to a number of dimensions of talk, including: 

context of the talk, type of word or formulation being attributed meaning, properties of 

the referent or semantic object and the broader relevance within the situated action. It 

intends to provide an original contribution to the emerging body of research in the field 

of occasioned/interactional semantics and interactional pragmatics more broadly. It 

proposes a hybrid approach to understanding meaning in interaction that is 

complementary to existing approaches, by closely inspecting and then explicating the 

various interactional practices used by participants to initiate and co-construct locally-

contingent meaning(s) in interaction. Overall, it provides a deeper understanding of the 

role of context and pragmatic processes as they impinge on the locally-situated nature of 

the co-construction of meaning-in-interaction.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

A single conversation across the table with a wise man is worth a month’s study of 

books. Chinese Proverb (n.d.) 

 

1.1 Meaning in interaction 

Understanding what others mean and having others understand what we mean is an 

integral part of our daily lives. People during the course of their day are required to 

communicate across different interactional settings, with different people, for different 

purposes. The concept of meaning in interaction is not new to the fields of pragmatics 

or semantics. For interactional pragmatists, meaning is regarded as something that can 

be negotiated and shaped by participants (Deppermann, 2011; Bilmes, 2011; Haugh, 

2013; 2016). On the other hand, in semantics the view remains divided. Semantic 

minimalists have argued that pragmatics need not enter into semantics, except in a 

limited number of cases, given they generally favour a more abstracted treatment of 

lexical meanings as relatively stable and context-free. However, those in support of a 

more radical contextualistic stance advocate that meaning is necessarily fitted to varying 

social and cultural circumstances (Jaszczolt, 2014). In this dissertation I will investigate, 

from an interactional pragmatics standpoint, the practices participants employ to 

negotiate semantic fields in co-constructing localised and interactionally relevant 

meaning(s) for those participants involved across different interactional settings. I am 

particularly interested in the extent to which pragmatics can inform semantics, by 

understanding the resources drawn on by interlocutors within the sequential constraints 

and affordances of conversation, and how this gives rise to locally-contingent 

meaning(s). In this thesis, the latter will be referred to as occasioned meaning. The 
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processes involved in co-constructing meaning in talk, will form the basis for analysing 

how the participants interpret each other’s talk and build upon this across sequences, 

thereby observing how the processes by which occasioned meanings are accomplished 

contribute to the ongoing formation of social action in talk-in-interaction. 

1.2 Negotiating meaning in interaction 

The concept of meaning and what people mean when they use particular terms to talk 

about other people, places, events and behaviours (among many other potential topics 

areas) has emerged as a prominent topic of discussion in linguistic research in the last 

ten years (Bilmes, 2009, 2011; Deppermann, 2011a; Hayashi, 2016), but is not without 

contestation. Meaning within linguistics research is a theoretically loaded concept with 

many perspectives arguing either for or against the view that meaning exists 

independently of context (Croft, 2000; Evans, 2006). A considerable amount of research 

within semantics and pragmatics has been devoted to this broad question, building on 

early theoretical foundations within social science and philosophy (Wittgenstein, 1922, 

1990; Firth, 1957; Freud, 1976; Garfinkel, 1967; Sacks, 1972; Sacks, Bauman, & 

Sherzer, 1974). These views on meaning, are fairly broad, particularly when it comes to 

using them for the specific purpose of understanding how meaning-in-interaction arises, 

although clearly offer a seminal contribution to broader philosophical questions of what 

we mean by “meaning”. However, our understanding of the actual interactional 

moments in which people accomplish meaning that is fit for purpose, what is involved 

in achieving meaning, and how members accomplish this in relatively ordered ways, 

still remains somewhat unchartered territory. 

Occasioned meaning in interaction happens in a number of ways. It can arise in the 

course of social action sequences as participants engage in meaning co-construction for 
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reasons relevant to that action (for example complaining about a co-worker or in 

troubles telling sequences; (see, e.g., Sidnell, 2016). Within interaction, interlocutors 

engage in categorising others (and self) as a mechanism for accounting for inchoate 

behaviour in order to make other members aware of and accountable for such actions 

(Garfinkel 1967).There are also cases where a more granular account of meaning is 

explicitly requested by participants through metapragmatic comments, such as “What 

do you mean by that?”, “What does X mean?” or “How would you describe X?” These 

are cases where a participant utters an expression, which is immediately followed by a 

request for explication of the meaning of that expression. In these types of examples, a 

locally-situated meaning and associated categories and attributes, become the product of 

the members’ methods for recognising, constructing and producing this meaning.  

In less explicit cases, meaning can be negotiated at a particular juncture of the 

conversation or be the foundation from which a social action sequence itself is built. For 

example, as subsequently discussed in this thesis, what constitutes public versus private 

schooling or talking about good and bad lawyers is locally negotiated by participants
1
. 

In these examples, the participants do not explicitly request others to define a term per 

se, but in talking about schooling or lawyers they sequentially co-construct a locally-

situated meaning for these in the course of that interaction. In all instances, whether 

explicitly or implicitly negotiated, I would argue that meaning is relevant to that 

 

 

1
 These two cases are analysed in Chapter 6. 
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moment of interaction, is linked to participants’ previous world knowledge of what is 

being negotiated and has culture-specific, worldly and interactional relevance to them. 

This dissertation adopts a dynamic view of meaning in an attempt to focus on the 

interactional processes involved in attaining locally-situated meanings, and how they 

are accomplished in an interactionally orderly manner within and across interactions. 

The visceral processes of locally-situated meaning thus lie at the heart of this study. It 

adopts a number of approaches, many of which fall under the umbrella of an 

ethnomethodological program, in order to explain members’ involvement in the social 

practice of meaning negotiation, and how meaning is accomplished in conversation.  

An important caveat here is that I have no intention of trying to define the meaning of 

terms in a “one size fits all approach”. Instead this dissertation moves away from 

meaning in an abstracted sense and encourages an approach that considers the 

communicative process of meaning negotiation as a structured and context-rich whole. 

This is something that can be viewed from differing perspectives to achieve different 

linguistic goals, but nevertheless in the context of pragmatics, it aims to challenge the 

current polarised views between abstract and dynamic perspectives of meaning, and to 

provide a more functional and systematic approach to understanding meaning as it 

occurs in interaction. 

1.3 Research Focus 

This research is guided by a clear gap in research that looks to understand the ways in 

which meanings are interactionally accomplished or co-constructed within an on-going 

sequence of talk. Diverging views currently exist within and across these fields as to the 

extent to which context, not limited to pragmatic processes, impinges on the meanings 

of words and formulations across an interaction. These views range from context 
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insensitive, to more context sensitive, and thus pragmatically rich. At the context 

insensitive end, is where word meanings are considered stable and separate from 

context, taking the position that pragmatics and word meanings should be examined 

irrespective of any pragmatic practices that may underpin a word’s meaning (Borg, 

2012; Cappelen & LePore, 2005). Word meanings, as a result, are understood in relation 

to the underlying syntax of the utterances in which they occur. This results in the 

varying degree of context-insensitive inputs in the interaction, versus the actual 

meaning of the utterances being understood as interlinked with context-sensitive 

outputs. 

At the other end of the spectrum sits the more contextualist perspective which endorses 

the view that words meanings are dynamic and deeply rooted in context. This is a view 

that is not new in semantics or pragmatics, with both Frege (1884) and Wittgenstein 

(1922) advocating that word meanings are developed in use, and as such meaning is 

conferred upon in the varying sentences and thus contexts that house them. Radical 

contextualists have pushed this concept even further by looking at the indexical nature 

of word meanings and how these are attained through various pragmatic processes such 

as enriching and lexical narrowing (Carston, 2002; 2007; Wilson, 2003; Jaszczolt, 2014; 

Ariel, 2016). These contrasting views on meaning highlight a need to further explore the 

extent to which pragmatic processes and thus context, play a role in shaping and 

therefore, attaining word meanings in interaction. The following research questions aim 

to delve into understanding how word meanings are used in recurrent ways by speakers 

in interaction for a localised purpose, in a localised context, in order to interactionally 

achieve a locally-situated meaning.  

1.4 Research Questions  
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1.  What participation framework underpins the negotiation of meaning in 

interaction and how does this function both within and across interactions? 

2.  To what extent does participants’ conceptualisation of the semantic relations 

between words contribute to the interactional achievement of word meanings? 

3. Are there recurrent pragmatic processes participants use to interactionally 

achieve word meanings in locally-situated contexts? 

4. Are different aspects of word meaning foregrounded or backgrounded in and 

across interactions, and is this dependent on how participants configure semantic 

fields for the context in which that word is located? 

1.5 Outline of  dissertation 

In this dissertation I describe the systematic and consequently interactional processes 

involved in instances of meaning co-construction in talk-in-interaction, which will be 

hereafter referred to, in line with Bilmes’ (2009; 2011) ‘occasioned semantics’ program,  

as ‘occasioned meaning’ or ‘locally-situated meaning’. For this study I draw from three 

analytical approaches: ethnomethodology, which encompasses Membership 

Categorisation Analysis (MCA) and Conversation Analysis (CA), interactional 

pragmatics, and Dialogic Syntax. These approaches will be used in analysing the 

interactional processes by which participants negotiate and therefore co-construct 

meaning at various moments in interaction. These processes will be specifically 
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explored in relation to participants’ use of social category terms for people (chapter 4), 

the social slang term bogan in Australian English (chapter 5), and finally various 

activities in which people engage in their day to day lives (chapter 6). I use the term 

“social slang”
2
 which refers to culturally nuanced terms that are commonly used in the 

social domain. In the subsequent chapters of this dissertation, I will bring together these 

approaches to present a single consolidated approach that contributes to the broader 

“occasioned semantics” program. I intend to refine an analytical approach, detailing the 

practices by which occasioned meanings arise in everyday talk, with the view that this 

could contribute to understanding how occasioned meaning is interactionally 

accomplished in the course of all types of interactions. I will next provide an outline of 

the dissertation which will detail the ways in which the research has been designed, 

conducted and reviewed. 

Chapter 2 will summarise the intellectual background to what has now come to be 

referred to as occasioned semantics. I will begin with a discussion of word meaning in 

context, with particular focus on denotations and connotations and their relationship to 

context. I then explore the notion of under-specification in relation to word meaning and 

concepts in context. I then examine the program of ethnomethodology, with particular 

focus on Membership Categorisation Analysis and its ties to meaning in interaction and 

its analysis of “format tying” and the role of categories (Sacks, 1995; 1984). I will then 

 

 

2
 Colloquialism could also be appropriately used for these types of words.  
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briefly examine work in Conversation Analysis, where I consider the relationship 

between membership categorisation and social action, making reference to 

methodological insights from interactional pragmatics to discuss how meaning in 

interaction can be achieved with respect to contingently-relevant trajectories of social 

action(s) in sequences of talk. Perhaps most pertinent to understanding the recurrent 

processes participants engage in to negotiate and co-construct meaning in interaction is 

the premise that meaning arises through sequentially negotiated processes, which can 

only be  understood with respect to the different relational networks invoked by 

participants. 

As the name suggests, occasioned semantics has a vested interest in understanding 

meaning as it emerges spontaneously in and across interactions. Taking a dynamic 

approach to meaning, as opposed to a rigid abstracted view, allows for deeper 

understanding of how participants negotiate their own locally-relevant meanings as they 

emerges in the context of interaction. Ultimately, I will be favouring a pragmatics-rich 

account of meaning and I will conclude this part of the literature review with a 

discussion of the Dynamic Model of Meaning (Kecskes, 2008) and Dialogic Syntax (Du 

Bois, 2014) and the need to consider these in further developing the occasioned 

semantics approach. I conclude by discussing current research in the field of occasioned 

semantics and where this dissertation is situated with respect to this relatively new and 

emerging field of research. 

Building on the account of occasioned semantics and how it differs from other 

pragmatic approaches to meaning outlined in chapter two, the methods underpinning 

this study are further explained in Chapter 3. Here, I explain the method of analysis that 

is used in the later data analysis chapters (4-6). Chapter 3 acts as a reference point for 

contextualising the approach of occasioned semantics in this study in its entirety. It 
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describes how each of the diverse approaches work on its own to inform how meaning 

is co-constructed in interaction. I then go on to explain how they effectively work 

together to provide an occasioned semantics perspective and a more holistic analysis of 

meaning-in-interaction. 

In Chapters 4 and 5, using the methodological approach set out in chapter 3, I will 

analyse data where participants create locally-situated meanings for social category 

terms that refer to different types of people. I begin by analysing each piece of data 

separately, paying particular attention to the recurrent syntactic frames and use of 

format tying by participants to co-construct a locally-contingent meaning. As part of 

this process of analysis I will unpack the ways in which each approach, 

Ethnomethodology and Conversation Analysis (EMCA), interactional pragmatics, and 

dialogic syntax, can be drawn upon in determining the sequential processes participants 

use to negotiate and co-construct meaning. I further illustrate the interactional 

adaptability of word meanings whereby pragmatics ‘informs’ the semantic 

representation within and across utterances. I will conclude these two chapters with a 

discussion of how we can use each individual locally-situated meaning to map the 

components of meaning and recurrent processes across multiple interactions, to identify 

commonalities and differences in the way people are using and negotiating the meaning 

of these terms. 

Chapter 6 will shift the focus away from social category terms and references to people 

and look at moral dimensions of people talking about different things that they do, 

which can be broadly classified as ‘events and social behaviours’. I focus on the 

interactional processes and the recurrent syntactic frames which enable format tying, 

that participants are engaging in the course of co-constructing meaning in interaction. 
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The need to go beyond the methodological and theoretical confines of current views on 

meaning, in order to foreground both the language the interlocutors are using in order to 

discuss the event or behaviour in question is argued to be critical to understanding more 

complex instances of occasioned meaning. This analysis thus further elucidates the 

complex relationship that exists between words, concepts and context within and across 

interactions. This chapter, drawing on data that is broadly linked to ‘events and social 

behaviours’, underscores the importance of analysing interactional meaning from a 

perspective that captures how participants, during interaction, place these terms and 

concepts within their own fields of meaning, which then inform other participants’ 

fields of meaning, thereby co-constructing an interactionally salient and localised 

meaning. This chapter emphasises and consolidates what is subsequently drawn out 

across all three data analysis chapters, namely, that occasioned semantics can be 

extremely beneficial in providing a systematic and analytically rigorous way of 

identifying and analysing the recurrent processes involved in the locally-situated 

accomplishment of meaning. 

I conclude the dissertation in Chapter 7 by unpacking the major findings that this 

occasioned semantics study has unveiled, and how this approach could be applied 

across other forms of discourse and different languages. I discuss the efficacy of each of 

the methods of EMCA, interactional pragmatics, Dialogic Syntax, and the implications 

of these for the Dynamic Model of Meaning, in furthering our understanding of 

meaning-as-process from an occasioned semantics perspective. I also highlight the 

utility of understanding more closely the role pragmatics plays in interactional 

semantics. I take this further to argue the importance of moving forward with a view 

that goes beyond a decontextualized view of meaning and move towards an analysis 

which explores how meaning construction is interwoven into participants’ everyday 
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interactional practices. I conclude by highlighting the importance of taking a 

pragmatics-rich approach to understanding meaning in interaction, and propose 

directions for future research under the auspices of occasioned semantics and 

interactional pragmatics more broadly. 

1.6 Summary 

This dissertation works to unpack in social interactions exactly what is involved in the 

process of accomplishing locally-situated meanings in talk-in-interaction using an 

approach grounded in interactional pragmatics. Across the proceeding chapters I present 

a refined analysis and approach to understanding occasioned meaning. The chapters I 

present build on each other leading to an approach that consolidates what can be 

brought together from these related methods of analysis, and puts forward new 

considerations for understanding and analysing meaning in interaction. The dissertation 

as a whole proposes that we bring together various approaches to meaning to allow 

occasioned semantics to establish itself as an approach to meaning in its own right, by 

advocating an understanding of meaning as socially and interactionally organised and 

accomplished by participants. 
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CHAPTER 2: THE CO-CONSTRUCTION OF MEANING IN 

SOCIAL INTERACTION 

More the knowledge, lesser the ego. Lesser the knowledge more the ego. 

-Albert Einstein 

 

2.1 Introduction 

The question of the extent to which context, and thus pragmatic processes, play a role in 

understanding the meaning of words has been approached from a number of 

perspectives in semantics and interactional pragmatics. Interactional Semantics, or 

Occasioned Semantics as I refer to here, is a relatively new approach within linguistics, 

in which the primary focus of its analytical model is to develop a basis for 

understanding how meaning is built-up by interlocutors in interaction (Bilmes, 2009, 

2011; Deppermann, 2011a, 2011b; Hauser, 2011; Maynard, 2011; Hayashi, 2016). This 

type of analysis specifically looks into the issue of understanding the impact of 

semantics as it unfolds in the pragmatics realm: in interaction. Occasioned semantics as 

an approach draws on the application of taxonomies to capture how interlocutors 

understand the everyday world in interaction, based on semantic hierarchies and scaling 

(Bilmes, 2009; 2010; 2011; Maynard, 2011). In this chapter, I provide an overview of 

the foundational components that constitute the current version of an occasioned 

semantics approach, and how it informs this dissertation from a theoretical perspective. 

Through consolidation of the current state of play in semantics and pragmatics 

literature, I intend to propose the need to more broadly conceive occasioned semantics, 

given it arguably lies at the heart of the pragmatics-semantics interface. This entails 

taking a broader conceptual approach to meaning-in-interaction that involves, syntax, 

cognition, sociology (ethnomethodological perspective) alongside linguistic semantics 

and interactional pragmatics. 
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2.2 Word meaning in context 

Both pragmatics and semantics have clear methods for understanding and analysing 

meaning. However, whether we can in fact work across the two, and their various sub-

disciplines, to draw out a definitive approach to understanding how meaning is 

negotiated and therefore attained in interaction, is the focus of discussion here. In the 

case of semantic minimalism, word meaning is treated as stable and relatively context-

free. This then assumes that pragmatics does not enter into our understanding and 

conceptualisation of meaning (Borg, 2004; 2007; 2012; Cappellen & Lepore, 2005; 

Goddard & Wierzbicka, 2014). There are few exceptions to this tendency in lexical 

semantics. Goddard and Wierzbicka (2014) for example, although acknowledging that 

cultural concepts and values play a role in influencing meaning, work on the assumption  

that meaning is synonymous across uses and users. However, although exceptions to the 

rule that meaning is synonymous across different contexts, these cases still do not 

account for instances where mere substution of an abstracted meaning in place of a 

lexical item directly translates to the speaker’s intended meaning (Goddard, 2006). In 

cases of polysemy it is acknowledged that context, including both underlying syntax 

and co-text, plays a role in selecting the speaker’s intended denotation of that word. 

However, the meaning of the denotation itself is held to be largely context-insensitive 

(Cappellen & Lepore, 2005).  

Word meanings are conceptualised, on a minimalist view, as semantic-rich entities for 

which their meaning is roughly the same whether they are abstracted outside of context 

or situated within context-bound interactions. However, to assume this without 

consideration of broader interactional and contextual processes, arguably does not 

provide for a comprehensive account of how meaning is impacted by virtue of its 

placement in an utterance, the participants who utter it, and therefore conversational 
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sequence and context more broadly. 

On the other hand, if we look at the contextualist perspective, a more context-rich and 

dynamic treatment of word meaning is apparent. It is generally assumed in contextualist 

approaches that word meaning should be approached at a sentential level from truth-

conditional perspective  (Atlas, 2005; Carston, 2002). This method provides a way to 

explain and translate ambiguous natural language sentences using a metalanguage of 

predicate logic. This theoretic approach also allows for a more context-sensitive 

interpretation of meaning. Scholars such as Austin (1961), Grice (1978), Wittengenstein 

(1922), Wilson (1975), Levinson (1995) and Horn (2004, 2006) among others, have 

explored the relationship between the truth-conditional representation of a word or 

phrase and how this is linked to pragmatic inference. In fact Frege (1884) was one of 

the first to suggest that meaning is only conferred on a word within the sentence in 

which it occurs. If we then consider this from an occasioned semantics perspective, the 

base sentence or at the utterance level, where participants formulate turns, supports 

these claims of meaning in context and meaning arising from structure. Wittgenstein 

(1922) further developed this in his work, adding that the meaning(s) of words are 

dependent on their use. 

From a contextualist (Recanati, 2004, 2005), sense generality (Atlas, 1989) or radical 

pragmatics (Cole, 1981) perspective, word meanings are very often underspecified. This 

is dependent to varying degrees on who is using the word in question, and the field of 

related words that are implicitly (or explicitly) invoked through its use by those 

speakers (Levinson, 2000). For some people the word dog refers to a friendly, lovable 

animal that is loyal to a fault, while for others it means a scary thing that chases you and 

may try to bite you if not kept on a tight leash. These variable meanings are a function 

of the different experiences of individuals, but may systematically vary across groups of 
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speakers depending on the ways in which dogs are managed (or not) in different 

communities and further experiences by individuals within these communities, and so is 

indicative of the influence of cultural/world knowledge on meaning. Yet from a 

minimalist perspective, words are evidently recurrently used in systematic ways to refer 

to certain things. We don’t normally use the word “cat” to refer to a dog, and both sets 

of people mentioned above would generally have no trouble identifying animals 

referred to as a dog. 

A key question for those working at the semantics-pragmatics interface to then consider, 

is how are word meanings attained in interaction with respect to both their source and 

field in which they are invariably embedded? In other words, how do participants go 

from relatively abstract, hypothesised understandings of word meanings to what they 

are taken to mean by those participants on a particular occasion of its use? As is clear 

from the EMCA tradition, participants are constantly navigating an interactional 

minefield that is imbued with social and moral norms, which act as resources for 

mobilising and contextualising meaning in talk. This is what allows participants to 

discern between a loyal dog or a vicious dog. Given the former (i.e. understanding word 

meaning) is of formal interest in semantics, while the latter is the proper object of study 

in pragmatics, another way of putting this question is how do participants themselves, 

not just professional linguists, navigate the semantics-pragmatics interface? This is an 

area which remains a gap in current research.  

It is this notion that the meanings of words tend to be underspecified, that leads to a 

discussion regarding the denotations and connotations of words in talk. When 

discussing words, it is common to either refer to the denotation or connotation of that 

particular term. At the macro level, denotations are the basic foundational understanding 

of what a word or expression means either descriptively or conceptually. That is, a 
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denotation captures the referential or descriptive meaning, or meanings in cases of 

polysemy, for that word or formulation. Denotations capture all potential referents for 

the word or formulation in question that are relevant to that particular sense (Ullmann, 

1962). Referring back to my earlier remarks on radical contextualism, such approaches 

focus on identifying denotational meaning(s) in relation to the interplay of context and 

inference (Ariel, 2016; Jasczcolt, 2014; Recanati, 2005). Its counterpart, connotation, 

according to Allan (2007, p.1047), is inherently pragmatic in nature or what he terms 

“pragmatic effects”. Connotations are a direct result of speakers’ knowledge and 

understanding of the denotation or reference and how these are then represented by the 

speaker in their chosen context. As a consequence of this, context plays a further role in 

determining how participants’ draw on their experiences, beliefs and prejudices in order 

to ascertain the most relevant pragmatic effect in that moment of talk.  

In some respects, these two positions on word meanings discussed above can be broadly 

aligned with Grice’s (1968) distinction between “timeless meaning” and “occasion-

meaning”. In the case of the former, the meaning of a word is equivalent to what 

speakers of a language assume is what a speaker would normally intend to mean by the 

use of that word (or senses therein, in cases of polysemy). In the latter case, the meaning 

of a word is what is meant by the use of that word, by a speaker on a particular 

occasion. Methods that abstract out a common semantic core across occurrences of the 

word in question are generally held to tap into the former kind of “timeless meaning”, 

while methods that focus on the localised meanings of words in particular situated 

contexts, for particular speakers, tap into the latter form of “occasion-meaning”. Given 

ongoing debates at the semantics-pragmatics interface, questions arise as to whether 

these two theoretical and methodological viewpoints can and should be reconciled. 

Enfield’s (2015b) treatment of word meanings as being what individual speakers of that 
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language hypothesise them to mean arguably goes some way to reconciling these two 

views. A hypothesis shared across large groups of speakers is what underlies “timeless 

meaning”, whereas the hypotheses of individual speakers or small groups of speakers is 

what underlies “occasion-meaning”. Situating the meanings of words with respect to the 

(shared) mental representations of individual speakers in this way raises a number of 

key issues for developing a theoretical account of word meaning that is sensitive to 

localised ways in which words are used by speakers in interaction, and yet this also 

explains how words are evidently used in recurrent ways across groups of speakers to 

do roughly similar semantic work. 

The first issue for consideration is whose meaning we are in fact talking about (i.e. its 

source). If, as Enfield (2015b) argues, what a word means for the speakers in question 

“can never be more than a hypothesis of what that word means” (p.11), and is invariably 

underspecified (Wilson, 2003), we must necessarily situate these hypothesised 

meanings with respect to particular speakers situated in time, to allow for a localised 

meaning to emerge. Not only do word meanings change over spans of time (diachronic 

frame of understanding), but for an individual can change over the course of their 

lifetime (ontogenetic frame of understanding), and may even change for participants 

over the course of a particular interaction (enchronic frame of understanding) (Enfield, 

2015a). In pragmatics, we are interested in the enchronic, which indicates the need to 

consider what words mean for each participant concerned. Even within a two-party 

interaction, one speaker or hearer may not have the same understanding as the other; 

thus giving rise to the need for participants to navigate this discrepancy in 

understanding, to allow the interaction to continue or the sequential progression of the 

conversation to allow for disagreement to be negotiated, or the topic to terminate. 

Kecskes (2003) argues that word meanings are more than just that which the hearer 

understands the speaker to mean, but rather also what the speaker thinks and intended 
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by the use of that word in that particular moment. This suggests the need to look more 

closely at the degree of pragmatic intrusion into semantics. Specifically, by taking a 

more detailed and granular approach to this relationship within the participation 

framework that underpins talk-in-interaction (Goffman, 1981) the relationship between 

participants’ understandings of (word) meanings can vary and emerge as a systemic 

function of each participation framework that is operational within an interaction 

(Culpeper & Haugh, 2014). If we are to consider how meanings of the same word vary 

across uses, this would go a long way to understanding how meaning in interaction can 

inform more formal, abstract definitions of word meanings. Using the dog example, if a 

dog is never vicious, its meaning cannot be abstracted as such. 

This leads to the second issue of how the meanings of particular words are related to or 

not related to the meanings of other words (i.e. semantic fields). This operates on the 

understanding that concepts constitute objects of words, do not exist in isolation and 

rather can be grouped or arranged with respect to each other in different ways (Haugh, 

2016b). It makes little sense on that view to assume that speakers do not consider the 

meaning of a particular word when used in interaction without considering what its 

other meanings may be related to it, or its Wortfield (Trier, 1931). The other 

conceptually related words and uses of a particular word can make salient a meaning 

that is informed by these features and implicit to its usage (Bilmes, 2009). Participants 

can configure their surrounding field to which they will, situated a given word or 

utterance, and then allow the proposed aspects of its meanings to be foregrounded or 

backgrounded dependent on its relevance to the interaction.  

Finally, the third and final issue, working on the assumption that meaning can be locally 

situated and therefore locally co-constructed, is how do we connect meanings across 

many varied uses and the contribution of semantic and pragmatic processes to them?  
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Recanati (2004, 2005) proposes that the logical form of an utterance is enriched as part 

of the pragmatic inference, therefore making the utterance a semantic-pragmatic unit, 

subject to truth-conditions, rather than one or the other (see also Carston, 2008; Sperber 

& Wilson, 1986). What this creates is a dichotomy between implicature and explicature, 

which can impact the truth-conditional content and therefore meaning of the utterance 

(Carston, 2013; Recanati, 1989).  

If we take this even further, applying Bach’s (2004) work regarding the pragmatics-

semantics intersection, he proposes that the semantic properties of a sentence are 

comparable to its syntactic and phonological properties, in that they are all linguistic 

features (p. 27). He does not, however, place on par with these features the pragmatic 

properties involved in the uttering of sentences, claiming that “speakers’ intentions do 

not endow them with new semantic properties” (Bach, 2004, p.27). This distinction 

becomes problematic when we consider that dialogic patterning of utterances gives 

shape to the pragmatic practices which emerge in conversation (Du Bois, 2014). Du 

Bois’ (2014) work on dialogic syntax (cf. dialogic repetitions, Tannen, 1987) provides a 

new approach for considering the patterning of syntactic features of utterances and goes 

a long way to understanding the strategies and practices speakers use to resonate with 

each other in discourse. The dialogic syntax approach offer insight into the supra-

sentential structures that are part of the underlying practices, linked to both discourse 

and meaning used by speakers.  Dialogic syntax also touches on the pragmatic and 

semantic dimensions of syntax as a possible extension of this model (Du Bois, 2015). 

Whether the claim that speaker’s intentions and other pragmatic properties do not 

intersect to inform meaning is where the rift between the theoretical views begins to 

widen, and thus where there is a need to better understand the impact of the pragmatic 

intrusion into the semantic domain. 
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The next section shifts the discussion to understanding how more 

ethnomethodologically grounded approaches can provide further clarification and 

contribute to moving towards a better understanding of meaning-in-interaction. I begin 

with a brief discussion regarding work in linguistic pragmatics that has challenged the 

view of under-specification, before elaborating on more socio-cognitive accounts of 

concepts and meaning. 

2.3 Meaning and concepts in context 

I briefly discussed in the previous section the claim that word meanings may be under-

specified, a point which is frequently noted in pragmatics. Early work in this field was 

undertaken with regard to indexicals. This made apparent the fact that other 

grammatical features such as discourse particles, connectors (among others), are 

required to be inference rich to allow for a context-relevant meaning to form in order to 

be understood in the context in which they are expressed by participants (Carston, 2002, 

2007; Horn, 2009). The implications of the under-specification of word meaning have 

been explored by a number of post-Gricean researchers and relevance theorists (see 

Ariel, 2016; Wilson & Carston, 2007). They assert that context creates the environment 

that supports participants to select relevant word meanings, but that processes of lexical 

narrowing, enriching and ad-hoc constructions allow that under-specified meaning to 

be further shaped for each specific context. 

Kecskes (2003; 2008) in his Dynamic Model of Meaning (DMM) further explicates the 

ways in which context can inform and shape word meanings. The DMM provides a 

dialectic approach to meaning that draws on the interplay of a participant’s world 

knowledge, whether it be socially and culturally reified (encoded) or situationally linked 

(current). The DMM captures the interrelationship between abstraction (world level) 

and integration (interactional level) as underpinned by the various levels of context. 
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These are referred to in the model as coresense (world knowledge), consense (situated, 

contextual lexical meaning value) and actual situational context (multiple consenses 

lead to an actual situational context) respectively (Kecskes, 2003, p. 393). This dialectic 

interplay between coresense and consense again echoes aspects of Grice’s (1968) 

notions of “timeless and occasion meaning”: while “timeless meaning” or “coresense” 

more generally refers to as a common hypothesis about the meaning of a word shared 

across large groups of speakers, its coresense is seen as a “denotational, diachronic, 

relatively constant and objective feature that reflects changes in the speech community” 

(Kesckes, 2008, p.393). Coresense provides the bigger picture of meaning that is 

informed by public and share understandings of what words are taken to mean. 

Similarly, just as “timeless meaning” underpins “occasion meaning”, coresense informs 

the various consenses that may arise during interaction, although the former does not 

exhaust the latter given it is invariably under-specified.  

As such coresenses in the DMM account for meaning that is “actual, subjective, 

referential, and connotational, and changed by actual situational context” (p.393). This 

acknowledges that speakers can draw on their own personal experiences and knowledge 

to inform their own understanding of what a word means. The DMM conceptualises 

meaning construction as a collective part of the communicative process, whereby 

meaning value is heavily underpinned by a “full”, enriched context. In other words, 

what a word means can only be understood when the context and individuals’ 

experiences in hearing or using those words is considered. This is not to discount that in 

some cases speakers’ “prior context of experience” (Kecskes, 2008, p.388) is not tied to 

or the same as standard and recurrent contexts or coresenses, given these contexts are 

reflexively constituted through word use. 

However, if we are to then to apply this theoretical model to the locally-situated 
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achievement of meaning, we must also consider the added dimension of how particular 

evaluative and attributive features are used in that process. Building on the DMM, the 

scope of emergent, locally-situated meaning can be more clearly delineated, by 

understanding how context and individual knowledge and experiences of speakers 

intersect. Linguistic expressions, especially social category terms are embedded within 

the participants’ social and cultural experiences (Rowen, 2017) from which they draw, 

to co-construct and reify a meaning that is relevant to the interaction at hand and the 

everyday world in which it is situated. The DMM identifies a number of processes by 

which meaning can be achieved: through the “processes of blending, mapping, framing, 

and other cognitive operations, a great variety of meanings can be constructed from 

symbolic structures (grammar) that contain the required prompts for such constructions” 

(Kecskes, 2008, p. 386). 

If we are to take these variety of possible meanings that the DMM discusses and add an 

additional analytic lens to meaning at the interactional level, we get a further 

interactionally-rich perspective on meaning. At the core of the notion of locally-situated 

or occasioned meaning is the relationship between the lexical and conceptual levels, and 

how these function at the interactional level, where meaning is negotiated through 

recurrent and systematic processes. These processes draw on both coresense and actual 

situational context (Kecskes, 2003, 2008), but only become reified and relevant in the 

context of the interaction. This additional layer of meaning co-construction and 

recurrent processes is what I attempt to further unpack in the next section in (briefly) 

discussing the body of work that touches upon issues of meaning in ethnomethodology.  

2.3.1 Ethnomethodology and meaning 

The primary goal of ethnomethodology is to understand the methods that people employ 

in everyday social interactions to make sense of the world. It brings together peoples’ 
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cognizance of society and culture that in essence is part of the mundane methods of 

‘doing social life’, described by Hester and Eglin (1997b) as “culture in action”.  The 

early periods of ethnomethodology (Cicourel, 1968; Garfinkel, 1964) were particularly 

interested in uncovering how social order is achieved. In order to answer this they 

sought to understand the social use of categories. One cannot understand how people 

make sense of the world without seeing how they do this in everyday activities and use 

categories as a way of compartmentalising various actions and behaviours to create an 

understanding of social order. 

The haecceity of individual settings of action led Membership Categorisation Analysis 

(MCA) into a series of investigative case studies with the intent to describe and analyse 

social settings (Psathas, 2008). Work by Sharrock (1974), Watson (1978) and Jayussi 

(1984) was paramount in that they contributed investigations that built on Sacks and 

Garfinkel’s (1970) work, in furthering our understanding of the role of the moral order 

and norms in interaction. Later work from Hester (1994), Hester and Eglin (1997a), and 

more recently Fitzgerald (2012a, 2012b) and Stokoe (2012), has developed a more 

systematic view of MCA in talk-in-interaction. In this dissertation I consider closely 

haecceity in terms of localised-meaning in various individual settings of social action. I 

then consider more broadly how these norms in MCA can be applied if we are looking 

to analyse emergent meaning across multiple sites of interaction. 

At this point, it is best to acknowledge two key points. Firstly, I am by no means 

claiming that MCA is the sole answer to the meaning-in-interaction debate. Indeed, on 

some accounts, MCA can be intuitively complex and arguably disjointed in its approach 

to membership categories across discourses (Carlin, 2010). However, the analytical 

rigour of MCA means it arguably provides an extremely useful tool for occasioned 

semantics. Specifically, MCA can be systematically used as a robust tool for analysing 
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participants’ use of ‘format tying’ (Sacks, 1995) across utterances in the course of co-

constructing meaning, as through format tying, participants co-construct localised links 

between words and categories that are informed by the cultural, societal and own 

individual experiences of participants, in localised action-oriented environments of talk. 

This provides clarity for an area of meaning which other approaches do not arguably 

deal with (Bilmes, 2011; 2015).  

Secondly, it is important to briefly delimit the role of CA in EMCA. Most of the early 

work in ethnomethodology was between that of Garfinkel and Sacks (1970), although 

CA subsequently diverged from its ethnomethodological roots in subsequent work, 

particularly under the influence of Schegloff after the passing of Sacks in 1975. There 

are, of course, elements of CA that are undoubtedly EM in nature, given the need to 

understand the broader societal context which impacts on the sequential nature of 

interaction (Maynard & Clayman, 1991). However, other aspects of CA are arguably 

aligned more closely with pragmatics in that they take a more rigorous and focused 

approach to the organisation of talk-in-interaction. My interest here is to unpack the 

Sacksian system of Membership Categorisation Analysis (MCA) and the significant 

contribution it can make to the occasioned semantics approach.  

The negotiation of (word) meaning in CA is often associated with repair, that is, 

instances where there are troubles in speaking, hearing or understanding what word has 

been said or what is meant by that word (Schegloff, Jefferson and Sacks, 1977; Sidnell, 

2016). However, here I am focusing on instances where participants evidently assume 

they all know the basic denotation of the word in question, and are orienting towards the 

interactional achievement of a locally-situated understanding of that word. 

I therefore will mention the relationship and relevance of CA only briefly, as CA does 

not tend to deal with meaning per se given its primary focus on analysing the 
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interactional achievement of social action. As such there is no account of semantics as it 

intrudes on the sequential nature of CA. Therefore, I do not take CA to be inclusive of 

Sacksian category analysis, and rather consider CA to be primarily focused on 

elucidating the sequential organisation of talk. Conversation analysts have shown how 

action-projection holds particularly strong in understanding the organisation of 

sequences and the interactional accomplishment of participation (Goodwin, 2002; 

Schegloff, 2007a, 2007b). In the same respect, interactional linguists have made inquiry 

into how linguistic structures are collaboratively accomplished as a result of projection 

(Auer, 2005). For the organisation and interpretation of action as meaning in interaction, 

consideration of participants’ orientation to the interactional past is equally relevant. 

Action ascription is not always defined at the very moment of its production, nor is it 

defined by the producer’s intention (Haugh, 2008), and what some locally-situated 

utterance amount to in terms of action, meaning and consequently in terms of the 

progression of interaction is always an interactional accomplishment of those 

participants. This is in part embodied in the way in which recipients treat utterances as 

an action of a particular kind, that is, in the way they ascribe both action (Levinson, 

2013) and meaning to that utterance. Interlocutors closely monitor each participant’s 

understandings of utterances from which he/she then can choose to modify his/her own 

utterances within the action sequence in the course of production (Mondada, 2011). 

Similarly, in terms of occasioned meaning, participants can demonstrate their 

understanding or lack of, relating to the action produced by another speaker, by shifting 

the action or tacking onto the actions ascribed to another participant in a prior turn 

(Deppermann, 2015). 

A participant can also affiliate or disaffiliate with the recipients’ understandings of the 

kind of action s/he is doing or describing. This can be in ostensive or indirect ways. 

These varying types of responses are occasioned by participants’ prior utterances and 
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often re-visited throughout an interaction (Goodwin, 1981; Goodwin & Goodwin, 

1987). This is dependent on the type of prior utterance, location in the sequential 

structure and inevitably a result of participants using recurrent practices or frames to 

structure utterances and ascribe actions. 

2.3.2 MCA and its relationship to meaning 

The Sacksian system of MCA directs us to the ways in which people in their everyday 

mundane routines use categories to invoke social and cultural knowledge. The 

institutional, ‘The baby cried. The mommy picked it up’ (Sacks, 1974) story is the 

seminal example of how Sacks saw much more than carefully constructed syntax in 

considering the broader set of meanings which this evoked. He argued that embedded in 

these sentences we can draw out profound insights into the multi-faceted aspects of 

social knowledge and action that are invoked by categories in use. On the surface level, 

it is common sense that as a result of the action of a baby crying, the mother would pick 

it up. However, when approached from a socially and culturally nuanced perspective, 

members’ reasoning for doing so, come to the fore. If these two sentences are placed 

within an interactional context, the significance of MCA in understanding meaning is 

illuminated. How participants use categories and their associated features to order and 

explain their relation to talk is pertinent to meaning in interaction. Categories become 

the vessel by which participants transfer and shape meaning that is focussed around the 

knowledge, norms, moral order and therefore the category or categories with which 

these features intersect. 

This is where Sacks’ (1972) work was expanded, and the relationship between 

knowledge and categories is used together as resources by participants in interaction 

(Sharrock & Turner, 1980).  It is argued by Sharrock & Turner (1980), that in knowing 

that something is something, through an ability to describe it in such a way that 
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confirms this is what it is, not only categorises the category but vis-à-vis categorises the 

categoriser as a knower of the category (Schegloff, 2007a; Whitehead, 2009). In this 

way Sharrock and Turner (1980) argue that knowledge can function in two ways. 

Firstly, knowledge can be actively tied to that category, which constitutes membership 

to that category. This is treated as displaying knowledge linked to the category and 

assumes membership to that category. This works on the assumption that participants in 

interaction may draw on knowledge as a social resource for negotiating how knowledge, 

the moral order and categories are interlinked. In addition to this it also assumes that 

knowledge of participants is a central tenant in understanding how meaning is (co)-

constructed and localised in interaction. It is participants’ prior knowledge and 

experience with these categories that gives rise to a localised fit-for-purpose meaning. 

Sacks’ (1995) proposed “tying rules” bring together participants’ connection between 

the various elements of talk. Tying rules looks at the various ways participants’ 

utterances are tied together and how these segments have been selected by participants 

as relevant to the conversation, and in the case of this dissertation, the meaning being 

negotiated in interaction. The rules explore the sequencing of utterances and the role of 

speakers in relation to the tying of features to a particular object. Speaker rules propose 

a speaker must make him/herself a second speaker in order to tie his/her utterance to the 

preceding first speaker, if s/he can use some second part that is able to be tied to the first 

part of the first speaker’s utterance (Sacks, 1995, p. 151). This can occur anywhere 

within the interaction and does not to have a specified environment of use, but operates 

over consecutive utterances between two or more speakers.  

Sequencing rules, on the other hand, look to bed down, where in the conversation the 

tying occurs, what the utterance is being tied to and the ways it is tied together (Sacks, 

1995, p. 152-153). It is the latter that was further developed by Goodwin & Goodwin 
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(1987) as “format tying”. That is the partial and additive re-duplication of various 

phonetic, lexical and syntactic features of theirs and other participants’ utterances. Du 

Bois’ (2014) dialogic syntax looks at the concept of format tying in finer detail at the 

utterance level. His approach provides an additional analytical layer, in that it identifies 

the recurrent syntactic frames recycled by speakers across utterances and maps them, 

representing the pairing of words and affixes that demonstrate how speakers create 

affinities at the phonetic, lexical and syntactic level across an interaction. 

It is the practice of format tying, although not referred to as this by Du Bois (2014), that 

creates dialogic resonance across multiple sequences of utterances, which allow 

participants to establish shared understanding and a locally-fitted consense can then 

emerge. The more of the utterance that is repeated from a prior turn, the more columns 

of parallelism are created. The more syntactically parallel the utterances are, the more 

granular the meaning that can be tied to the object or semantic anchor. If we draw 

connections to Sacks’ work, the inter-relationships between these theoretical approaches 

becomes apparent. Participants use categories to organise and make sense of the world, 

and in interaction to make sense of “the world” as discussed in the bounds of an 

interactional moment. Categories allow participants to understand and ascribe 

associated category-tied activities and predicates to them (Sacks, 1995; Stokoe, 2012) 

that are related to how the categories are enacted. The negotiation of these associated 

category features results in the participants using “format tying” in the form of recurrent 

syntactic frames, which are valanced through use of various evaluative and attributive 

features (activities, predicates, related categories), to achieve a locally-situated meaning. 

These syntactic frames are then able to be used to ascertain, how patterns of resonance 

inform the emergence of locally-situated meaning.  

Another component, to which meaning-in-interaction intertwines with format tying, is 
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through the concept of moral order. Jayussi (1984) explores, how participants employ 

and order category resources (category-tied activities, judgements, descriptions, 

evaluations etc.), to forge connections which morally position categories in relation to 

others (Jayussi, 1984). Of particular interest in her work is her discussion of how a 

description or judgement, for example “she is difficult and lazy for her age”, could 

reasonably belong to any number of categories. What works to differentiate it from the 

other possibilities is how the participants tie it to a specific category as a means of 

differentiating it. This is part of the interactional work participants are involved in, 

through which the moral order is constituted (Jayussi, 1984, p. 22). In particular, we can 

see how participants’ recycle whole or parts of utterances in order to tie these features to 

a particular category within the sequential nature of interaction, which fosters an 

environment that allows for a localised meaning, related to the category, to emerge. This 

provides for a deeper empirical consideration of how meaning in interaction is part of a 

complex set of interactional practices, with emphasis on the haecceity of localised 

meaning. 

2.3.3 Categories and their relationship to meaning 

I now wish to briefly discuss Sacks’ (1995) treatment of categories as part of the current 

discussion of taxonomies in anticipation of the discussion of the occasioned semantics 

agenda in the final part of this chapter. Sacks’ work in ethnomethodology is deeply 

entrenched in sociological perspectives. One such perspective that holds is that 

categories are an affluent source of meaning. However, the focus of categories tends to 

be in relation to knowledge about the categories enacted in different mundane settings; 

how they are selected, used, associated with other categories and structured by members 

(Schegloff, 2007b). In an early lecture he argued that, 
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 “for any population of persons present there are available alternative sets of categories 

that can be used on them. That then poses for us an utterly central task in our descriptions; 

to have some way of providing which set of categories operate in some scene—in the 

reporting of that scene or in its treatment as it is occurring” (1995, vol. 1, p.116) 

Sacks in his focus on categories, was concerned with their use in interaction, not how 

they function within other linguistic domains such as taxonomic structures, or of 

particular interest in this study, how their organisation and use can provide a range of 

analytical insights to understanding meaning. Due to the ‘inference rich’ nature of 

categories, not only do they provide information about that category, but are able to 

give insights into the use, structure and treatment of that category and associated 

categories as meaning rich and meaning-carrying mechanisms for participants.  

Categories function as a tool for members to associate activities and predicates that they 

perceive as related to the category or overarching category device which guides their 

social and practical reasoning. It is these activities and predicates that members latch to 

categories, which allow for an interrelationship between categories to be established. It 

is both the intra- and inter-relationship between categories that generates the hub of 

participant knowledge that informs how participants have understood this common-

sense knowledge, and how this is acted out through the various categories and their 

related activities’ functions (Hester, 1994; Hester & Eglin, 1997b; Sacks, 1972). This 

product of members’ methods for recognising and understanding phenomena leads to 

the establishment of social order and is a way of accounting for inchoate behaviour 

(Housley & Fitzgerald, 2015).  

While MCA does not, like most approaches, explicitly deal with meaning, it does 

provide an empirically grounded model that captures how participants organise and 

explain knowledge within social action. I liken it to the ‘petri dish’ for understanding 

emergent meaning: the base ‘culture’ to which meaning can be explored and evolve. In 

understanding how members recognise, account for and structure social order that are 
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both implicitly and explicitly linked to categories and category devices, meaning begins 

to emerge. However, a key analytic issue often raised concerns the tacit category work 

of members. This is made in relation to the analysis of non-explicit category 

orientations or membership (Rintel, 2015). This has been dubbed analytic ‘promiscuity’ 

(see Schegloff, 2007b; cf. Fitzgerald & Rintel, 2013; Fitzgerald, 2012b). Schegloff 

(2007a) contended, for instance, that when there is no explicit description of a category, 

the risk is run of the members’ category work in the localised context being separated 

out and used to reinforce the analyst’s assumptions rather than to explain the members’ 

own understanding in the interaction. MCA has hit back against the “promiscuous” 

claims of MCA, arguing that categories have the flexibility to be redeployed in 

interaction against multiple devices, and are therefore “omnirelevant” (Fitzgerald, 

Housley & Butler, 2009; Fitzgerald & Rintel, 2013). It is this aspect of omnirelevance 

and category promiscuity that provides further analytical justification into the role of 

MCA in occasioned semantics. The ability for a category to move between devices is 

suggestive of how participants can, in a locally-situated context, use categories to 

negotiate and co-construct a locally-situated meaning, which is embedded within the 

structure and given order within the bounds of MCA. This may or may not be what is 

generally considered the normative device, but is nevertheless used this way by 

participants in interaction. Further review of MCA and its strengths and weaknesses in 

an occasioned semantics approach are elaborated upon in section 2.5 below: particularly 

the hierarchal nature of categories. 

2.3.4 Taxonomies to inform meaning 

In traditional linguistic approaches to meaning, taxonomies are often drawn open to 

understand the ontological relations that exist between categories of words (see Frake, 

1969). Taxonomies or ontologies are used to represent “kind of” relations between 
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semantically related objects or to be more inclusive ‘things’ (A daisy is a “kind of 

flower” is also therefore a “kind of” plant). These relations between items in a related 

set create relational levels where one ‘kind of’ relation is dependent on another being 

logically true; hence the hierarchical nature of taxonomies. To make my next point 

about taxonomies clear I need to establish a working example. Take for example that 

this item on my desk is a daisy; it is also true to say that it is a flower and that it is a 

plant. In this case I am working bottom-up. I cannot on the other hand claim that if this 

thing is a plant, that it is a flower or a daisy. I am restricted in the levels of contrast I can 

provide. That is, items within these categories are mutually exclusive and the lowest 

levels in the taxonomy specify more about the level above to which it is a “kind of” 

(Cruse, 2011).  

One issue that arises, and this is one which is most common in conversation, is when a 

speaker attempts to specify further, when the term is perhaps associated with a 

particular gender or occupation. Take for example Cruse (2011) case of ‘lingerie’. It is 

an item of clothing used only for women with no lexical equivalent for men, therefore 

based on the criteria of mutual exclusivity it cannot be part of the same taxonomy as 

other items of clothing. However, in the context of talk-in-interaction it is in fact 

possible that a male is being described as wearing ‘lingerie’-like clothing rendering it a 

perfectly truthful utterance. My point here is that while these types of semantic relations 

are extremely useful and important, often speakers in talk-in-interaction manipulate 

these relations to support a bigger interactional purpose.  

Sacks (1995, p. 516) deals with these semantic infelicities I have raised, as a non-

problem, given that if for the purpose of the broader interactional agenda that is what 

participants agree them to be part of, then for that purpose, they should be analysed as 

such. The above highlights that when negotiating meaning based on taxonomies, it must 
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be considered what parts must be taken into account so as in order to not disregard the 

meaning that is being interactionally achieved or negotiated by participants. As I argue 

in chapters 4-6, perhaps an interactional pragmatic analysis can offer heuristic 

advantages for such taxonomic analyses. 

Bilmes addresses this issue in his retreatment of categories and taxonomies by 

introducing the “hybrid taxonomy” (2009, p. 1603), where he argues that not all parts 

within the taxonomy are required to make up the whole or overarching meaning, but 

rather it must only contain core parts so as not to void the overall intention and meaning 

of the term or similar others. He uses taxonomies to map the emergent structure of 

meaning as it manifests in use. This approach certainly does achieve this, and Hayashi 

(2016) discusses how to capture other semantic nuances and characteristics that 

participants ascribe as part of an emergent meaning that cannot be straightforwardly 

mapped onto a hybrid taxonomy: for example, when the meaning of a person referent 

category is being negotiated, and a category-bound activity or attribute is ascribed by 

participants to the categories at play. She argues that they are implicitly a feature or 

relation within the taxonomic structure, and therefore it can be presupposed that it is 

also an attribute at other levels in the taxonomy. This becomes particularly complex 

when many category-bound attributes are brought into place as a tool for meaning 

negotiation, a point which will become particularly relevant in chapter 5. I now move 

on to look at the socio-cognitive perspectives on meaning in interaction. 

2.3.5 Relevance theory and speaker meaning 

Relevance theory presents a psychologically grounded model for understanding the 

intersection of communication and cognition in pragmatics. The central focus of 

relevance theory (Wilson & Sperber, 1981; Wilson and Sperber, 2002) is to the analysis 

of speaker meaning, which arises from the speaker having some level of communicative 
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intention (Grice, 1989; Sperber and Wilson, 1987). The underlying idea is that speaker 

meaning is enacted by the speaker in communicating a particular attitude, belief and so 

on, which they intend the hearer to recognize as intended by the speaker to be 

recognised by that hearer. This is heavily reliant on the assumption that speaker 

meaning is understood as reflecting the speakers’ cognitive reality, which in turn gets 

recognised by the hearer as intended. 

Relevance theory asserts that there are two key principles (i.e. the cognitive principle of 

relevance and the communicative principle of relevance) (Sperber & Wilson, 2004) that 

allow us to understand how hearers decode the meaning of words and to infer an 

interpretation of what was intended by the speaker. The cognitive principle of relevance 

asserts that “human cognition tends to be geared towards the maximizaton of relevance” 

(Sperber & Wilson, 2004, p. 255). This principle helps to distinguish how speakers and 

hearers cognitively make sense of what information is most relevant to the 

communication at hand. That is, communication is not merely communication but is 

driven by the speaker’s responsibility to draw the hearer’s attention to his/her intended 

meaning. This is captured in the second principle of relevance that, “every ostensive 

stimulus conveys a presumption of its own optimal relevance” (p. 255). While the 

hearer is responsible for sorting through inferences about what is meant by the speakers’ 

utterance in terms of relevance, the utterance is also imbued with his/her own relevance 

to which the hearer also must use to determine what is most relevant. 

The theoretical claims of relevance theory in regard to speaker meaning have also been 

stretched further in pragmatics by exploring the social consequentiality of speaker 

meaning in relation to a deontic standpoint (Haugh and Jaszczolt, 2012; Haugh 2013). 

In their deontic approach to speaker meaning, the focus is now on the moral and ethical 

considerations that are intrinsically linked to “understandings of the participants 
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themselves” (Haugh, 2013, p. 42). This means that speaker meaning is entrenched in 

moral and ethical deliberations and as consequence of this, participants can be held 

accountable for these in interaction, allowing the participants to challenge the speaker’s 

meaning. This complementary and morally-imbued approach to speaker meaning, and 

the principles of relevance theory, underscore the need to consider the moral dimensions 

of speaker meaning alongside its socio-cognitive roots. 

If we consider the implications of relevance theory and accounts of speaker meaning for 

understanding interactional or occasioned meaning, parallels can be drawn from both 

the communicative and cognitive principles. Most prominently, in negotiating a locally-

situated meaning, participants need to not only sift through the available inputs to find 

the elements of communication most relevant, but they must also determine whether or 

not these utterances carry information about their own ostensive relevance in relation to 

what is being negotiated in the broader context of the interaction. An additional layer 

involves the way in which participants must temper moral and ethical considerations, 

both as a speaker and hearer, in order to conceptualise and co-construct a localised 

meaning. 

2.4 Occasioned Semantics 

Having discussed the need to find an approach that deals with meaning by bringing 

together aspects of lexical pragmatics and EMCA in a way that explores the extent to 

which words encode meaning arguably leads us to consider the occasioned semantics 

approach. Occasioned semantics operates on the central tenant that during an interaction 

interlocutors co-construct a ‘field of meaning’ through the negotiation of shared 

concepts and meanings. The ways in which interlocutors in interaction establish an 

interrelationship of meaning of words or concepts in and for that specific moment of 

interaction are what construct this field (Bilmes, 2009; 2011; 2015). The concept of 
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‘field of meaning’ explains how meaning, and interlocutors understanding of such 

meanings, can both define and be defined by the interaction itself. Meaning is in essence 

embodied within the sequential accomplishment of social action in interaction.  

With this in mind, participants create and negotiate meaning in a way that is most 

relevant and beneficial to achieve understanding along the action trajectory towards 

which they are orienting. While the meaning may not follow stringent static or abstract 

fields of meaning with regards to words or concepts, they co-construct meaning as 

required by the context of the interaction vis-à-vis locally-situated meaning. Bilmes’ 

work on occasioned semantics pushes traditional perspectives in semantics and 

pragmatics by arguing that in interaction, meaning is not a fixed, static concept, but 

rather dynamic and able to be continually negotiated throughout an interaction, albeit 

the extent to which it is negotiated is dependent on the interactional circumstances 

(Bilmes, 2009, p. 1600). In this process of negotiating meaning, the co-construction 

process is inter-laden with the interlocutors’ culture, standardised knowledge and the 

(relational) biography of participants, which are then interspersed in interaction to create 

one localised field of meaning. While this is not dissimilar to the DMM (Kecskes, 2003; 

2008), it does expand upon it by looking at how meanings are informed by their social 

and cultural features and how a meaning is developed in use and framed using various 

meaning structures.  

Bilmes (2009; 2011) is a key advocate of the occasioned semantics approach and uses 

taxonomies to represent how speakers’ share knowledge to negotiate understandings of 

meanings specific for the occasion. Taxonomic hierarchies are used by Bilmes (2009; 

2011; 2015) as a formal way to represent the semantic fields within an interaction. 

Bilmes (2015) acknowledges that the uses of taxonomies are to provide heuristic, not 

analytical representations of the emergent structure of meaning, but they are 
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nevertheless analytically insightful. They are used in the current occasioned semantics 

approach to map the negotiation of meaning as it emerges in the conversation, providing 

an overall semantic web of meaning as it emerges and is co-constructed between 

interlocutors for that interactional purpose. Taxonomies are thus seen as a way to map 

the semantic relations between words and concepts.  

The use of taxonomies has the capacity to demonstrate where cross-over in meaning 

between interlocutors is occurring or similarly where a breakdown in intersubjectivity 

occurs, although this is not explicitly discussed or explored by Bilmes. However, 

whether taxonomies are the most effective tool for representing emergent meaning is 

arguably questionable. The primary issue with taxonomies here is that in trying to avoid 

abstraction, they do not provide a precise representation of the emergent meaning as 

‘said’ by the speakers. Rather it imposes the researcher’s understanding onto the data, 

creating a ‘what we think was said’ representation.  

Secondly, the validity of taxonomies in mapping the ways in which the meanings of 

words and formulations evolve over the course of an interaction is not addressed in 

current research. Whether the use of taxonomic hierarchies are the most practical 

approach for identifying thus remains a point for further discussion (Maynard, 2011, p. 

204). While taxonomies are useful resources for modelling the conceptual relations 

between words or formulations, or whether meaning is in fact hierarchically ordered in 

interaction, the jury is still out. If we were to further occasioned semantics by using a 

model that retains the emergent conceptual relations between terms and within the 

sequential structure of the interaction, it may lead us closer to understanding what actual 

meaning is attained, rather than just identifying the semantic relations interlocutors 

create. Understanding how meaning is conceptualised alongside how speakers’ achieve 

meaning in interaction is a complex interrelated network, which forms part of a broader 
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ethnomethodological approach to understanding the everyday world (Maynard, 2011). 

What I wish to point out as an ongoing hermeneutic and theoretical issue in linguistics, 

and in particular the sequential organisation of action and meaning, is the extent to 

which social action, meaning and culture influence and intersect with each other. The 

processes speakers invoke within interaction and how this can be understood in relation 

to the interactional accomplishment of meaning is a key focus of this dissertation. 

While occasioned semantics claims that meaning in conversation is a progressive or 

incremental act, and so argues for the need to investigate how such meanings can evolve 

over the course of interactions. The broader issue touched upon by this approach, 

although no such aspect is or has been thoroughly explored, is whether meaning is 

interactionally subjective or mutually comprehensible and as a result, whether this can 

pattern across interactions or is restricted to individual isolated or situated instances 

(Bilmes, 2009; 2011; Maynard, 2011). If the former is the case, an even more radical 

contextualist standpoint would be supported: speakers for the purpose of the action, 

foreground and background aspects of meaning with core features repeated across 

interactions. The latter would advocate that meaning in interaction is dynamic to the 

point that core semantic elements are not attainable: a stretch even in pragmatics. 

Beyond this, occasioned semantics advocates that meaning-in-interaction is couched in 

practices of social order and as such the co-construction of meaning is the result of 

participants’ engaging in categorisation to establish the social and moral order (Bilmes, 

2011; Hayashi, 2016). However, occasioned semantics has been criticised for not 

dealing explicitly with how speaker’s choose categories (Maynard, 2011), and what the 

speaker’s understand in order to achieve meaning in interaction. That is, participants do 

not explicitly mention a category but rather orient to various ‘taxa’ within the hierarchy 

to warrant a category that is not lexicalised, but cognitively relevant within the 
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interaction for participants, or what is termed an ‘implicit’ category (Bilmes, 2015; 

Breedlove & Raven, 1968). When dealing with implicit categories, we need to err on 

the side of caution to ensure that no analytic bias is applied to the data.  

In Bilmes’ example of the implicit category, “prostitutes” (2015, p. 45), the question for 

consideration is whether the participants’ reference to “house” and “street” girls make 

them implicit members of the category “prostitutes”. In this case, the use of taxonomic 

hierarchies takes the data out of the structure of the interaction and places only the 

category terms in the taxonomy. This doesn’t allow for a clear picture of how meaning 

emerges between participants and across turns in the interaction to be established. In 

fact, what may be more appropriate would be to say that this category is omnirelevant 

(Butler & Fitzgerald, 2010; Rintel, 2015). As Fitzgerald, Housley & Butler (2009, p. 49) 

highlight, “at any point in an interaction, someone can expectedly and relevantly deploy 

an omnirelevant device to accomplish an activity, and make relevant and consistent the 

application of the device to the membership and action of other members whom that 

device may be used to categorise”. With this is mind, in the case of Bilmes’ 

“prostitutes” if there was more sequential clarity as to the social action in which the use 

of such categories were operating, the category may be less implicit and more 

interactionally explicit. 

Deppermann (2011b) explores within the framework of occasioned semantics how 

interlocutors use linguistic and other resources to create and interpret linguistic 

formulations. Interactional understanding and interpretations of such understandings are 

often only investigated in terms direct conversational effects (e.g. repair and negation 

where participants challenge what is said or meant by a particular word or formulation), 

neglecting to consider the underlying semantic implications raised during interaction 

(pp. 116,122) (see also Sidnell, 2016). What is significant about this type of linguistic 
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analysis is what both Bilmes (2009) and Deppermann (2011b) acknowledge: while in 

many instances meaning and understanding is often implicit between participants, more 

often than not, only the follow-on conversational or pragmatic effects are made explicit 

within a conversation, leaving the semantic implications ignored and unaccounted for. 

The analysis of formulations in interaction is beneficial in pinpointing what 

conversational devices are being used by participants and how their semantic 

understandings affect this. However, a potential shortcoming in the current occasioned 

semantics approach is whether the current method captures the interactional conditions 

created by participants for the purpose of co-constructing and negotiating meaning.  

Building on this conversational practice of formulations, Deppermann (2011b, p. 155) 

also analyses notionalizations as an interactional practice used for understanding 

meaning in terms of, “the differences between descriptions and categorisations 

regarding their semantic, interactional and rhetorical properties.” Notionalizations 

involve the transformation of a detailed description by one speaker into a categorisation 

by the next speaker. A noteworthy feature is the potential for this shift from description 

to categorisation to identify emerging key words specific to the context of the 

interaction and emergent meaning (Deppermann, 2011b, p. 156).  

What is of relevance, specifically to interactional semantics, is that notionalization is 

able to condense several descriptive events and actions under one category, although the 

category itself it not necessarily what Deppermann (2011b, p. 163) describes as a “self-

contained semantic unit, [where] its interpretation rests on the first version it is 

retrospectively linked to”. Rather it may be more tangible to suggest that each use 

builds on the first version to create an overall semantic unit relevant to the broader 

social action in which the interaction is being constructed. What can be seen from such 

work is that while the category may not be entirely semantically loaded, based on an 
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isolated mention of the category in interaction, it may be forged as a result of 

subsequent mentions each which carry additional semantic information; similar to 

category-tied predicates and activities. This suggests that speakers co-construct such 

meanings through the sequential nature of talk, adding meaning in each turn at talk.  

Directly related to the idea of meaning in interaction is the influence of participants’ 

social action and socio-cultural knowledge on meaning construction. Work on social 

action and meaning in early work by Schutz (1967) suggests that meaning is the result 

of a retrospective account of experiences and so is not restricted to a particular 

‘moment’. While Schutz’s work is not supported by detailed empirical data to uphold 

such a claim, it does raise the question of the extent to which participants’ prior 

knowledge and experiences overlap with interactionally emergent meaning. This is 

something researchers such as Kesckes (2003, 2008) have explored as to how word 

meaning encodes or is encoded by participants’ experiences, past and present. Maynard 

(2011, p. 202) notes one flaw in Schutz’s theory, suggesting that participant experiences 

provide an on-going and meaningful role, and paradoxically meaning has the ability to 

be both locally-situated and pan-situational. The extent to which meaning is influenced 

by individuals’ experiences and therefore encodes meaning within and across 

interactions remains to be empirically proven. 

While there have only been a limited number of studies in the field of interactional or 

occasioned semantics to date, there is warrant to explore the approach itself in more 

detail. Particularly, whether there is a way that we can pinpoint what is it that people are 

actually talking about, what meaning they create and how they create such meaning 

within and across interactions. Garfinkel (1967) raises the argument that everything is 

indexical and nothing can be fully defined. From a pragmatics-informed perspective, the 

extent to which an occasioned semantics approach can be extended to provide a 
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member’s view of meaning and the processes by which locally-situated meaning is 

interactionally accomplished will be taken up in Chapters 4-6. 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 

Though this be madness, yet there is method in’t  

(William Shakespeare) 

 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter lays out the research design of this dissertation moving towards the 

analysis of the data in the chapters that follow. In this chapter I detail the way in which 

participants were sought for the study to create a corpus and how this data was reviewed 

and excerpts selected for more detailed analysis. After outlining how the corpus was 

created and excerpts selected from the data, I discuss issues relating to audio and video 

recording of participants in naturally occurring settings, and how this has potential to 

raise concerns about authenticity and ‘naturalness’ (Lynch, 2002). I conclude this 

section by providing an explanation of the contextual details of the groups of excerpts 

selected for this dissertation, from which the examples presented in Chapters 4-6 are 

drawn.  

3.1.1 Interactional Pragmatics 

This dissertation is grounded in an interactional pragmatics approach (see Haugh, 2012) 

to understanding the joint accomplishment of locally-situated meanings by participants 

in interaction. This approach to understanding and analysing meaning in interaction was 

chosen as the most analytically fruitful, to enhance understanding of the occasioned 

meaning of naturally occurring social interaction, as an inherently organised social 

practice. Given that the disciplinary foundations of interactional pragmatics are 

manifold (Sacks, 1995; Garfinkel, 1964; 1967; Goffman, 1981; Schegloff, 2007, among 

others), this thesis will concentrate on how meaning as a part of social action is 

interactionally accomplished. This will allow for the analysis of meaning in talk to be 
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taken beyond action as meaning, to that of the interactional organisation of talk and 

action that is focussed also on the sequential and social practices involved in occasioned 

semantics. As will be outlined in more depth in section 3.3, the approach adopted draws 

on a number of interrelated approaches in relation to understanding meaning and 

meaning in social interaction. Drawing from ethnomethodology, Conversation Analysis 

(CA) and Membership Categorisation Analysis (MCA), alongside the Dynamic Model 

of Meaning (DMM) (Kesckes, 2003; 2008), and Dialogic Syntax (Du Bois, 2014), I 

now move on to discuss the use of naturally occurring data. 

3.1.2 Use of naturally occurring data 

Under the umbrella of ethnomethodology, from which MCA and CA emerged, data 

from everyday interactions that occur in everyday settings, is favoured. Naturally 

occurring data serves to capture the social and moral orderliness which is imbued in the 

sequential nature of talk-in-interaction. Beyond the need to have data that captures 

moments of talk as they emerge in interaction, audio and video recordings act as a 

control measure to validate the authenticity of the transcript which is produced, but also 

of the participants involved and the circumstances in which it occurred (Ten Have, 

2004). This serves to provide more precise observation of data, due to the availability of 

audio and video to be continually reviewed. Above all, naturally occurring data 

significantly reduces the researcher’s ability to rely on his/her own intuition from an 

initial observation, and rather rely on the interlocutors’ interactional methods as primary 

data: avoiding the conflict between intention and analysis (Atkinson & Heritage, 1984). 

This study relies on naturally occurring conversation to demonstrate how and in what 

ways speakers are able, over the course of an interaction build locally-situated 

meanings. How this phenomena is represented across multiple interactions with 

different participants, is not something that can be dealt with using traditional text-based 
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approaches to understanding semantic meaning.   

Social settings, such as those captured in this study, can see participants be reluctant to 

give permission to be video recorded. Social settings like those captured in my data 

often see participants using excessive swearing, admitting to social misdemeanours, 

which can create tension between what they want to say, vis-à-vis, and what they 

actually say. The audio recordings collected in this research are what Jones and 

Raymond (2012) refer to as “third-party audio”, with the researcher never being 

involved in the interaction, and in many cases not remaining in the same location for the 

duration of the recordings. For the purpose of validating that all interactions were not 

staged in any way, a total of four video recordings were captured during the data 

collection process, where all participants agreed. Ten Have highlights the importance of 

the researcher’s non-involvement in the interactions being recorded, to remove the 

variable of data being coerced or co-produced (2004, p. 527). The potential for 

unnatural speech production or seemingly forced interaction in conversation analysis is 

not considered as influential of the primary aim of understanding talk-in-interactional 

contexts, as such a context is still provided (Lynch, 2000).  

Given the need to have “natural” data in ethnomethodological studies of members’ 

methods and in understanding how meaning is built in interaction, audio or video 

recordings where participants interacted with the recording equipment as an artefact, 

were still considered valid and natural. Apart from this, there is no way to concretely 

authenticate that any participant was acting or partaking in conversation that was 

different from his/her usual way of interacting while being videoed or audio recorded. 

As the interest in this research is what is produced while being audio or video recorded, 

this was not considered as problematic, rather it was anticipated that what was taken on 

audio or video was as natural as could be captured within research parameters. Some 
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argue that this natural/contrived data continuum can be clearly delineated and avoided 

(Speer, 2002), while others argue that the two, in many ways, go hand in hand (Ten 

Have, 1999). One cannot analyse a phenomena that occurs in the social realm (natural) 

without having some methodological strategy to measure and explain it (contrived). 

3.1.3 Benefits of using ethnographic particulars 

Ethnographic particulars are also considered important in ethnomethodological 

research. Jones and Raymond (2012) suggest a way of understanding how the 

interaction is given context comes down to understanding the participants and the 

context. Specifically, that relating to: (1) where the video/audio recording took place, 

(2) who gathered the video/audio records, (3) under what organizational and contextual 

circumstances were the video/audio records collected, and (4) how these features may 

impact on what is produced in the interaction (2012, p. 120). The individual recordings 

themselves were each collected in different social settings, which were taking place for 

various non-researcher generated (i.e. mundane) reasons and activities. Each setting and 

the resulting recordings were restricted to Australian English speakers (as a means of 

limiting the scope of the study). However, the type of social setting in which an 

interaction could take place was not. The 35 interactions recorded were taken from a 

number of different social settings: conversations at family dinners, housemates talking 

at home, barbecues at friends’ houses, work lunches, social get-togethers at cafes, and 

community club gatherings at local libraries or sporting venues. An exhaustive list can 

be found in Table 1 below.  
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Table 1- Ethnographic list of situations 

Recording Number Situational Context 

1 Couple talking over dinner 

2 Brother and sister in-law talking over coffee 

3 Siblings talking at home 

4 Mother and daughter talking at home 

5 Sports team members talking 

6 Family members talking over coffee at home 

7 Family members talking over coffee at home 

8 Family members talking over coffee at home 

9 Family members talking over coffee at home 

10 Siblings talking at home 

11 Friends talking at comedy show 

12 Friends talking at barbecue 

13 Friends talking at barbecue (sporting team mates) 

14 Friends talking at barbecue (childhood friends and partners) 
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15 Couple talking at home 

16 Female only party 

17 Female only party 

18 Friends talking at Barbecue 

19 Boss and Staff member meeting 

20 Boss and Staff member meeting  

21 Long-time friends talking over dinner 

22 University students meeting for the first time at university  

23 Real Estate Colleagues talking at a work morning tea 

24 Housemates talking 

25 Community Knitting Club meet-up 

26 University students talking over coffee 

27 Friends talking while driving 

28 Fitness friends talking at cafe 

29 Husband and wife talking over dinner 

30 Husband and wife talking over dinner 
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31 Siblings talking at home 

32 Husband and wife talking over coffee 

33 Friends talking at home 

34 Education profession colleagues talking 

35 Local Government employees talking after work 

3.1.4 Importance of detailed transcription 

With regards to transcription conventions, I employ the system originally proposed by 

Gail Jefferson (see ten Have, 2007) with minimal variation (see Appendix A for list of 

transcription conventions). The transcript is intended to be used in conjunction with the 

audio/video recording and one not acting as a substitute for the other. Heritage and 

Atkinson (1984) highlight the importance of a transcript and audio/video to be 

complementary to analysis, in that one provides differing levels of details of 

interactional elements, and the other, clarification of these elements, that the other 

cannot. Transcripts provide a “neutral reproduction” of interactional events, which are 

intrinsically tied to the theoretical and analytical objectives of the researcher (Kendon, 

1982; ten Have, 1999).  

With this in mind, transcripts should be the medium through which the naturally 

occurring activity is presented in a workable format for further rigorous analysis, with 

no detail considered irrelevant (ten Have, 2007; Heritage, 1984). Transcripts are 

therefore produced in this study for the purpose of allowing intricate details, not 

immediately obvious in the audio/video, such as overlaps, pauses and variation in 

intonation, to give as much detail as possible on the structure and sequential nature of 
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the talk (Atkinson & Heritage, 1984; Heritage, 1984). The overarching purpose of the 

transcript in CA is as a supplementary tool for understanding and analysing the 

interactional processes and features that are not devoid of their original social and 

interactional context. 

3.2 Process of  Data Collection  

3.2.1 Participants 

To ensure that the researcher remained, where possible, non-present in the social setting 

or a non-participant in the interaction, I chose an active data collection strategy. Having 

previously employed this strategy in a similar research project (Rowen, 2012), I was 

aware of the potential to yield a large corpus of data from a significant number of 

participants. The initial phase of recruitment occurred following ethics approval
3
, where 

an email was sent to friends of the researcher who were over 18 years of age. They were 

asked to be recorded in a series of naturally-occurring settings when they would be with 

a group consisting of people between 2-5 participants
4
. Each group of participants were 

audio-recorded in natural and relatively informal settings (barbecue, football game, 

spectating at sporting events, talking to housemates, etc.) for up to 5 hours or the length 

of their social event. Participants were advised of the audio device and in four instances 

the video recorder, but the device was placed out of close visual range so as not to 

 

 

3
 Details of ethics approval is provided in the appendix. 

4
 Groups of more than 5 participants were not recorded for this study in support of the research 

that proposes that, in conversations with more than 3 speakers, the more likely it is to schism 

into separate interactions (Stivers, 2015).  
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distract the participants from behaving as naturally as possible in the social 

environment. The researcher was never part of the conversation and was not in the 

location in which the conversation occurred, except to set up, brief the participants, 

pack-up and debrief the participants.  

Participants from this phase were from different towns and cities across the states and 

territories of Australia. This vast geographical reach of participants was considered 

favourable in order to provide a current snapshot of the mainstream use of English in 

Australia. A number of participants opted to set up their own recording devices and 

send the recording to the researcher, thus allowing for a broader geographical reach of 

participants. A total of 15 participants were recorded in phase 1. 

Participants from the initial phase of recruitment told others about their participation in 

the study and a number of participants volunteered via ‘word of mouth’. This process of 

recording was repeated for these additional participants. Upon completion of the second 

phase of collection a total of 33 participants were recorded across 20 unique social 

interactions.  

The third phase of recruitment of participants involved emailing a range of local 

community groups such as, sporting organisations, university groups and families to 

advise them of the project and gauge their interest in participating. An additional 17 

participants volunteered to be recorded during this phase. A total of 65 participants 

across the three phases of recruitment were eventually recorded across 35 conversations 

that totalled 27.2 hours of recorded conversation, in a variety of social settings over the 

12-month period (June, 2014 to June, 2015). Participants came from a broad range of 

backgrounds such as; lawyers, doctors, university students, parents, grandparents, 

teachers, therapists, businessmen/women, unemployed and retirees. Table 2 details the 

basic demographic details of the participants. NB; all identifying information of 
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participants has been removed and pseudonyms used for all participants. 
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Table 2 - List of Participants 

Number Location Home Town/City Age Occupation 

1 NT Charleville (QLD) 24 Property Valuer 

2 NT Roma (QLD) 24 Town Planner 

3 NT Kilcoy (QLD) 25 School Teacher 

4 NT Kilcoy (QLD) 22 University Student 

5 NT Kilcoy (QLD) 21 University Student 

6 NT Perth (WA) 27 Meteorologist 

7 QLD Toowoomba (QLD) 60 Retiree 

8 QLD Toowoomba (QLD) 55 Retiree 

9 QLD Toowoomba (QLD) 31 Author 

10 QLD Toowoomba (QLD) 63 Company Manager 

11 QLD Toowoomba (QLD) 80 Pensioner 

12 QLD Toowoomba (QLD) 63 High school teacher 

13 WA Kununurra (WA) 26 Pilot 

14 NT Darwin (NT) 43 Property Valuer 
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15 NT Darwin (NT) 47 Property Valuer 

16 NT Darwin (NT) 46 Local Government  

17 NT Darwin (NT) 46 Local Government  

19 NT Darwin (NT) 45 Local Government  

19 QLD New York (America) 28 Exchange Student 

20 TAS Hobart (Tasmania) 26 Student 

21 NT Alice Springs (NT) 30 Teacher 

22 NT Darwin (NT) 30 Project Manager 

23 NT Darwin (NT) 25 

Lands and Planning 

Manager 

24 SA Adelaide (SA) 26 

Human Resources 

Manager 

25 WA Perth (WA) 28 Marketing Manager 

27 VIC Melbourne (VIC) 26 Town Planner 

28 VIC Melbourne  35 Unemployed 

29 QLD Charleville  55 Property Manager 

30 QLD St George  55 
Agri-business 
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manager 

31 QLD Toowoomba  55 

Real Estate Business 

Owner 

32 QLD Toowoomba  60 Real Estate Agent 

32 QLD Toowoomba  63 Real Estate Agent 

33 QLD Toowoomba  21 

 Volunteer Social 

Worker 

34 QLD Brisbane  23  Journalist 

35 QLD Gowrie Junction  52 

Administration 

Manager 

36 QLD Brisbane  40 Linguist 

37 QLD Brisbane  33 Retail Assistant 

38 QLD Brisbane  45 Retail Assistant 

39 QLD Brisbane 46 

Administrative 

assistant 

40 QLD Brisbane  44 Librarian 

41 QLD Brisbane  33 School Teacher 
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42 NT Devonport  31 Lecturer 

43 NT Darwin  28 

Professional Athlete/ 

PhD Candidate 

44 QLD Toowoomba  21 Student 

45 QLD Brisbane  27 

Child Services 

Officer 

46 QLD Brisbane  20 Call Centre Operator 

47 NT Thursday Island  53 University Lecturer 

58 NT Thursday Island  53 Retiree 

49 QLD Wyandra  55 Grazier 

50 QLD Wyandra  55 

Primary School 

Teacher 

51 QLD Wyandra  19 Jillaroo 

52 QLD Wyandra  18 Jackaroo 

53 NSW Sydney  42 University Lecturer 

54 WA Port Headland 29 Hairdresser 

55 QLD Cambooya  42 
Environmental 
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Scientist 

56 NSW Tamworth  42 Loss Assessor 

57 QLD St George  82 Retiree 

58 QLD St George  82 Retiree 

59 NT Darwin   55 Business Owner 

60 ACT Canberra  18 High School Student 

61 ACT Canberra  18 High School Student 

62 NT Darwin   48 Professor 

63 NT Darwin   47 Nurse 

64 VIC Melbourne  36 Unemployed 

65 VIC Melbourne  29 Cleaner 

3.2.2 Building a corpus 

A corpus of all data was built to allow for review of moments of interaction where 

meaning negotiation occurred. Table 3 details the list of recordings that formed the 

corpus. A sample of 3 audio recordings were selected and reviewed to ascertain whether 

there was any evidence of participants ‘negotiating’ meaning across the interaction. The 

sample (3 recordings) revealed a number of excerpts that met the criteria of 

‘negotiating’ meaning that there were suitable candidates for detailed CA transcription. 

Appendix B presents an exhaustive list of excerpts identified across the 35 
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conversations that were considered to be examples of participants co-constructing a 

locally-situated meaning. A total of 53 examples of locally-situated or occasioned 

meaning sequences were identified. Each example was systematically worked through 

using an occasioned semantic analysis, which draws from CA, MCA, dialogic syntax 

and the dynamic model of meaning to analyse the interactional processes involved in 

meaning negotiation, locate the recurring features and syntactic frames used by 

participants to best understand the overarching meaning that is co-constructed by 

participants. This resulted in 11
5
 exemplars being selected for presentation in the three 

data analysis chapters (4-6).  

Table 3 - List of recordings 

Recording  Recording Code 

Dated 

Recorded 

Location 

Total 

Length 

Number of 

Participants 

1 TBSC_17082012 (1) 17/12/2014 House  01.04 2 

2 TBLT_10102014 (2) 10/10/2014 House  07.39 2 

3 TBLT_10102014 (3) 10/10/2014 House  02.01 2 

 

 

5
 11 examples have been chosen to provide a full analysis in this dissertation. It is not possible 

to provide an analysis of all 53 occasioned meaning sequences that are detailed enough and 

within the word length stipulations of a PhD. 
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4 LTJR_17012015 (4) 17/01/2015 House  04.57 2 

5 LTJRSS_17012015 (5) 17/01/2015 House  05.00 3 

6 LTJRLRSS_17012015 (6) 17/01/2015 House  05.00 4 

7 PRJRLT_23122014 (7) 23/12/2014 House  01.18 3 

8 PRJRLT_23122014 (8) 24/12/2014 House  00.24 3 

9 PRJRLT_23122014 (9) 25/12/2014 House  00.28 3 

10 TBHB_16092014 (10.1) 16/09/2014 Café  08.59 2 

11 GRL_15112014 (11) 15/11/2014 

Bowls 

Club 

1.13.08 2 

12 

JCSHTBRR_16112014 

(12) 

16/11/2014 House  4.58.00 4 

13 

JCSHTBRR_16112014 

(13) 

17/11/2014 House  2.46.54 4 

14 

JCSHTBDHEH_05012015 

(14) 

5/01/2015 House 2.40.37 5 

15 RRTB_06012015 (15) 6/01/2015 House  45.42 2 

16 

Tupperware Party Part 1 

(16) 

7/02/2015 House  54.08 7 
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17 

Tupperware Party Part 2 

(17) 

8/02/2015 House  53.07 5 

18 

BDSWSHTBRR_6032015 

(18) 

6/03/2015 

Office 

meeting 

room 

1.28.43 5 

19 

BRMRJRPP_01032015 

(19) 

1/03/2015 

Office 

meeting 

room  

1.04.24 2 

20 

BRMRJRPP_01032015 

(20) 

27/01/2015 

Office 

meeting 

room 

53.27 2 

21 

BRMRJRPP_01032015 

(21) 

14/02/2015 House  3.00.00 4 

22 AmAus02_10082012 (22) 10/08/2012 

Griffith 

University 

1.50.24 2 

23 JBwork_01052015 (23) 1/05/2015 

Real 

Estate 

Office  

13.39 6 

24 HBEB_17052015 (24) 17/05/2015 

Share 

House 

01:55 3 
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25 Knitting Club (25) 5/08/2015 

Brisbane 

Library 

2.15.15 5 

26 EB_TW_02102015 (26) 2/10/2015 

Coffee 

Shop 

40.20 2 

27 HB_BC_06102015 (27) 6/10/2015 Car 14:16 2 

28 CMCV_PF_15062016 (28) 15/06/2015 House  55.01 2 

29 AJ_GJ_16062015 (29) 15/06/2015 House  18.28 2 

30 JM_JJM_16062015 (30) 16/06/2015 House  35.43 2 

31 KM_CM_18062015 (31) 18/06/2015 House  19.27 2 

32 CF_SF_19062015 (32) 19/06/2015 House  30.36 2 

33 JR_RP_21062015 (33) 21/06/2015 House  40.45 2 

34 JR_TT_23062015 (34) 23/06/2015 House  14.15 2 

35 PR_JL_29062015 (35) 29/06/2015 House  25.06 2 

 

In this section I have outlined the way in which I recruited participants for the study. In 

the next section I discuss the features required to be identified as ‘locally-situated 

meaning’ and the selection of a candidate collection for analysis of ‘locally-situated 

meaning’. I conclude with an overview of types of occasioned semantics that occurs in 

the data.  
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3.2.3 What’s in a word: Interactional features for analysis  

Central to EMCA informed research is finding a particular phenomenon for analysis 

within a site of research, as it relates to the broader social institution of members and 

their practices. Garfinkel (2002) brands this a perspicuous setting: a site in the 

interaction where the interactional phenomena (or interactional object) that the 

participants are faced with, can be foregrounded to lend insight and teachings to the 

analyst. This perspicuous setting serves to demonstrate how this phenomena is, “locally 

produced, locally occasioned, and locally ordered, locally described, locally 

questionable, counted, recorded, observed” (Garfinkel, 2002, p. 182). Having 

previously used recorded social interactions as a perspicuous setting for investigating 

cultural key words in discourse (Rowen, 2012; 2017), I was also aware of it as a 

dynamic and rich vein to tap into for instances of occasioned meaning, as people 

(groups of 2 or more) tend to, at some point during an interaction, be involved in talking 

about other people and consequently become involved in a negotiation about how to 

best categorise or characterise said person. Having found an in-road into locating 

instances of occasioned semantic sequences in interaction, I further refined my 

investigation of these phenomena. 

3.2.4 Criteria for identifying occasioned meaning sequences in 
the corpus 

An initial review of the first audio conversations collected, was expected to yield 

mainly examples where the meaning of social slang terms were being co-constructed. 

The actual review of data indicated that participants were, across many interactions, 

negotiating and co-constructing meaning in relation to social slang terms for people, 

general social category terms (lawyers, footballers) for people, and everyday events and 

behaviours which people enact. The conversations had no set topics and tended to 
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involve multiple discussions across the duration of the interaction. In relation to 

occasioned meaning, it was ascertained that it was not restricted to explicit cases of 

participants asking, “what do you mean?”, “what does X mean”, “how would you 

describe X”, but rather could be part of a categorisation of a person or embedded within 

the social action of the conversation itself. Having found that instances of occasioned 

meaning was more intricate and interwoven into interaction than initially anticipated, a 

broader scope was used to analyse the remaining data. Data was further examined for 

moments of interaction that identified the following features: 

- Repair 

- Assessment/Evaluation 

- Categorising 

- Complaining 

- Storytelling 

The audio and video recordings were reviewed based on these criteria and moments of 

interaction that involved occasioned meaning sequences were noted. I used an excel 

spreadsheet to document the basic features of ‘occasioned meaning’ that were evident 

and provide a basic commentary of what was being negotiated. Upon completion of 

data collection and preliminary review of the recordings, I had a detailed catalogue of 

possible sequences of ‘occasioned meaning’ which warranted further analysis. 

3.2.5 Patterning of Data for Candidate collection 

The second phase of the data analysis involved further scrutiny of the catalogue of 

possible examples to build up a detailed collection of extracts for further analysis. The 

data was sorted, with no particular candidate theme in mind, but rather with the 

intention of compiling a list of the interactional practices that were occurring in the data 
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and in what context. This follows what Heath, Hindmarsh and Luff (2010) describe as a 

“substantive review” of the data, leading to the selection of candidate themes. In 

noticing patterns in the data, my attention was drawn to the recurring themes which 

were central to the participants’ construction of meanings. It was evident that cases 

where meaning was being co-constructed was not limited to any particular features, but 

led by what the participants discussed in their recordings. Talk about people, both 

present and non-present third parties, followed by talk about what people do, couched in 

discussion of events, and behaviours, appeared to be the most common site of 

occasioned meaning sequences in the data set. These were deemed the most amenable 

examples, reflective of the chosen phenomena and worthy of more detailed analyses. 

The most obvious examples of locally-situated meaning were transcribed first from the 

recordings. These demonstrated exemplar instances of occasioned semantics as a 

sequential process within a social action, which had distinctive features revealing 

equally distinctive consequences relevant to the area of inquiry. These early instances 

centred on social slang terms for people and were deemed to be a ‘candidate practice’ in 

that they were instances of social action that possessed distinctive character and 

interactional consequences (Pomerantz, 1990).  

Having honed in on a clear candidate practice, a complete analysis was undertaken 

including a number of cases that were identified as ‘deviant cases’ (Glaser & Strauss, 

1970; Ten Have 1999; Schegloff, 1968), whereby participants do not resolve or pursue 

the negotiation of meaning or where the meaning negotiation is not based around an 
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explicitly uttered lexical item, but rather a concept proposed by participants
6
. A 

complete analysis involved looking at the sequential progression of meaning as it was 

co-constructed, looking for instances of format tying, invocation of membership 

categories and any syntactic patterns in the production of participants’ utterances. 

The considerable effort afforded in the participant recruitment phase was recognised 

here; where the broad range of people in diverse settings allowed more conclusively, a 

description of the processes of occasioned meaning to emerge across the recordings. 

This proved effective with a final candidate collection of 53 instances being captured 

and analysed on a case by case basis, and then compared with similar examples across 

interactions. The 53 cases are the ones from which the 11 presented in full in chapters 4-

6 have been selected.  

3.3 Analytical framework 

Each instance of occasioned meaning was worked through using a combined analytical 

approach to tease out the practices, and sequential features that participants were 

drawing on to co-construct meaning in interaction. I chose to use a hybrid approach by 

drawing on aspects of EMCA (which includes ethnomethodology, conversation analysis 

and membership categorisation analysis), and dialogic syntax to guide the analysis of 

the candidate collection, because it was considered likely yield the most analytically 

fruitful understanding of the data.  

 

 

6
 Two of these cases are analysed in chapter 6. 
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EMCA provides the building blocks for the analysis. It presents a means for 

understanding how members of society are able to accomplish and co-ordinate social 

life and interaction. This is achieved through the ways in which they draw on and 

organise social categories as resources for creating and managing social order in 

everyday life (Housley & Fitzgerald, 2015). Adding this to the intricate and moment by 

moment details of how the interaction unfolds which are provided by CA, capture 

exactly how participants sequentially manipulate meaning to be fit for a localised 

purpose becomes clear.  

3.3.1 Conversation Analysis 

Conversation Analysis specifies analysis of recorded interaction be conducted in a 

series of progressive or sequential phases. It is important to note here that when I refer 

to CA, I am also grouping under this umbrella Sequential Analysis (SA). Sequential 

Analysis is concerned with how utterances are understood in the context and interaction 

in which they occur, and how each speaker’s turn and the responses he/she elicit are a 

result of how each prior utterance has been understood by the other speaker (Schegloff, 

1992). In essence, this is the broad approach taken to understanding how meaning is co-

constructed in interaction; building on the premise that it is therefore sequentially 

negotiated. CA offers understanding of the resources participants draw on, in 

interaction, to co-construct a localised meaning. It offers an explanation for social action 

as meaning, and how participant’s talk is able to accomplish this in interaction. 

There are various proposed techniques for undertaking a CA analysis (see for example: 

Arminen, 2017; Heath, Hindmarsh and Luff, 2010; Sidnell, 2011). My analysis is 

predominantly informed by and follows these analytic strategies and techniques 

proposed. However, to highlight explicit moments of meaning negotiation I also draw 

on other approaches (namely Membership Categorisation Analysis (MCA), and dialogic 
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syntax). This becomes clearer in subsections that follow, where I detail the other 

analytical approaches utilised to examine examples from the data.  

3.3.2 Dialogic Syntax 

In order to document the interactional strategies that participants employed in 

interactions to accomplish varying degrees of specificity or granularity of word 

meanings, tools from dialogic syntax (Du Bois, 2014) are used in the analysis to 

complement EMCA. Through the use of diagraph mapping which is a tabular structure 

that maps the resonance relations between syntactic structures across multiple utterance 

in talk (Du Bois, 2007, p.160-161), the data can be examined to further detail how 

participants recycle part of and whole utterances of other speakers to create multiple 

layers of parallelism, which is used to tie characteristics of meaning to the semantic 

anchor being negotiated. The term semantic anchor is used to capture not just a specific 

lexical item that is being negotiated (such as those in chapters 4 and 5), but also related 

concepts that are often being ascribed meaning within the broader ontology. The use of 

format tying can be explicated through the use of diagraphs, which also details the 

arrangement of dialogic resonance, which is generally speaking, the affinities that are 

created within and across different utterances, that are formed within the layers of 

parallelism within the utterances. This means that, how and where in an interaction 

participants are structurally coupling utterances and they can be pinpointed to see the 

sequential emergence of locally-situated word meanings and can be explored at the turn, 

utterance, syntactic and phonetic levels. 

3.3.3 Dynamic Model of Meaning 

Finally, the dynamic model of meaning (DMM) (Kecskes, 2002; 2008) is used to look 

at meaning construction as a collective part of the communicative process, whereby 
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meaning value is heavily underpinned by “full” context. Applying this to a locally-

situated achievement of meaning, we can consider the additional dimension of how and 

when participants’ orient to an object in an interaction, and this tends to be valanced to 

give rise to particular evaluative and attributive aspects of the emergent meaning that 

are being used to achieve a locally-situated meaning (Kesckes, 2008). The DMM 

therefore is able to account for individual speaker’s experiences in using a word; 

experiences that can shape their own hypotheses with respect to what that word means, 

leading to the construction of a locally-situated meaning. That is how each participant is 

able to articulate his/her own experiences and understanding as required in the context 

of the interaction for the purpose of negotiating and understanding a localised meaning. 

Meaning negotiation in each interaction varies across subjects areas that have been 

broadly grouped for ease of analysis, under social categories and events and behaviours. 

They were divided into these groups as a way of thematically classifying the occasioned 

semantics sequences under common topics that were discussed. These broad 

classifications were used to help find similarities and differences in what people were 

talking about, in and across interactions. This was a useful tool in later analysis to begin 

mapping across similar interactions. It should be made clear that the division into these 

groups should not be deemed analysis of meaning, but rather a way of grouping 

meaning into broader themes for more detailed analysis and comparison across 

interactions. 

In sum, the EMCA and dialogic syntax (Du Bois 2014) form the overarching analytical 

backbone by providing a guiding framework in which to analyse how words can often 

be underspecified with respect to their valence and therefore have different connotations 

(i.e. their consense). The focus of the following chapters is to demonstrate how 

participants establish and account for different locally-situated understandings of the 
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consense of different words or concepts and then proceed to co-construct locally-

relevant semantic relations over the course of interaction. The concept of “format tying” 

(Goodwin and Goodwin 1987; Sacks 1992), plays a key role in understanding the 

semantic relationship between seemingly dissimilar utterances. It is able to highlight, 

where in the interaction participants link a current utterance with a prior one through 

partial, additive and substitutive reduplication of various phonetic, lexical and syntactic 

features of that prior utterance. 

Extracting the participants’ use of recurrent syntactic frames will allow for detailed 

understanding of how they are valanced through being interconnected with various 

evaluative and attributive predicates and activities as part of the interactional 

achievement of locally-situated meanings. As I refer to the term “frame” throughout the 

analysis chapters that follow, it is important to note that I am not using it in the 

traditional theoretical semantics sense to refer to semantic knowledge associated with 

words and constructions. Rather I use it as a term to address the syntactic constructions 

that speakers use and reuse across utterances over the course of negotiating a locally-

situated meaning. The more a particular frame gets repeated, the more affinities it 

establishes between related features of that meaning, leading toward greater levels of 

dialogic resonance that are also afforded. It is the levels of dialogic resonance that 

provide deeper analytical insights into how words attain a locally-contingent meaning in 

interaction (consense). 
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CHAPTER 4: TALKING ABOUT PEOPLE: WHAT DO WE 

MEAN? 

I think there's just one kind of folks. Folks. 

Harper Lee, To Kill a Mockingbird (1960) 

 

4.1. Introduction 

A central and recurrent theme in talk-in-interaction is people talking about other people. 

This often takes the form of telling a story about a present or non-present party, 

complaining about, criticising someone or making an assessment or evaluation. In the 

field of EMCA, understanding interaction involves studying the range of practices that 

members within everyday interaction and speech communities employ to accomplish 

such interaction (Sacks, 1995). A key aspect of such practices is that members are held 

to belong to various categories which are aligned to social and cultural norms and 

practices that allow us to understand everyday social life. Categories form a significant 

part of an occasioned semantic analysis. They allow participants to group people into 

categories based on their common sense understandings and the particular activities and 

behaviours to which they are associated with performing those categories (Housley & 

Fitzgerald, 2015). If we are to take a helicopter view of occasioned semantics, what is 

seen is that it is a grounding practice in interaction, to which participants carry out 

“format tying” to varying degrees, by building-up features they associate with that 

particular person as a member of that category. In making sense of how people act like a 

certain type of person or group of people, an identity and associated category-tied 

predicates and bound activities can then be ascribed and interactionally achieved. 

The use of person referent categories can therefore become a conduit for carry varying 

degrees of specificity, dependent on the speakers need to co-construct a specific 

meaning to fit particular interactional purposes. Arguably, terms such as; lawyer, 

http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/1825.Harper_Lee
http://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/3275794
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administration staff, classy people and the like are easily specified; that is they have a 

clear denotation, and as such their meaning is straightforwardly relevant and applicable 

across most contexts. However, the analysis in this chapter questions this claim. Taking 

four person-referent terms (lawyer, administration staff, classy people, and army jerks 

(AJ’s)) I will analyse the ways in which each group of participants co-constructs 

locally-contingent meanings for the terms which underpin various locally-situated 

trajectories of social action(s). That is, how interactional context is sequentially 

organised in such a way that the corresponding pragmatic effect (Allan, 2007) allows 

for a word’s connotation to emerge.  

The analyses in this chapter will pay particular attention to how each example; lawyer, 

administration staff, classy people, and army jerks (AJ’s), although different, relies on 

the use of recurrent practices, which are intertwined with the sequential progression of 

social action. In pursing this focus, the chapter will explore in detail the methodological 

insights described in Chapter 3 to set the groundwork for the subsequent analytical 

chapters. Each example will show how, drawing from a CA informed sequential 

analysis, the ways in which locally situated meanings of the term in question and others 

are co-constructed over the course of interaction. Building on a sequential analysis of 

the interactions, I will also draw on work from interactional pragmatics (Haugh, 2012; 

2015) and dialogic syntax (Du Bois, 2014) to explore the relationship between words 

within and across utterances, and how they are coupled together to facilitate the 

interactional accomplishment of locally situated meanings. In particular, I will focus on 

how, through the use of format tying, participants create patterns of parallelism and 

varying degrees of dialogic resonance. It is these features that allow for the interactional 

processes that afford a dynamic and localised meaning to be negotiated in interaction. 
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4.2. Lawyers 

For most people the meaning of a term like lawyer is seemingly straightforward and 

presumably has the same meaning across its many references in conversation to people 

in a certain profession. However, close analysis of the following example indicates that 

this assumption is not so clear-cut, and that the locally situated meaning of the term 

lawyer in this interaction goes well beyond a simple reference to an occupation. The 

interaction takes place at a Tupperware
7
 party between three female friends Deanna (D), 

Lynn (L) and Sam (S) who have been discussing Private and Public schools and the 

people they know who have children who attend Private schools. 

Example 1: Lawyers 

Transcript: Tupperware Party Part 1 

Recording: 20:50-28:00 

 

 

47 S: it’s funny. (.) Essington they have twenty  

48  fiv- no 0.5) yeah twenty five after school  

49  clubs that you can join. 

50 L: re::ally?  

51 S: so twenty five (.) yeah (.) like 

52 D: and that’s the flip side (0.4) and these kids  

53  (0.2) evry AFterno- their at and it’s like  

54  when do you see your kids? 

55 S: yeah that’s right? 

56 D: um I know that they work late and stu:ff so  

57  you pick your kid up at >six and you go to  

58  bed.> 

59 S: what does she do? 

60 D: she’s a lawyer? for the Government= 

61 S: =>she’s a lawyer? that’s right< yeah 

62 D: she does like all the EBA stuff yeah. 

63 S: yeah that’s ri:ght she was doing the  

64  firefighters stuff 

 

 

7
 Tupperware is the name of a company that sells kitchen and homewares products. 
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65 D: yeah 

66 L: ohh what’s her na[me?] 

67 D:                  [ah:hh] Betty Peestack. 

68 L: oo:↓hhh ye:ah I know her↓ (0.2) [she’s] nice 

69 D:                                 [yeah]yeah  

70  she scares me. 

71 L: yeah (.) but she s(h)eems like a v(h)ery full  

72  on person 

73 S: .ha 

74 D: she scares the living day[lights out of me.] 

75 L:                             [it’s funny how do]  

76  you >how do you know her?< 

77 D: her husband is Tom’s boss. 

78 L: oh:h ri↑ght  

79 D: yeah. 

80 L: >yep yep yep< ye↓ah I don’t know her heaps  

81  well but I’ve met her on a few occasions and  

82  she- she’s very con[fident] 

83 D:                    [ohhh] she is 

84 S: [bahahah           [no I haven’t] 

85 L: [haha   heard some [stories by the sou]nd of  

86  it 

87 S:                     [I can just imagine what  

88  she’s like] 

89 D: no (.) no coz       [we went around there the  

90  other day] and she wasn’t the↓re (.) and the  

91  kids were on the roof and just like runni↓ng  

92  a muck she gets back and it’s just like  

93  ((clicks fingers)) ORder like (.) HOLY= 

94 L:  [really] 

95 D: =[crap do] not step out of linehha= 

96 L: =haha that’s so good (.) that’s hilari:ous= 

97 D: =and like we sat the↑ir house and there was  

98  like a four page list of like what you had to  

99  do↓ every day? and which switch to turn on in  

100  what ord↓er and=  

101 L: =ohh 

102 D: she runs a ti:ght ship= 

103 L: =o:↓hh my gosh. how many kids? does she have? 

104 D: they have two kids (.) yeah= 

105 L: =ohh really? Wow. 

106 D: like she’s nice but I can just imagi↓ne like  

107   with her being a lawyer?= 

108 S: =she’d be like one of those people (.) like 

109   if you crossed her you’d be ◦fuck↓ed◦= 

110 L: [she’d be all about rules and deadlines  

111 D: [yeah I wouldn’t wanna cross her I think 

112   that’s probably what makes her a good lawyer? 

113 L: yeah= 

114 D: =but and you can sort of see those aspects of  

115   what would make a good lawyer that crossover  

116  into her normal personality now? 

117 L: yeah  

118 D: she’s probably done it for so long so. 

119 L: ye↓ah (.) ye↓ah I can see her being like that 

120   (7.3) 

121 D: so what area? does (.) >she work in does she 

122 work in the same area as you?<= 
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123 L: =no she’s in OCPE 

124 D: what’s that. 

125 L: she: works for the commissioner’s office (.)  

126  so she yeah she works for the commissioner so  

127  she looks after all the ah NT the pretty  

128  much. 

129 D: yeah 

130 L: yeah um like (.) so shed be working on all  

131  the govment EBA’s which is a huge amount of  

132  work and really long hours and its pretty  

133  full on (0.5) coz I think the firey one isn’t  

134  even [finish]ed yet I thinks that’s [still  

135 D:      [yeah I] think it’s still      [go-got  

136  really                        [heated] 

137 L: been going for like a year now[ye↓ah ye↓ah]  

138  protesting against all that (.)so  

139  yeah but coz I’m in HR and we rely on OCPE to  

140  get all[the]enterprise stuff and 

141 D:        [yeah] for your contracts 

142 L: yeah exactly (1.5) so we kind of work  

143  together in that regard. 

144   (2.1) 

145 D: yeah she seems very knowledgeable coz I was  

146   asking her about uni[stuff and sh]e was like  

147 L:                     [yeah yeah]  

148 D: NO they shouldn’t have to do thi:s and I was  

149  like oh she knows obviously knows her stuff  

150  really well.  

151   (1.2) 

152 L: I think she’s been around for a while to:. 

153   (1.0) 

154 L: [but I don’t kow for how long] 

155 D: [she well she’s been in gov gov-]government  

156  for  

157   a long time but tom was saying that when she  

158   first come up here she got a transfer from  

159   Clayton Utz (.) coz she was with a big  

160  corporate law fi↓rm yeah 

161 L: yeah oh: wow 

162 D: and now she’s in government. 

163 D: I think coz she had >kids and stuff< I think  

164   Government’s a Lot Eas[ier for her 

165 L:                       [it is it is good in  

166  that regard actually. 

167   (2.0)  

168 L: ◦I’ve heard a few people say that anyway.◦ 

169   (1.6) 

170 D: but ye:ah  

The sequence begins with Sam asking a question about what is the occupation of the 

parent that Deanna has been referring to in a previous conversation about schooling 

(line 59). Deanna responds that she is a lawyer that works for the local government. 

Sam’s turn is latched, repeating “she’s a lawyer”, thereby confirming that she already 

knew that, or at least should have known that. Of significance across these two turns is 
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the patterning of Deanna and Sam’s utterances (see diagraph 1).  

 

Diagraph 1- She's a Lawyer 

 

Sam has directly reproduced the phrase “she’s a lawyer” with the added agreement 

token “that’s right”. Notably, while no specific person has been named, Sam has 

asserted through a partial modified repeat (Stivers, 2005), who the lawyer is, and so 

indicated independent epistemic access to this state of affairs. The repetition of the 

“she’s a lawyer” also orients to the lawyer as being the focus of the conversation from 

this point forward (Kim, 2002). There is also stress and intonation contrast, alternating 

from word final stress and rising intonation, to word initial stress and rising intonation, 

thereby signalling dialogic resonance between the two utterances (Du Bois, 2014, 

p.375).  

The repetition of the category term lawyer is noteworthy regardless of whether we take 

into account the more micro linguistic features of these coupled utterances. Repetition 

of the “she is X” frame (she’s a lawyer) signals an initial assessment within the category 

lawyer is likely to be forthcoming. Deanna and Sam’s utterances, which repeat this 

frame, project an upcoming social action of assessing, and link the parties to that 

activity. That is by categorising the relevant party as a lawyer, the participants are 

shifting toward accomplishing a more granular understanding of lawyer in this context. 

This goes further than reference to an occupation, but begins to associate a person and 
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particular qualities that fit this assessment, thus allowing for a local-relevant meaning to 

be negotiated. In this context lawyer provides the “semantic potential” (see Evans, 

2006, p.494) which has been identified by participants, and affords them the ability to 

acknowledge the existing semantic properties of the term (coresense), and activate new 

knowledge structures within the process of meaning co-construction (consense). The 

syntactic frames drawn out by the diagraphs show the extent to which patterns are not 

only repeated but are dynamic in nature (Kecskes, 2003), and crafted to suit localised 

purposes. 

As the conversation continues, the “she is X” syntactic frame that was set-up in lines 

60-61 is carried forward across multiple turns (lines 68-83). This time, however, it is 

modified by the participants to tie additional selected predicates and activities to the 

category term and is represented using “she is Y” to differentiate categories (X) from 

predicates and activities (Y). The repeated syntactic frames differ in their predicates or 

activities that each participant has offered up as indicative of the “lawyer”. Through 

“format tying” (Goodwin & Goodwin, 1987) where linguistic structures from earlier 

talk are reused, a degree of “dialogic resonance”, that is, “catalytic activation of 

affinities across utterances” (Du Bois 2014: 359), is generated. That being, a clear 

relationship between being a nice person (line 68), but in the workplace confident and 

intimidating (lines 74 and 82). Also evident here is a clear scalar upgrade (Bilmes, 

2015) by Deanna from “scare” (line 70) to the extreme case “scare the living daylights 

out of me” (line 74). This can be noted in diagraph 2 below. 
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Diagraph 2 - Lawyers are scary, full-on and confident 

 

The participants again partially reproduce the “she is X” frame, this time selectively 

substituting with different adjectives to provide an additional evaluative feature each 

time: “nice”, “scary”, and subsequently “full on”, this renders the revised syntactic 

construction “she is like Y” (“like full on” (line 71) frame. In each turn, participants 

gradually shift their evaluation of Rebecca the “lawyer” from someone who is “nice” 

(line 68) to a more negatively valanced evaluation as someone who is “scary” (line 70), 

“full-on” (line 71) and “scares daylights out of people” (line 74). Participants here are 

adopting a clear scaling practice (Bilmes, 2010), whereby they are moving between 

various linguistic interpretations of Belinda the “lawyer” as a way to negotiate what 

localised meaning will be ascribed to her. In this case, they are moving between varying 

degrees of “nice”, “full-on” and “scary” to determine what they mean when they talk 

about her as a “lawyer”. Here the use of format tying allows for the participants use of 

scaling, to be related to the other contributing participants turns. Deanna maintains a 

serious stance, evidenced through her word medial, stressed intonation across the turns, 

while the parallelism between utterances, highlights distinct affinities between the 

utterances (Du Bois, 2014). The multiple columns (B-E) of resonance (diagraph 2) 
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fostered by the syntactic “she is Y” and ”she is like Y” frames allows the participants to 

systematically co-construct a meaning of lawyer that is bound to the actual situational 

context, in this instance an assessment of Rebecca the “lawyer” as a “good” one. 

Diagraph 3- Good Lawyer 

 

Prompted by Lisa’s probing request (line 85), Deanna then initiates a storytelling 

sequence (Jefferson, 1978; Sacks, 1972; 1995), whereby Deanna recounts a story of 

Rebecca’s strict, ordered approach to her children and the household, something which 

is treated as reflecting the suitability of her personality to be a lawyer (lines 89-102). 

The storytelling sequence is closed by Deanna, once again using an implicit “She [is] 

Y” frame with an idiomatic expression (Drew & Holt, 1988) “she runs a tight ship” 

(line 102), which implies the lawyer’s character is military-like. In an upgraded 

agreement with this assessment, Sam using a more complex iteration of the frame in 

“She’d be Y” claims “she’d be like one those people like if you crossed her you’d be 

fucked (lines108-109), and subsequently, “she’d be all about rules and deadlines” (line 

110), which are preceded by Deanna herself using the disclaimer “she’s nice” (line 

106). 
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These evaluative predicates are explicitly tied to Rebecca’s character who is not only 

categorised as a member of the category lawyer but also a “good lawyer” (line 115, 

diagraph 3). In this instance, what it means to be a lawyer is not simply to have a 

particular occupation, but is co-constructed by these participants to mean someone who 

is strict, ordered and tough. This is accomplished by the recurrent use of the syntactic 

frames “She is Y”, “She is like Y” and “She’d be Y”: 

- She is nice 

- She scares me 

- She is like very full-on 

- She is very confident 

- She runs a tight ship 

- She is all about rules and deadlines 

As these syntactic frames emerge within the interaction, the dialogic resonance that has 

emerged has in some instances also given rise to cases of parallelism within the 

diagraphs being evident. This is because resonance can be both the “source and product 

of parallelism” (Du Bois, 2014, p. 374). When it is the source it draws on existing 

similarities of linguistic elements across turns of talk and participants uses these to 

create connections between sets of utterances. As the product, resonance in this example 

draws on existing similarities between linguistic elements not restricted to the syntactic 

and semantic features but prosodic, morphosyntactic and pragmatic aspects. (Du Bois, 

2014). These are the semantic similarities between “runs a tight ship” and “rules and 

deadlines” along with the scalar verb contrast (“is” and “seems”) and stress contrast on 

the term “lawyer”. Here participants have successfully, created resonance between 

linguistically similar features, which can then feed forward to establishing dialogic 

resonance between what are commonly dialogically juxtaposed utterances. In this 
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example it is predominantly between lexical items such as “lawyer” and “good lawyer” 

and the contrasting predicates ascribed “nice” vs “scares living daylights out of me”. In 

support Du Bois’ (2014, p. 374) claims that through the “activating of potential 

connections, resonance enhances parallelism, contributing to structural engagement. In 

return, parallelism enhances that [the] perception of resonance, facilitating the 

perception of structural similarity between structurally aligned elements.” Here, what 

we see is resonance that occurs both on its own and with parallelism. That is, the 

syntactic frames such as “she is Y” create affinities between similar elements, 

particularly predicates and activities tied to the meaning being constructed. There is also 

resonance in the relationship between linguistic elements across utterances. Table 4 

highlights the linguistic affordances for dialogic resonance that have emerged in line 

with the localised meaning of “lawyer”. 

Table 4 - Linguistic affordance of dialogic resonance linked to emergent meaning 

of lawyer 

 

What is evident, then, is that the “She is X” syntactic construction provides the semantic 

anchor for participants to negotiate a localised meaning. The slight variations in the 

three frames are achieved through partial reduplication of the original “She is X” frame 

which provided an initial categorical assessment. Then through a series of substitutive 
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predicates and activities, which participants have tied to this category, they have recast 

assessments of her in the “She is Y”, “She is like Y” and “She’d be Y” syntactic frames. 

Substitution of semantic features within the recycled frames allows for a localised 

meaning to more easily unfold. Figure 1 demonstrates how the base “She is X” frame 

has allowed for a localised meaning to be co-constructed. Notably, as participants have 

mapped different predicates onto the primary category and semantic anchor lawyer, they 

have coloured the coresense with a locally situated consense. That is, they have realised 

elements of the coresense they deem relevant to the situational context at hand, and 

through the use of patterned syntactic constructions, tied them to the category. This has 

foregrounded the semantic elements reasoned to be relevant by participants, and 

backgrounded those that are not. In this figure, categories are indicated through solid 

lines and coloured boxes and category-tied predicates and activities indicated using 

dotted lines.  

Figure 1- Emergent locally-situated meaning of lawyer  

 

Coinciding with speakers co-constructing an emergent meaning as it unfolds in the turn-

by-turn sequence of talk, so too does morality emerge in this discourse (Jayyusi, 1984, 

1991). The moral order is invoked by participants when they are involved in activities 

such as judging, complaining and making claims about other people (Stokoe, 2003), as 
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is the case in this example. It emerges through participants’ descriptions of what they 

treat as legitimate and illegitimate action ascriptions (Jayyusi, 1991) for lawyer. For 

example, when Rebecca is praised for “running a tight ship” and “being all about rules 

and deadlines” she is being praised for fulfilling the category-tied obligations of “being 

a good lawyer”. To quote Jayussi (1991, p. 233) “moral concepts come to life” in talk. 

Adding to this, they are also contributing to the social and cultural aspects of 

membership categorisation (Jayyusi, 1984), which here simultaneously contributes to 

the co-construction of a locally-situated meaning. 

What enables lawyer to develop as a locally-situated meaning is that participants are, 

within this interaction, contributing to the ongoing construction and maintenance of 

facts and attributes about the social and moral nature of lawyers. Deanna and Sam have 

maintained the categories of lawyer and good lawyer by both defining and affirming the 

interactional conditions for assigning membership to Rebecca (Nilan, 1995). They have 

made a “relevant category environment” (Jayyusi, 1984) that has provided the go-ahead 

for participants to propose additional descriptions and evaluations of Rebecca and 

relevant activities associated with her being a good lawyer (Wowk, 1984). Through co-

construction of this more a granular meaning of lawyer, a locally-contingent meaning 

has been fitted to the interactional project of this conversation, namely an evaluative 

discussion about a non-present and commonly known third party, or what is more 

commonly glossed as “gossip”. 

4.3. Admin staff 

Example two takes place at a couple’s house while they are watching television. The 

husband Tom (T) and wife Rhiannon (R) have previously been discussing wanting to 

get a pool to deal with the heat wave. This triggers a story about a co-worker of Tom’s, 

Angie, who dangerously installed a blow-up pool in a high-rise building. This then 
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further prompts a discussion about her role as the administration (admin) officer at 

Tom’s work. 

Example 2: Admin staff 

Transcript: RRTB_06012015_AdminStaff  

Recording Length: 26:00-29:00 

 

1 T: .hhI was talkin to Dad? abou↑t it coz I know  

2  he’s had run ins with admin before and I’m like  

3  they’↑re just bitches da:d and like I jus[said] 

4 R:                                          [ohh  

5  th]at woman at QGC 

6 T: QGC(.) Kerri anne? Thom↑son (.) he said Kerrie  

7  anne Thomson was AWful to him(.) he said mum’s  

8  friends with her now? but he said(.) back in  

9  the day I ◦fuckin hated her.◦ 

10 (1.0) 

11 T: but he said the thi↑ng about admin? Tom↓ you  

12  gotta remember(.)he said they’↑re not smar↑t  

13 (0.8)and he said they? get put in ov↑er? their  

14 head because he said the directors and the  

15 boss↓es (2.6) ahhhhmm(3.0) that guy? plays for  

16 Casuarina who’s wearing the dre↓ss. 

17 (1.2) 

18 T: yeah (0.4)they um they get over↑loaded? (0.3)  

19  like they’↑re out of their depth mo:↑st of the  

20  ti:me (.) given work they should↓n’t be doing. 

21 (1.5)a:nd so he said (.) to defend themselves  

22 they just become bi↑tches (.) I’m like it’s a  

23 real↓ly good poi↓nt dad.[Doesn’t excuse it] 

24 R:                         [it’s truuue]but are  

25  you not like out is everyone not out of their  

26  de[pth] 

27 T:   [EXact]ly but the thing  

28 is they don’t necessarily have the intelligence  

29 like I’m not saying that I’m ULtra intelligent  

30 or anythi↓ng but it’s li:↑ke I’ve been taught  

31 how to handle those thing↓s and I’m aware? that  

32 you know? 

33 R: how to critically th[i↑nk] 

34 T:                     [yea:h?] which they↑’re not 

35 R: but it frustrates you?(.) because it’s like  

36  why? why? do you continually have to make  

37  excu↑ses for them (.)no one EVER makes excuses  

38  for YOU? 

39 T: mm 

40 R: so why? should the excus↑es be ma↑de for them?= 

41 T: =because you should know better?(.) you shou↓ld  

42  take the moral hi:↑gh road. 
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43 (2.5) 

44 R: yeah? but? there↑’s only? so long you can take  

45  the mor moral hi:gh road for↓ (0.3) when THEY  

46  talk to you like you↑’re stu[p↓id] 

47 T:                             [mmmm]and  

48 it’s only gunna last another year  

49 realistica↓lly.(4.0)you know? I bide my time(.)  

50 I chip- I’ll be making her do things for me=  

51 R: =like I agree you nee:d have to have admin on  

52  your? si↑de coz they have to do thin↑gs for you  

53 (0.7) bu:t it’s the same deal if(.) if they  

54 do↑n’t treat you well(1.2) you ne:ed to ma:ke  

55 them aw[↑are] that you↑’re not gun↑na cop? it? 

56 T:        [mmm]Oh I’m aware of that? (4.0)  

57  li:↑ke I said(.) I’m just biding? my time  

58 R: ◦yeah◦ 

59 T: when we get pair↑ed together when we have to  

60  work together? I’m just waiting=  

61 R: =yeah wait for the right moment to have it out  

62  with [her] 

63 T: [exac]tlyI’m not just  gunna approa↓ch her and  

64  said you and me need to talk coz obviously  

65  issues ◦she’ll get the shits◦ I’m not gunna do  

66  it like that 

67 R: mm (3.0)yeah I’ know that’s not the right way  

68     ((yawning))I just get frustrated when I hear  

69  about all the shit she does. 

70     (2.0) 

71 T: want another? drink? 

72 R: yeah 

73 T: do we want some li↑ght? 

 

Following Rhiannon’s reference to Tom’s administration officer Angie, Tom initiates a 

storytelling sequence claiming he has been speaking with his father about her because, 

“I know he’s had run ins with admin before” (lines 1-3)  This provides Rhiannon with 

access to the event Tom is describing and his related stance toward “admin” by 

affiliatively endorsing Tom  to continue with his story by demonstrating she knows one 

of the people in the story (“Kerri-Ann”) (Stivers, 2008), therefore making it easier for 

her to understand, from Tom’s perspective, through reference to a mutually known third 

party, “dad”. The category of admin is invoked, followed by a negative evaluation of 

them: “they’re just bitches”. This places it within the membership categorisation device 

and consequent semantic anchor, “workplace”, along with the later mentioned “bosses 
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and directors”. Tom and Rhiannon link the category admin to the activity “working 

relationship” on multiple occasions, as this is commonly associated with the ordinary 

business of the “workplace”. Tom and Rhiannon’s initial negative assessment draws 

attention to a breach of category-tied obligations of professionalism with, “they’re just 

bitches”, treating their behaviours as a complainable matter (Drew, 1998; Stokoe, 

2003).  

Diagraph 4 below makes explicit how, through direct repetition of “he said” followed 

by predicate or category activity, Tom and Rhiannon are able to tie various features to 

the evaluation of admin. In this case admin acts as the category to which the syntactic 

construction (which are carrying components of meaning), is directly linked, but the 

semantic anchor is the membership categorisation device “workplace’ to which admin 

sits within as a category. 

Diagraph 4 – Dad said, he said, I said, “they’re just bitches” 

 

The repetition of “he said” creates a strong dialogic relationship across these utterances 

(see diagraph 4). Tom is using reported speech to present what his dad said, as if 
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conveying both their concerns, to bolster his moral stance. By representing his initial 

assessment in this way, he is signalling that he himself is not solely committed to this 

stance and uses this as a vehicle to negotiate his own stance. It is not until line 3 that he 

transitions to “I said”, indicating a stronger commitment to his assessment of admin. 

Diagraph 4 also provides clear access to Tom’s moral reasoning strategies, allowing for 

Rhiannon to affiliate with his initial stance and negative assessment (ohh that woman at 

QGC
8

) by co-opting membership of another person (Kerri-anne) into the admin 

category. Interspersed with Tom’s use of category-tied predicates (“not smart”, 

“bitches”, “in over their head”), Rhiannon affiliates using agreement tokens, such as 

“yeah” and “ahhmm” (Stivers, 2008) following the introduction of each predicate.  

This is what triggers a meaning negotiation sequence of admin, particularly “bad” 

admin staff. In this case, the co-construction of admin is inexorably moral, as here the 

meaning is centred around how they breach social norms, but are nevertheless still 

regarded as members of that category, as they still demonstrate the rights and 

obligations that are bound-up in being a member of that category (Garfinkel, 1967; 

Jayyusi, 1991; Sacks, 1995). Understanding how and what participants treat as breaches 

of moral order, it not only becomes possible to understand how they are using 

interaction to demonstrate their knowledge and reasoning about the social world 

(Clayman & Maynard, 1995; Maynard & Clayman, 2003), but also how the 

interactional conditions they create afford the development of a locally-contingent 

 

 

8
 QGC is an acronym for Queensland Gas Company.  
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meaning for the term in question. Notably, through the specific mentions of admin as 

“overloaded”, “not smart” and “out of their depth”, the participants have been using the 

“they are Y” syntactic frame to associate various predicates with the category of admin. 

Repetitive use of the collective noun “they” continues (lines 12,14, 21) as Tom extends 

his report of his father’s evaluation of Angie the admin officer, and then offers an 

account as further reasoning for his assessment of admin. Following on from previous 

turns, he introduces the category activity “become bitches to defend themselves” (line 

21). Tom’s use of “become” creates a transformative reference that admin are not 

always bitches but rather become this, and that is conditional on them being 

“overloaded”, “not smart” and “out of their depth”. This recasts the initial “they are Y” 

frame to a “not always Y but could be thought of as Y” frame in claiming that they 

“become” this. Rhiannon responds in overlap (line 24) using “but” to preface her 

partially disaffiliative response (line 25) (Steensig & Drew, 2008), where she claims 

that everyone is out of their depth, not just admin, and that this is not excusable simply 

because they are admin. This recurrent syntactic frame to which predicates and two 

category activities are tied, is highlighted in diagraph 5 below. 

Diagraph 5- They and them 
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The recurrent syntactic frames highlight the parallelism between utterances in the 

diagraphs (rows D-F). Participants are able to dialogically juxtapose utterances, in this 

case which evoke perceptions of similarity between speakers’ understanding and 

knowledge that have been tied to [bad] admin, which is being negotiated. Within these 

layers of parallelism, linguistic affinities between utterances also emerge. This then 

creates the additional dimension of dialogic resonance, where there are comparable 

linguistic elements embedded in the syntactic frames. Table 5 below highlights the 

linguistic relationships that have been activated across utterances. 

Table 5 - Linguistic affordance of dialogic resonance linked to emergent meaning 

of admin staff 
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In response, Tom introduces a scalar contrast (lines 28-30) between “unintelligent” and 

“ultra-intelligent” to further justify his claims. This contrast assumes that intelligent sits 

within this scale and that these people can handle things, are aware and can critically 

think (line 33), thereby placing “admin”, in this instance, at the unintelligent end of the 

spectrum. Figure 2, adapted from (Horn, 2009) indicates how evaluations of admin 

encountered in the interaction can represent a range of related evaluations that lie 

between “intelligent” and “not unintelligent”.  

 

 

Figure 2- Evaluation of admin implicatures 
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According to the Square of Opposition, A and E are contraries and I and O are sub-

contraries, whereby A and E cannot be simultaneously true but can be simultaneously 

false, sub-contraries can be simultaneously false but not simultaneously true (Horn, 

2009). Sub-contraries, are implicated by their contraries, which in turn means that they 

can only be entailed by their contraries. Both E and I, A and O are therefore 

contradictories, meaning that they cannot be both true and false at the same time. An 

evaluation as something as I, therefore scalar implicates an evaluation of it as A, as is 

the same with O and E (cf. Haugh, 2015, p. 204).   

With this in mind, in the interactional domain, interlocutors are implicitly invoking the 

post-Aristotelian Square of Opposition through their negotiation of terms relating to 

admin and their categorisation of these people, thus giving either weaker or stronger 

scalar implicatures relative to the object of the action in question, in this case assessing 

persons (Haugh, 2015, p. 206). In particular, this advocates that an evaluation of 

something or someone as O (or Y using frames) can implicate that they may in fact be, 

E as also outlined with I and A (therefore “not Y but could be Y” frame). An orientation 

to the scalar relationships represented in the Square of Opposition in talk-in-interaction 

allows for more definite desideratum of the organisation and construction of meaning to 

be understood both in individual interactional contexts and across interactions more 

broadly. In this case it also provides further insights into understanding how 

implicatures play a role in understanding participants’ justification of breaches of moral 

order, and therefore giving deeper understanding to the more granular components that 

make up the meaning of admin. 

Again invoked here is a slight variation on the “not Y but could be Y” frame, in that 
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Tom has cast admin as not intelligent (Y), but they think of themselves as intelligent 

(think they are Y) given that bosses give them work they should not do, among other 

things. In doing so, Rhiannon re-instantiates her disaffiliative stance (lines 40-41) by 

claiming she does not think excuses for their lack of ability to think, or intelligence, 

should be made, given they are treated in this way. Tom latches his turn, challenging 

Rhiannon to “take the moral high road”, (line 42). Implied here is that intelligence is 

linked to “taking the moral high road” and therefore the responsibility of people outside 

of the admin category to be accountable for ensuring this takes place. Direct repetition 

of Tom’s previous utterance allows Rhiannon to disagree, claiming that it is not 

possible to take the high road when admin “treat you as though you are stupid “(line 

46). This therefore implies that they think they are intelligent, indeed more so than 

others. 

Rhiannon displays her knowledge of the regulatory aspects of normative administration 

staff behaviour, which she asserts to be not treating others as stupid. Tom constructs 

himself as a model staff member in how he describes himself as “taking the moral 

highroad” (line 44-46). Rhiannon responds in agreement that the moral high road is the 

appropriate action, but describes it as challenging when you are treated this way by 

admin. Overall, Rhiannon positions herself in agreement with Tom as a model member 

of staff, but she continues linking the category admin to the activity, “[they] need to be 

made aware you aren’t gunna cop it”, and that this is nevertheless an incumbent part of 

“taking the moral high road”. This functions to describe herself and Tom as fulfilling 

their category-bound obligations, by participating in the normative activities of “taking 

the moral high road”. Consequently, admin are held accountable through complaining 

about such a breach of norms, namely being given workplace tasks they are not capable 

of doing. 
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The meaning negotiation sequence is rounded out by both participants agreeing that 

while dislike for admin is unavoidable, they “need to have them on side” (lines 50-51) 

and “make them aware you will not be treated like you are stupid” (line 54-55). These 

final turns are arguably also laden with moral judgement claims (Heritage, 2012; 

Heritage & Lindstrom, 1998). Tom and Rhiannon have drawn on the implicit moral 

judgements and obligations that are captured within the category admin. The 

participants have then sequentially unveiled category bound activities and predicates 

that warrant either praise of or complaints about members of this category (Sacks, 1992; 

Stokoe, 2003). Here, these locally situated predicates and activities are conventionally 

linked to relatively stable and objective features, described by Kesckes (2008, p. 393) as 

the coresense.  

In this example, where members have been identified as breaching normative activities 

tied to the category, a negative assessment can result, as did here. The negative 

assessment presented here is actual, subjective, connotational and brought about in the 

actual situational context of the interaction: the consense (Kecskes, 2004; 2008, p. 393). 

This is a direct result of the participants’ use of recurrent frames that have created 

affinities between utterances that facilitate the stepwise negotiation of locally relevant 

qualities, and finally feed into the achievement of a locally-situated meaning of admin 

as people who are not smart but think they are, as they are overloaded and put in over 

their heads. As a result of this they tend to treat others like they are stupid and do not 

treat you well. Figure 3 shows how this co-constructed meaning emerged across the 

interaction, and as such a dynamic and locally-situated consense has been achieved. 

Figure 3- Emergent locally-situated meaning of Admin staff 
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 4.4. Classy people 

The third excerpt begins following another meaning negotiation sequence about 

Miranda (M) and Tim’s (T) optometrist. After constructing a meaning of local parents 

as bogans (see chapter 5) they now move on to discussing two mutually known staff 

members at Tim’s work, Barb and John, and whether or not they are classy people. 

Miranda offers an initial assessment of Tim’s co-worker John as like other Darwin 

optometrists, marine biologists and doctors (line 7), which is rejected by Tim as 

“different” from other people. Miranda proposes an alternative type of person, “the 

Barbs” (line 13) using pluralisation to indicate these people are proposed representatives 

of the category classy people. This is accepted by Tim and as a result, an expanded 

meaning negotiation sequence focused on what constitutes classy people follows. In this 

example, the category to which the meaning is being ascribed also functions as the 

semantic anchor. This is in contrast to the previous example where the semantic anchor 

was the overarching membership device. 

Example 3: Classy people 

Transcript: TPMK160914_ClassandWealth 

Recording: 5:50-9:00mins 

 

 

1 M: that’s like that’s li]ke a(.)lot of the  

2 population in Darw↓in though like you’ve  

3 got like the INPEX with their bogans the  
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4 INPEX= 

5 T: =full blown. 

6 M: And then you’ve got like the optometrists  

7 (1.2.) the doctors (.)the mari::ne  

8 biologists the Jo(h)n Falve↓ys 

9 (2.0) 

10 T: different aga↓in. (0.6)  

11  different again John Falv↓ey. 

12 M: ◦or Bar↑bs◦ 

13 T: YES that what she it (.) it’s this Dar↑win  

14  thing where they↑’re li:ke high↑ly  

15   high↑ly Intelligent people and the  

16  differ↑ence between her and John is like  

17  like I don’t thin↑k John is as intelligent  

18  than Barb (.)like he’s  obvious↑ly  

19  intelli↑gent(.) bu:t he:s still well  

20  educa:ted very wealthy? Ma:n but he↑’s  

21  done it all in Brisbane (.) so he (.)  

22  know↓s to show his cla↑ss knows when to  

23  name ◦drop◦ that doesn’t exist here (.)  

24  like it’s differ↓ent. 

25 (1.3)  

26 M: ◦yeah◦ I’↑ve never really se:en the  

27  cla↑ssy in Darw↓in 

28 T: NO that↑’s what I mean?= 

29 M: =I know they? exist because I’ve se:en the  

30 hous↑es? 

31 T: >but it’s the<= 

32 M: =where I’ve never seen someone and go gee  

33 they↓’re really wealthy really and you  

34 know well to do. 

35 T: but the classy people (.) here (.) [a:r:e] 

36 M:                                    [are]  

37  the bare↑foot  

38 T: [>that that’s what I mean<] 

39 M: [hipp↑ies] 

40 T: I reckon it’s not e:ven that (.) I think  

41  that the ones that try to show their class  

42  are often >the cashed-up bo↑gans< but you  

43  just know you know they’re not classy (.)  

44  because ov the thin↑gs they have coz the  

45  hipp↑ies and stuff like that generally  

46  don’t have much but they have a tonne ov  

47   money? and they’re very? well educa↑ted 

48 M: they don’t feel the need to show it 

49 T: but then like you go to Bris↑bane like you  

50  go I dunno (.) you go somewhere like ahhhm 

51 (5.1) What’s it in near the valley? 

52 (1.8) 

53 M: West End= 

54 T: =NO 

55 (1.2) 

56 T: new far↑m 

57 M: >new farm< 

58 T: that a:rea? you↑’ll see people you know  
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59  they↑’re weal↑thy coz of the way they  

60  condu↑ct themselv↓es you know they↑’re  

61  educa:↑ted 

62 M: every second car’s (.) a Ferrari 

63 T: exactly it’s someth- well not e:ven that  

64  it’s like Jeeps (.) they’re just you know  

65  (.)that they’re educated people (.) they?  

66  have good jo↑bs (.) they have a logo of a  

67  company somewhere? on them a good?  

68  compan↓y. 

69 M: mm 

70 (2.5) 

71 M: yeah Darwin’s diffe◦re↓nt◦ 

72 T: yeah it’s jus- it’s like an enigma? 

73 (4.0) 

74 M: and I don’t (.) like in Brisbane (.) you’d  

75  go out? and you’d feel like you nee↑ded to  

76  dress up? 

77 T: mm 

78 M: but here? I feel like (.) there’s no need  

79  for that (.) because I don’t see anyone  

80  ◦that’s like that◦  

81 T: and the one’s who are dressed up are  

82  bogans who are like feral 

83 M: >that’s what I me:an< they look out of  

84  pla↓ce 

85 T: exactly they look out of pla↓ce. 

86 M: ◦like Angie◦(whispers) 

87 T: mm that’s what I me:an >and it just  

88  doesn’t suit them you know< coz they’ll be  

89  sitting there and they’ll be wearing  

90  fuckin dressed in Versace (.)but they’ll  

91  be talking like a scrubber with their  

92  tongue out of their mou↓th 

93 M: hahaha 

94 T: and it doesn’t complement (.) it’s mutton  

95  dressed up like la↑mb to a tee 

 

Tim characterises Barb as “highly intelligent” (line 15) and then compares this to John 

who is also deemed intelligent, but “not as intelligent” (lines 17-18) as Barb, despite 
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being “well-educated” (line 19) and “very wealthy” (line 20). Use of these contrasting 

characteristics allows Tim to further differentiates his assessment of Barb and John, by 

claiming that the fact he has been educated and become wealthy, and knows when to 

name drop, which all occurred in Brisbane
9
 and not Darwin

10
 is what is attributed to his 

success as both an intelligent and therefore a “classy” person (line 22). Miranda follows 

this up, stating she has not seen any “classy” people (line 27) in Darwin, musing that 

they may not exist, and therefore implying that Barb (who is from Darwin) should not 

be considered to be an exclusive member of this category. Exclusive membership, refers 

to their being only a single member of a particular category, in this case Barb as the sole 

member, which is being challenged by Miranda. 

 At lines 35-38, Tim and Miranda state that in Darwin the classy people are the 

“barefoot hippies”. This contrast of class between Barb and John is organised around 

participants who are assumed to have normative and moral attitudes, whereby class 

across physical location should shares predicates in common (well-educated, wealthy, 

intelligent). However, the fact Barb is from Darwin and so does not fit the physical 

appearance of “classy” based on Tim reference to Darwin and “barefoot hippies” (lines 

37-39), this predicate therefore denies her from membership in John’s category of 

Brisbane classy people and places her exclusively in the Darwin classy people, 

category, previously proposed by Tim. Diagraph 6 below demonstrates “priming”, 

 

 

9
 Brisbane is the Capital city of Queensland, which is in the most North-eastern state of 

Australia. 

10
 Darwin is the Capital city of the Northern Territory of Australia. 
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which lays the foundations for the resultant dialogic resonance and format-tying to 

emerge. As noted in the diagraph, prior to the invocation of the category “classy 

people”, the participants introduce the predicates “class” and “classy”, which are linked 

to an as yet unnamed category. Here affinities are being formed, through lexical priming 

and the participants’ selective reproduction (Du Bois, 2014, p. 364) of the root “class”, 

which they then later tie to their emerging utterances as a way of co-constructing a 

localised meaning. 

Diagraph 6 - Classy people are classy 

 

Between lines 39-45, Tim and Miranda make further judgements about Darwin classy 

people. Their behaviour is assessed against a set of social norms and explicitly indicated 

by way of categorial contrast between “cashed-up bogans” and “hippies”. Here they 

continue to advocate that hippies in Darwin are classy by tying the predicates and 

activities of “have more money than things”, “well-educated” and “don’t feel [the] need 

to show it” to the category. This is then contrasted with the category of cashed-up 

bogans who “overtly try to show their class” and “have lots of things”. The participants, 

based on their knowledge of John and Barb, have made clear judgements and 

assessments about how classy people should act in this instance, in line with members’ 

mundane methods of social categorial reasoning (Sacks, 1995; Fitzgerald, 2012a; 

Reynolds & Fitzgerald, 2015). This is reflected in diagraph 7, which shows parallels in 

the internal structure of speakers’ utterances across eight turns using the reduplication of 
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the syntactic frames “they are Y” and “they (don’t) have Y”. In each turn a new relevant 

predicate or activity is tied to the emerging meaning of “classy people”.  

 

Diagraph 7 - Classy people have; Classy people know… 

 

Analytically interesting is the way that the participants co-construct meanings based on 

their understanding and knowledge of social and moral actions which they identify as 

being met or breached (White, 2002). While it might seem somewhat common sense 

that being classy denotes “showing class” and is not necessarily reliant on level of 

education (to English speakers at least). However, in this case, it is reliant on these 

attributes as agreed on (interactionally) by participants as locally-situated rights and 

obligations. That is, in seeing activities such as having money and being educated as 

category bound, they therefore have predicated “rights and responsibilities” (Evans & 

Fitzgerald, 2016, p. 208), as they are making interactionally explicit members’ 

resources for recognising and sanctioning these as morally accountable. In this case it is 

also allowing participants to specify the morally salient characteristics as they co-
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construct a locally-contingent meaning. As Jayyusi (1991; cf. Evans & Fitzgerald, 

2016) argues, other predicates such as knowledge, which are not strictly speaking 

“moral”, do provide grounds for participants to make moral judgements and propose 

locally-contingent normative expectations, thus making the action reflexively 

intelligible and normatively assessable: seen here as the foundations for a locally-

situated meaning to be interactionally achieved. That is, by making morally accountable 

the predicates of “wealth” and “education”, participants are able to make moral 

judgements of Barb and John, which then give rise to the localised connotation of 

“classy people” to be further specified based on these norms. 

After establishing these moral parameters, Tim initiates a comparative sequence further 

differentiating between Darwin and Brisbane “classy people”. The sequence through 

which Tim and Miranda list category-bound activities and tied predicates are key to 

understanding how, through praise and degradation of members of this category (Sacks, 

1995; Stokoe, 2003) a locally-contingent meaning can emerge. As can be seen in 

diagraph 7, with the transition between the “they are Y” and “they have Y” frames, the 

foundations are laid to allow a more granular, locally-situated meaning of classy people 

to be accomplished. This makes it clear that participants are going beyond reference to 

class in the traditional socio-economic sense and are instead referring to a kind of 

person who works at a particular company, is highly intelligent, and has a good 

education.  

The speakers across these turns accomplish a sequentially fitted meaning of classy 

people based on the careful selection of words and utterances for the purpose of 

accomplishing a shared understanding within this localised context. This is also evident 

in diagraph 8 where the repetition of the “that’s what I mean” and “you know” 

formulations, index Tim’s shifting epistemic stance. Use of the stance verb know, 
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incorporates participants’ dialogic contributions, not only in the emerging stance, but 

the emergent meaning that is ostensibly linked to that stance. Moreover, based on what 

is drawn out in terms of category activities and predicates in diagraph 8, it is clear that 

the “you know” links dialogically to a prior stance, thereby indicating an indexical 

relation to it (Du Bois, 2007). The sequential placing of “you know” between negotiated 

attributes of classy people acts anaphorically as part of the emergent stance. Also of 

relevance here as Du Bois (2007, p. 157) notes, is that epistemic stance markers are 

designed to be incorporated with their “dialogic antecedents, through which they gain 

[the] interpretive specificity they need to be complete.” This has important 

consequences for understanding the relationship between dialogism and the 

interactional accomplishment of locally-situated meanings. Successive indexing of 

stances are deployed by participants in response to another participant in order to 

negotiate and co-construct a locally-contingent meaning that is defined with respect to 

each other’s display of knowledge and stance. 

Diagraph 8 - “You know, that’s what I mean” 

 

The direct repetition of “I mean” and “you know” creates three columns of parallelism, 
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with each phrase being repeated two and four times respectively. Each repetition of the 

phrase reveals additional understanding, differentiating speaker’s own and shared views 

related to what aspects form part of the emergent meaning. Fox Tree and Schrock 

(2002) propose what they term “basic meanings” (p.736) for I mean and you know 

based on their different functions in interaction. In line with their proposed meanings, 

you know in this interaction functions as a strategy to encourage the other participant to 

align with the “propositional content of the utterance” (Östman, 1981, p. 17), which in 

this case, is the predicates and activities proposed as being tied to the meaning of 

“classy people”. The repetition of this construction by the same participant (Tim) 

suggests that he is trying to encourage the addressee (Miranda) to adopt his shared 

views and approximate his thinking (Fox Tree & Schrock, 2002), moving toward the 

co-construction of a localised meaning. Similarly, the I mean phrase plays a role in 

facilitating the negotiation of meaning in this interaction, by allowing the participant to 

hedge her description she is putting forward as part of the co-constructed emergent 

meaning. Diagraph 8 shows this alternating use of I mean and you know in a clear 

pattern across turns. Where you know is being used to promote the adoption of shared 

views, I mean provides a more hedged contribution, using the construction to give 

participants the ability to adjust their stance if necessary (Fox Tree & Schrock, 2002). In 

this example of negotiating a locally-situated meaning, it allows them to present a less 

committed stance, indicating that the participants are willing to adjust their stance if 

necessary; as is the case as the participants’ tussle with what they believe constitutes 

“classy people” in this context. 

A number of additional linguistic characteristics of dialogic resonance are evident in 

this example (see Table 6). There is a clear relationship between parallelism and 

resonance, whereby sequences of utterances identified as parallel, are contained within 

linguistic affinities that are also perceived as resonating. While it is claimed that 
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resonance can occur without parallelism but not the reverse (Du Bois, 2014), what may 

also be argued in this instance, is that the lexical priming of “class” has a similar 

reciprocal influence on both resonance and parallelism. That is, if it were not for the 

traces of priming, the participants may not have invoked the category “classy people” to 

which the various predicates and activities are tied and around which a localised 

meaning is co-constructed.  

Table 6 - Linguistic affordance of dialogic resonance linked to emergent meaning 

of classy people  

 

This example highlights the way in which the meaning of classy people has been fitted 

by these speakers to a locally-situated context. It thus provides insights into how a more 

fine-grained and granular meaning of these types of common person-referent terms 

emerge. This is largely achieved through the use of structural and repetitive coupling of 

utterances. Such practices are akin to Goodwin & Goodwin’s (1987) “format tying” 

whereby speakers reuse and recycle utterance and parts of utterances to effect dialogic 

resonance, thereby activating sequential, cultural and moral affinities between 

utterances, allowing for a localised meaning to emerge in that moment of interaction. 
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Figure 4 below captures the co-constructed, locally-situated meaning of “classy people” 

as it has emerged during the interaction. 

 

Figure 4 - Emergent locally-situated meaning of classy people  

 

 

4.5. Army Jerks 

In the next example it might be argued that the term AJ (Army Jerk) has strong ties to 

colloquial Australian English and as such is open to considerable negotiation by 

participants, given that it forms part of a broader social discourse in Australia, 

particularly where there are underlying historical nuances related to Australia’s armed 

forces, in relation to national identity (Hirst, 2007). Highly abstract versions of 

definitions have even claimed it is a regional term confined to Northern Queensland in 

Australia, and means “army personnel” (Macquarie Dictionary, 2016). In this example, 

I will suggest that a particular meaning of AJ is interactionally accomplished by the 

interlocutors, and cannot be restricted to a seemingly ‘one size fits all’ definition. This 

example is between two couples Tim (T) and Sarah (S), James (J) and Riley (R) and 

their friend Craig (C). Two of the males are childhood friends (James and Tim) and are 

talking about another male that they ran into the other day, who they also grew up with. 
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Example 4: Army Jerks 

Transcript: JCSHTBRR_16112014(12)_ArmyJerks 

Recording: 22:07-24:00 

 

 

104 R: that’s who we saw the other? day 

105 T: who 

106 R: when Jamie? asked what we were  

107  ◦doing◦ what’s his name ((clicks  

108  fingers)) 

109 T: ◦washo◦ 

110 J: OH TY↑LER WASHINGTON? 

111 T: yeah? we saw [tyler Washington]came  

112  over? 

113 R:              [his mum? was up?] 

114 J: >and som- this chick we went to  

115   school with in Roma put on f- coz  

116  she’s livin in Charleville now she’s  

117  a dietician out there(.) goes out  

118  with TRENT THOMPSON< yeah 

119 T: she goes out with trippo? 

120 J: >yeah yeah yeah.h< and she said OHH  

121  it’s alway↓s good when you run into  

122  someon↓e down the street who’s  

123  really nice (.)and (.)it was Washo’s  

124 mum(.) Sandra 

125 T: yeah↓ there you go:. 

126 J: and I was li↑ke oh she’s in th-  

127  bloody zon↓e now then. 

128 T: hah she’s done 

129 J: he’s a big (.)fella though now? ay? 

130 T: who? 

131 J: washo 

132 T: wi- big fella you mean 

133 J: like built 

134 T: oh yeah he’s an AJ through and  

135  through like  

136 J: hha AJ allright (.) covered in  

137  sleeve↓ tattoos. 

138 T: still a ni:ce bloke 

139 J: HE was alway↑s a real good kid ay? I  

140 remember? 

141 T: yeah (.) like I reckon when he gets 

142   aroun↓d his ma↑tes he’d be a legit  

143  A[J but] he is a good bloke. 

144 J:  [hhhaha][comes with the territory] 

145 R:          [when he’s with his mum] 

146 J: yeah 

147 (3.2) 

148 J: well? that’s the go? 

149 T: eh  

150      (2.0) 

151       ehhh  

152       (2.4)  

153 T:    huh 

154 (3.0) 

155 J: ohh washo. 

156 R: he didn’t really seem to like the  

157  army though? 

158 T: he’s NEVer? liked it(.) he’s always  

159 [whinged about] it but he’s rent  
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160 free? gets paid an absolute fortune  

161 to be a store↑man (0.3) and he’s got  

162 nothing else(.)coz he’s like oh mate  

163 ohhh (.)this is a guy? we grew up  

164 with Craig? (.) always whingin? bout  

165 what they don’t hav (.) thin↑kin  

166 they’re the like har↑dest workin  

167 people(.) A::WW↓ 

168 J: haha [A::↓WW] 

169 S:      [A::↓WW] 

170 C:      [A::↓WW] 

171 S: yeah? they thi↑nk they are hard  

172  wor↓kin.(0.3)NO::T? 

173 T: wi◦sh◦ I got tax free: mon- for  

174  bee↑n a stor↑eman. 

175 S: Tylers gen(.)era↑tion ov soldiers  

176  aren’t what they? use to be  

177  (.)he:r◦oes◦. 

178 R: HEY (.) cred◦it◦ where credit(.) due  

179  (.) he has be:en deploy↑ed (.) he:s  

180  an AJ a:ll the sa↓me. 

181 T: ya. 

182 J: ye↓ah 

183 S: ◦mm◦ 

 

The sequence begins after Riley recalls her and Tim catching up with Tyler, Tim’s 

childhood friend during the week. James provides an initial assessment (line 129) that 

he is a “big fella”. Tim responds seeking further clarification as to what James meant by 

this assessment. James latches his turn, providing a revised description of “like built” 

(line 133), which is a reference to his physical size (rather than being overweight). Tim 

agrees with this description and then builds on this attribute, to claim that Tyler is a 

member of the category AJ “through and through” (line 134). James supports this 

assessment through additive reduplication of Tim’s assessment with the additional 

predicate “covered in sleeve tattoos” (line 136). More specifically, through this coupling 

of utterances, the “He’s a/an X” frame is foregrounded allowing for participants to build 

their assessment of Tyler as an AJ (which is also the semantic anchor), as seen in 

diagraph 9 below. 
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Diagraph 9 - Tyler’s an AJ 

 

Through this additive reduplication and structural coupling, facilitated by the use of the 

“He’s a/an X” frame, the participants begin moving towards a locally-situated meaning 

of AJ. Tim responds to James’ affiliative assessment, by claiming “he’s [Tyler] still a 

nice bloke”, which implies that to be an AJ is not to be a “nice bloke”, given Tyler is 

characterised as an exception. James agrees with this assessment in the following turn, 

through “still”, which suggests in spite of expectations to the contrary of this 

assessment, advocating Tyler “has always been a good kid” (line 139). For the purpose 

of understanding how the localised meaning of AJ is constructed, we need to focus on 

the way the participants are configuring and negotiating both their utterances and their 

membership with respect to the omnirelevant device “childhood friends”. Through this 

device they then organise and evaluate the membership category AJ and its category-

related characteristics, which not only provides an understanding of their localised 

moral reasoning (Evans & Fitzgerald, 2016; Fitzgerald & Rintel, 2013; Housley & 

Fitzgerald, 2009), but a locally-situated meaning for this particular category.  
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The conversation continues with Tim attempting to further justify the contrast between 

the “good bloke” and AJ categorisations, by suggesting that he is only an AJ “around his 

mates”, but is nonetheless still a good bloke. The end of Tim’s turn is met with multiple 

overlap with James adding that this “comes with the territory”, namely, with being an 

AJ. Riley, implies through joint production of her turn that he is only a good bloke when 

he is with his mother (line 141). All parties agree with this assessment (lines 144-147), 

before Riley goes on to claim that Tyler does not like the army, although he is in the 

army and consequently an AJ.  

Prompted by Riley, Tim proffers a multi-unit of talk, where he offers reasons why Tyler 

does not like being in the army, but stays regardless. According to Tim, this is because 

he pays no rent and earns a fortune for being a storeman (lines 158-167). Tim’s 

explanation of Tyler’s reasons for staying an AJ, are met with agreement by both Sarah 

and James who provide additional affiliative evaluations that are reused in the turn final 

position, of the now modified “he is Y” frame, to tie their associated predicates to the 

category AJ.  

James follows suit and adds that AJs “always whinge about what they don’t have” and 

“think they are hardest working people” (lines 166-167) This is hemmed to the variant, 

“he’s like Y” frame. Notably, James’ turn ends with an emphatic falling pitch contoured 

“aww” (see diagraph 10). This is then simultaneously repeated with the same pitch 

contour as James and accompanied by affiliative laughter (Attardo, 2015) by all other 

participants, except Riley. The resonance created by the repetition triggers a mocking 

sequence about AJs that serves to further co-construct a locally situated meaning. Sarah 

joins in the mocking sequence (167-170) by adding that AJs “are hardworking...NOT”. 

The emphatic “NOT” negation here indicates humorous intent (Dynel, 2008; 2009). The 

participants are taking the same mocking stance through an overtly faux display of 
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sympathy for Tyler as an AJ. The faux sympathy is further amplified by the choral co-

production of “AWW” by three of the participants. Triggered by Tim’s initial “AWW”, 

response, this then results in an entirely choral rendition of the turn’s completion 

(Lerner, 2002, p. 4), by the other participants, in highlighted in diagraph 10. 

Diagraph 10 - “AWWW” as a dialogic resource 

 

Tim continues the mocking sequence with the comment, “wish I got tax free money to 

be a storeman” (line 173). While this is embedded within a mocking sequence, of the 

intended recipient, a non-present third party (Tyler), it can also be recognised as a 

pejorative putdown (Everts, 2003; Norrick, 1993; 1994). The putdown functions to 

tarnish the reputation of AJs, and in this case Tyler as a member of that category, the 

butt of the putdown, through attributing the same normative behaviour (getting tax free 

money) which simultaneously amuses the other participants (Everts, 2003; Dynel, 

2009). As such the putdown contributes to the interactional accomplishment of a 

locally-situated meaning of AJ. The mocking sequence is abandoned when Sarah makes 

the serious assessment that “Tyler’s generation of soldiers aren’t what soldiers used to 

be: heroes”, which triggers Riley to take up next turn and disagree with her assessment 

(line 178). Riley acknowledges that while Tyler may not be a hero in the historical 

context of Australian armed forces, where soldiers fought on the front line (Hoffenberg, 

2001), he has been deployed, and thereby he is “an AJ all the same” (line 180). Riley in 
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disagreeing, claims that being deployed does not preclude membership in the category 

AJ. This is met with consecutive variations of agreement “yeah”, “ya” and “mm” (lines 

181-183) from the other participants. 

While in this interaction the participants have not straightforwardly agreed on what an 

AJ is, they have through the use of membership categories, format tying and other forms 

of parallelism been able to negotiate certain differences, thereby allowing a locally-

situated meaning of AJ to emerge. That is, someone who is a soldier, is covered in 

sleeve tattoos, who has been deployed but not a hero, and thinks they are hardworking, 

but gets paid to do nothing. Figure 5 below show how participants have co-constructed 

this locally-situated meaning throughout the interaction. This challenges the more 

abstract denotation provided earlier, and highlights that person referent terms used 

commonly in the Australian English vernacular are open to being construed in more or 

less granular ways by participants in interaction.  

Figure 5 - Emergent locally-situated meaning of Army Jerks 

 

As the participants have honed in on particular characteristics of AJ’s through the use of 

format tying, to accomplish a highly granular, locally-situated meaning, additional 

linguistic features within the structures of parallelism are evident. These provide 

additional nuances of meaning, which amplify the dialogic resonance that has emerged. 

Table 7 details these linguistic affordances, which have been made more explicit 
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through the use of diagraphs.  

Table 7 - Linguistic affordance of dialogic resonance linked to emergent meaning 

of Army Jerks (AJs) 

The above table and diagraphs highlight that through the continual repetitive use of the 

term “AJ” the resonance has been made more salient. In conjunction with other 

semantic (synonymy) and prosodic features (intonation contours), this has also been 

fostered. 

4.6. Summary 

In this chapter I have begun to analyse exactly what is involved in the locally 

occasioned processes by which locally-situated meanings are interactionally 

accomplished. I have used four examples of common person referent terms used when 

talking about ourselves or others, lawyers, admin, classy people and army jerks, to 

illustrate the systematic and recurrent nature of these phenomena in conversation. To do 

so, I worked through each sequential and incremental step taken by participants to 

negotiate and build-up a localised meaning for each term. The analysis has highlighted 

that a number of recurrent practices are involved in achieving a localised meaning, 

regardless of the term that is being negotiated.  
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One core practice is the recurrent use of the syntactic frames by participants in talk in 

order to attain a localised meaning that is more granular with respect to its relevance to 

the person being talked about. Across the four examples the participants invoked highly 

similar recurrent frames. Each frame was used to invoke a particular category (X) or tie 

an associated predicate or activity (Y) to a category. The use of recurrent frames 

provided the foundation for participants to recycle entirely or part of the construction in 

order to negotiate the most relevant meaning to the context. The syntactic frames were: 

 

Drawing from each of these frames across the interactions, the participants were able to 

co-construct four distinct locally-relevant meanings. What is clear from the analyses is 

that these frames do not occur in isolation, but are dependent on the sequential nature of 

the interaction; specifically, what comes both before and after the use of each frame. 

This provides clarity as to how participants confer meaning in the context of talk and 

use these frames as a way of consolidating their understandings of those meanings. That 

is, how they co-construct their own consenses, that become locally-situated meanings, 

for the terms in question. 

In example 1 the meaning of lawyer was co-constructed guided by the use of two key 

frames, namely, “she is X” and “she would be Y”. Participants drew on key attributes of 

She is X Not X but could be thought of as X He/She is like Y 

He’s a/an X Not always Y but could be thought of as Y She/they is.are Y 

They are X  They have Y 

  She’d be Y 
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what they deemed to be qualities of good lawyers such as regimented and tough, to 

arrive at a fine-grained meaning, accessible to all participants. The locally-situated 

meaning in example 2 focused on admin staff, and the focus was on one participant 

justifying his assessment of admin staff informed by advice provided by a non-present 

third party. Across a number of extended turns that drew on the “they are Y” and “not Y 

but could be thought of as Y” frames to highlight that while admin staff may have a 

straightforward denotational meaning that commonly involves facilitating tasks for 

other workers, this was not the only interactionally relevant meaning for these speakers 

at this point in the interaction. Rather, the participants used these two recurrent frames 

as resource for orienting to what social meaning is both morally and normatively 

relevant to them in the current flow of their talk. 

Example 3 looked at classy people, which in Australian English is commonly linked to 

socio-economic status. The participants in this example used “they are X” and “they 

have Y” frames to foreground their orientation to categories which allowed for the 

purposeful selection of related category predicates and activities, based on their 

assumptions and knowledge about people being either classy or not. In the final 

example 4, the meaning of army jerk once again saw the use of recurrent frames “He is 

X” and “He is Y” observed as similar variations across all examples, that provided 

participants with the resources to highlight their own social and cultural categorical 

knowledge (Jayyusi, 1991) as a means for talk (Edwards, 1998) and as a means for 

making meaning in talk. 

To conclude, this chapter has focussed on a variety of person referent terms, and 

identified sequential patterns and their relationship to an occasioned semantics 

approach. Chapter 5 now turns to focus on one specific person referent term, bogan, 

which is used by different participants across a number of different interactions. By 
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looking at only one term, the discussion will shift to whether in fact, in the interactional 

context, meaning can be abstracted, whether patterns for negotiating meaning exist and 

the capacity that exists for mapping the meanings that emerge from this kind of analysis 

for this particular term across interactions. 
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CHAPTER 5: BEHOLD THE BOGAN 

You can take the boy out of Bogan, 

but you can’t take the Bogan out of the boy… 

 

5.1. Introduction 

Social category terms often come into and out of popularity of use. This is often 

attributed to their meaning being associated and re-evaluated to fit current cultural 

values and attitudes within society (Rowen, 2017). Bogan is one such culturally-laden 

term in Australian English where its meaning is regularly contested as a result of its 

popularity as a contemporary key word in Australian English and long standing 

associated cultural stereotypes  (Brown & Brown, 2005; Pini, McDonald, & Mayes, 

2012; Rowen, 2017). The popularity of use of the term bogan has been widely 

discussed from a sociological and lexical semantics perspective but with minimal 

consideration of its use in and across social interactions. As noted in Chapter 3, in the 

collection of 53 examples of occasioned meaning, there were 7 distinct cases in which 

locally-contingent meaning of bogan was interactionally accomplished.  

This chapter takes a different approach to the analysis of occasioned meaning to what 

was presented in the previous chapter. Chapter 4 looked at more common terms used 

when talking about people and how their meaning was co-constructed and negotiated 

within a single interaction. Chapter 5 will focus solely on the term bogan and how a 

locally situated meaning is accomplished across four separate interactions. This 

provides the ideal context for further illustrating a number of points I raised in Chapter 

4. Multiple examples of the same term being negotiated will be provided to draw out 

similarities in how participants pattern their utterances within these interactions to 

achieve a localised meaning. Comparisons across these interactions offer insights into 
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the ways in which the locally-situated interactional accomplishment of meanings in 

particular interactions contributes to a wider discourse field from which “lexical 

meanings” can be abstracted. When these locally situated meanings are compared across 

the interactions, the intersecting web of foregrounded and backgrounded semantic 

elements used by speakers to co-construct an occasioned meaning becomes evident.  

In addition, I will suggest that while the locally-situated meanings co-constructed by 

speakers are informed by aspects of the coresense of lexical meanings of that term to 

varying degrees, they are nevertheless able to shape the meaning of that term for 

locally-situated purposes, therefore creating their own interactionally achieved 

consense. Each speaker brings to an interaction various understandings of words like 

bogan. The recurrent interactional practices that allow for this negotiation to occur will 

become clear indicators in my argument that word meaning cannot be abstracted from 

their use without remainder. That is without losing some part of the locally-situated 

meaning (consense). 

5.2 Perth People are bogans 

In the first example, James (J), Sarah (S), Tim (T) and Craig (C) are having a discussion 

over a barbecue dinner. James, Sarah and Tim are old school friends. Craig and Tim 

play football together in Darwin. In this interaction Craig is getting acquainted with 

Sarah and James for the first time. While the participants getting acquainted is the 

primary action of this interaction, which is sequentially accomplished (Maynard & 

Zimmerman, 1984; Schneider, 1987; 2012) embedded in this are recurrent processes 

that give rise to the (co)constructed meaning of bogan.  
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Example 5: Perth People are bogans 

Transcript: JCSHTBRR_16112014(12) _PerthPeople 

Recording: 47:00-50:40 

 

 

1 J:  do you reck↑on you’ll give it a crack this?  

2  year? like wor↑king at Christmas. Time? 

3 C:  I’ve got my? Family? comin up for Christmas  

4  actually? so= 

5 J:  ohh? Really? 

6 C:  <yeah> 

7 J:  comin up from <Perth?> 

8   (0.6) 

9 C:  ah:h (.) my sister’s coming up from Per↑th 

10 J:  ◦yep◦ 

11 C:  [my little brot]her’s co[ming up] from  

12  Canberra? 

13 T:  [Sian do you wa]nt some [more] 

14 S:                           [yeah I’m] gunna try?  

15  some of this this time I think? 

16 C:  and my folks are actually coming from South  

17  Africa 

18 T:  seeth Afreeca yeah= 

19 R:  =oh:h? that’s ri↑ght. 

20 J: ohh they’↑re livin over? there? 

21 C:  yeah  

22   (0.3) 

23 J:  ◦ohh◦ ri::ghto. 

24 C:  yeah so: I’m gunna try and find one of those  

25  people who wan↓ts the shift (.) and see if I  

26  get rostered on christmas da:y. 

27 S:  yeah 

28 C:  but UM I’VE BEEN honestly really lucky like  

29  this’ll be my (.)fourth christmas since moving  

30  up here? and I’ve managed to get every single  

31  one ov them off so [far?] 

32 S:                      [ohh] 

33 R:  that’s soo good. 

34   (5.0) ((eating)) 

35 J:  >there’s? nothing wrong with that< (.) so  

36  where? Where? do you head if you had christmas  

37  off would you go? and see? the fol↓ks in sou↓th  

38  Africa? or is >that what you did la:st year or  

39  what<= 

40 C:  =nah nah la↑st year I was just back in Per↑th  

41  like while they’↑re livin in South Africa like  

42  I’ve still got the family ho↑me in Per↑th  

43 J:  yeah oh: righ↑to. 

44 C:  so um in fa↑ct (1.0)I mi↑ght even (.) try↑na  

45  think if they are even in south- nah they were  

46  actually living in Per↑th this ti↑me last  

47  year(0.4) so that ma↑de that part a little bit  

48  easyhh 

49 J:  CAN I SAY that you’re? very different to anyone  
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50  else I’ve ever met whose from Per↑th  

51 C: [yeah how so] 

52 T:  [◦hahaha◦] 

53 J:  they’re the biggest BOGANS in the wor↑ld. 

54 T:  [hahahah] 

55 S:  [.hin a good way?] 

56 J:  MY OLD MAN’S got family over? there as well. 

57 C:  ye:ah where? abou↓ts in Perth are they? 

58 J:  I’m not really sure actually u:m (1.2)  

59   both FIFO’s they’re ◦FIFO’s◦= 

60 C:  =mm 

61 J:  >cover↑ed in sleeve tattoo↓s and hate anyone  

62  who’s not WHI↑TE 

63 T:  £mmhhha£ 

64 J:  yeah full bogan↓s (.)well they are ◦full◦  

65  bogan↓s.= 

66 S:  =mm they are 

67 J:  and then I had mates up here from Per↑th and  

68  they are the sa:↑me (0.4)but a bit more  

69  conserv↓ative.= 

70 T:  =didn’t? you say old mate used to smoke? ice.= 

71 J:  =YEAH he did? (.) so he wasn’t to  

72  conserv↑[ative] 

73 T:          [hhahahh]£hahaha£ 

74 J:  well on those poin↓ts he was↓n’t ehh yeah  

75  hun↓dred per↑cent. 

76 C:  ehh well I know that these people↓ do exist in  

77  Per↓th (.)we met I’ve met [more than I wou↓ld  

78  have li↓ked to] but. 

79 T:                             [ehhhahah] 

80 C:  but the↑re are some more cultured and educated  

81  peo↓ple there aswell. 

82 S:  haha 

83 J:  so THEY are from? (.) nuggets was from woodvale 

84 C: ◦yeah◦ 

85 J:  and (.)where was Loz from (.)she: was from  

86  ocean ree↑f is >there? a pla↑ce call↑ed ocean?  

87  Reef?< 

88 C:  yeah 

89   (14.0) ((eating noises)) 

90 T:  what one of your? fam↑ily over? the↑re Jamie? 

91 J:  HEY? 

92   (0.5) 

93 T:  what one of your? family is over there? 

94 J:  a:h on my? mums si↑de we got this (.)her  

95  bro↑ther? he’s a bit of a tear? away? (.)[tru↑ck driver.] 

96 T:                                           [yeah right] 

97 J:  and now they own↓ a farm? over there. 

98 T:  ye:ah righto. 

99 J:  so its just outside of Per↑th I think it is. 

100   (2.0)and their? sons live? over in Per↑th (.)  

101  work in like diamond mi↑nes and shit. 

102 T:  .hh Jesus ye:ah righ↑to. 

103 J:  most racist peo↑ple I I’ve ever met. 

104 T:  hehehe 
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105 J:  and I happ↑en to be rela↑ted to em 

106 T:  hehehe 

107 S:  he’s al:ways posting like those things on  

108  Face◦book◦ like love it or lea↑ve it or  

109 J:  [fuck the Police]like all] that terr[ible  

110  shit.] 

111 S:  [fuck off we’↑re full] 

112 T:  [fuck off we’re full.]              [what is  

113  it?] if a hor↑se grows up no some↓thing like  

114  what’s the la↑test one I saw? 

115 S:  yeah? I  

116 T:  it’s if a hor↑se grows up its not in a sta- if  

117  a horse grows up in a stable It’s not a guinea  

118  pig so if you’re not Australian and you didn’t  

119  grow up in Aus[tralia your not Australian] 

120 S:              Au[stralia your not Australian]yeah  

121  I’ve hear↑d something like that too 

122 C:  I don’t even get that 

123 T:  nohhh neith↑er [do I?]  

124 R:                  [neither I] think that’s the  

125   point they they? thin↑k they? get it. oh nooo  

126  your soo du↓mb 

127 T:  cousin Kell pos↑ted that.  

128 R:  .hh prob(.)ably was (.)cousin Kell 

129 T:  .hahaha 

130 S:  hahahah 

131 J:  we all have them cousins Rach 

132 R:  noo? we’re? sec↑ond? cousin↓s (0.5)you’ve got  

133  your cous↑ins (.) then you’ve got your  

134   sec(hh)ond ◦cous↓ins◦ 

 

Craig (line 42) informs the others that he is from Perth. This self-disclosure and 

consequent identification of the membership categorisation device “people from Perth” 

is taken as an opportunity for James to pursue his own assessment of Perth people. 

James sets the scene for his evaluation of ‘People from Perth’ with a topic shift in line 

45, by giving what is framed as a pseudo request for permission, hedged by the phrase 

“can I say” and followed in the same turn by the disclaimer that Craig is, “very different 

to anyone else” he has met from Perth, which is prefaced with an Extreme Case 

Formulation (ECF) (Pomerantz, 1986). This precursor lays the groundwork for the 

negative assessment that follows (lines 49-50) where James offers an assessment of 

people from Perth. This is overlapped with laughter by Tim who treats James’ comment 
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as humorous and potentially non-serious (Glenn, 2003). Craig’s request for further 

information acts as a ‘go-ahead’ for James’ assessment, and is met with overlapping 

laughter from Tim, a side participant; suggesting he is orienting to it as a potentially 

non-serious assessment and that James will go on to invoke more negative and possibly 

non-serious stereotypes about people from Perth. It is implied here that Tim knew what 

James meant by this comment, given their long-term friendship, which becomes 

relevant again in a later turn.  

James again uses an extreme case formulation (Pomerantz, 1986) (line 53) to produce 

the anticipated negative assessment about ‘people from Perth’, evaluating them through 

invocation of the category bogans and that Perth people are therefore the “biggest 

bogans in the world”. This is again receipted by Tim with overlapping laughter (line 

54). James’ partner Sarah orients to James’ initial assessment as potentially offensive to 

Craig, and uses what Coupler-Kuhlen & Ono (2010) describe as a “glue-on” comment 

(line 55). Sarah emphasises that “in a good way” Craig is not like these people (bogans) 

as a way of countering the potential offence (Haugh, 2015) that could be taken by Craig.  

In line 56, James introduces further justifications for his evaluation of people from Perth 

as bogans, claiming to have family who also live in Perth. This could also be seen as a 

strategy to mitigate the potential for offence. Craig pursues, and seeks further 

information about where they live, which grounds James’ response in which he 

introduces another category “FIFO”
11

 (line 59). This serves as an additional category 

 

 

11
 FIFO is an acronym for “Fly-in Fly-out” and refers broadly to people who work in the mining 
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within the membership device of ‘people from Perth’, but more specifically in the 

bounds of this interaction it backgrounds ‘people from Perth’ and foregrounds a set of 

locally-contingent attributes, related to the occupation of bogans who are also people 

from Perth. Across these series of turns, the participants orient to an overarching 

membership device “people from Perth” and associated categories “FIFO” and “bogan”. 

The participants have invoked these categories by reduplicating the syntactic frame 

“they are X” to introduce each new category into the assessment sequence. Diagraph 11 

highlights how participants have used this syntactic frame in a step-wise fashion. 

Diagraph 11- They are X 

 

As he continues (line 61), James lists additional category-tied predicates of “sleeve 

tattoos” and “hate anyone who’s not white”. The use of ‘and’ links the descriptive 

attributes to an implied action. This attitude implies aggression while also indexing 

 

 

industry in Australia, who fly in and out of a town to undertake work but do not live 

permanently in that area. 
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racist attitudes; namely that bogans from Perth are racists who have tattoos. These 

predicates are then qualified as belonging to the category full bogans (line 64). This 

stance is affirmed by Sarah in her latched turn (line 66). This contrast between bogan 

and full bogan enacts a scalar implicature (Horn, 1972). Namely, that in Perth there are 

not just people who are bogans but also full bogans. Notably, being labelled a full 

bogan entails that you are also a bogan, while being labelled a bogan only implicates 

not being a full bogan. This is what Horn (1989, p. 318) describes as the “outer-neg 

reading”. James then asserts (lines 66-69) that he has friends that he knows who are also 

from Perth and they are the same as his family who he knows, but are just “more 

conservative”. Here James has invoked the not “X but could be thought of as X” frame 

(not full bogans but could be thought of as bogans), in claiming that his mates are not 

full bogans because they are more conservative than full bogans, but nevertheless 

should be thought of as bogans because they are in other respects the same. This line of 

reasoning is further developed by James in the subsequent turns.  

James’ responses in these turns show that he is continually building on his assessment 

of “people from Perth”, but this is not the main membership device, rather it acts as an 

omnirelevant device (Rintel, 2015). That is, James’ responses highlight the 

omnirelevance of people who are from Perth as the over-arching sense-making device 

and object that is being evaluated, but it is achieved under that of bogan which James 

has now foregrounded in order to co-construct a locally-contingent meaning. If we look 

at this in relation to recurrent processes, the following patterning of utterances use the 

repeated “they are Y” syntactic frame. This frame is a slight variation from the “they 

are/have X” frame, used to differentiate the participants tying of categories (X) and 

category-predicates and category-bound activities (Y) to the semantic anchor, bogans. 

This is shown in diagraph 12 below. 
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Diagraph 12 - They are/have Y 

 

As a challenge to this frame, Tim latches on to James’ full bogan versus not full bogan 

scalar contrast with a loaded tease by pointing towards a factually untrue remark that 

James just made that his friends are “conservative”, indicating that a possible challenge 

of James’ assessment will ensue. The tease arises when Tim (line 70) questions James’ 

use of the predicate “conservative” in relation to bogans who have already been 

characterised as racist and aggressive. Tim seeks clarification as to whether or not 

James’ friends “smoked ice” (line 70), implying that you cannot both be conservative 

and take illicit substances (smoke ice). Here Tim is setting the tease up through the 

delivery of a question that is treated as ostensibly serious by James (line 71), but 

revealed to be non-serious when Tim initiates concurrent laughter (line 73) (Haugh, 

2016a). James, however, continues to treat the question as (mostly) serious and again 

agrees with Tim’s assessment, that you cannot be both conservative and smoke ice. 

However, the tease also prompts James to reassess his evaluation of bogans as 

“conservative”. Tim’s repeated overlapping laughter in line 69 sees James re-attempt his 

response using a more ironic footing (line 74). In this interaction the term conservative 

has become tied to the scalar contrast between bogan and full bogan, and Tim’s claim 

that you cannot be both conservative and a full bogan. 
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For the first time, in lines 76-82, Craig finally takes up a speaking turn and attempts to 

counter the assessment of everyone “from Perth”, except for Craig, being bogan. He 

does this by invoking the “not X but could be thought of as X” frame. Craig offers 

partial agreement by claiming that he knows that “these people do exist in Perth”. As 

such he is indexing James’ assessment that people from Perth are bogans and does hold 

a level of truth and is not insignificant (e.g. “met more than I would have liked to”) (line 

78). However, using a ‘but’ prefaced turn, he goes on to disagree with James’ 

assessment, using the scalar contrast “some” to imply that “some but not all” Perth 

people are both “cultured” and “educated”. Craig has recast the initial assessment in that 

people from Perth are not bogans but could be thought of as such based on James’ 

assessment, and in doing so implicitly disagrees that everyone in Perth are bogans by 

taking the stance that “there are more cultured and educated people as well” (line 80). 

In this example, participants’ have drawn on three key recurrent syntactic frames, the 

“they are X”, “they are/have Y” and the “not X but could be X” frames. These frames 

have been used as discursive resources to allow participants to recycle whole or parts of 

utterances to fit together in attaining a locally-situated meaning of “people from Perth” 

in the actual situational context of the interaction. What is illustrated through the 

diagraphs is that participants’ use these recurrent frames to establish parallelism across 

multiple turns of talk. Within these layers of parallelism they are also bringing together 

both linguistic and world knowledge to facilitate the negotiation of a locally-situated 

meaning. In this example, different aspects of meaning have been attributed to the 

semantic anchor, which in this case is the category bogan, to which a locally situated 

meaning is being assigned. Here, the participants’ prior experiences and worldly 

understanding of the social category term bogan is encapsulated in predicates and 

activities they have tied to the category alongside their reference to other categories that 

fit within the overarching membership categorisation device “people from Perth”.  
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Figure 6 below demonstrates the progression of the emerging meaning as the 

participants propose new components of meaning.  
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Figure 6 - Emergent locally-situated meaning of Perth bogans 

 

The participants’ invocation of linguistic and world knowledge is evident as they draw 

on prior experiences, such as friends who are from Perth, who are “not conservative” 

and “smoke ice” (line 70), or in Craig’s case, people who he knows are “cultured and 

educated” (line 80) to attribute locally relevant meanings and thereby arrive at a 

consense. This is not to say it may also be a meaning that holds semantic value in a 

more abstracted sense. What it does indicate is that this locally-situated meaning co-

constructed by the participants is not entirely substitutable into any other context in 

which it may be used with the same meaning value. It is just that: a locally-contingent 

meaning. There is also evidence to suggest that participants are drawing from culture-

specific and conceptual semantic properties of bogan which can be likened to the 

coresense (Kecskes, 2008). The coresense of bogan is arguably heavily culture-laden 

and imbued with prototypical behavioural (violent), physical (tattooed), socioeconomic 

(uneducated), and attitudinal features (racist) (Rowen, 2017). The characteristics that 

participants have tied to the syntactic frames in the example illustrate aspects of this 

coresense that are foregrounded in the actual situational context, therefore, making it 

part of the localised meaning and consense; those being the participants’ reference to 

bogans having tattoos and being racist (lines 61-62).  
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Across the rows of parallelism detailed in the diagraphs, I have drawn out the multiple 

structural mappings between “dialogically juxtaposed utterances” (Du Bois, 2014, p. 

363). These have allowed the participants to co-construct affinities between these 

utterances in the actual situational context of the interaction, allowing their meaning to 

therefore be negotiated and made more relevant for the person they are ascribing 

membership and consequently meaning of “bogan” to, people from Perth.  Table 8 

details the linguistic affordances in the example that provide additional nuances of 

meaning as it is negotiated by participants. Alongside the patterning of their utterances, 

the participants have used word stress and end tone variation to emphasise components 

of the reduplicate parts. Participants’ use of synonymy and scalar implicature contribute 

to foregrounding the localised semantic characteristics of “bogan”. 

Table 8 - Linguistic affordance of dialogic resonance linked to emergent meaning 

of Perth bogans 
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5.3 Quasi-Bogans 

Example 2 takes place at a coffee shop between a married couple, Tim (T) and Miranda 

(M). They are discussing Tim’s optometrist and how best to describe him. The excerpt 

begins with Miranda seeking an assessment of the optometrist, who Tim also saw 

recently riding a bike at the beach. Tim proffers the category ‘Stoner
12

’ as an initial 

assessment of the optometrist based on his appearance. Tim completes this assessment 

by anticipating Miranda’s response of her prior utterance and in doing so Tim claims to 

be taking the same stance as the prior speaker, Miranda (Lerner, 1991). 

Example 6: Quasi-Bogans 

Transcript: TPMK160914_Bogans 

Recording: 03:30–05:50mins 

 

1 M:  If you looked at him from behi↓nd (.) wh- li↑ke  

2  on that bike yesterd↑ay what would you have  

3  thought (.) he was.= 

4 T:  =Stoner. (0.2) massive stoner. 

5   (1.0) 

6 M:  Stoner ridi↑ng a hipster b[ike] (.) no I would  

7 T:                            [mm]  

8 M: ov thought he was a ◦hipst↓er◦= 

9 T:  =>but memba  remember< ahh Mick’s wi↑fe (.)  

10  what was her name (.) Jess (.) her saying that  

11  SHE teaches (.) and these parents they rock up?  

12  (.) >with no shoes and shit on< but they’re  

13  scien↑tists and shit from the CSIRO?= 

14 M:  = ◦yeah she said they just look like◦ utter↑  

15  fer↓als. 

16 T:  yeah 

17   (3.3) 

18 M:  Bu- (.) but she: was also sayin- (0.3) that the  

19  kids↓ (2.0) were just↓ (0.2) ((blows out air  

20  from mouth))sumthin- else.= 

21 T:   =How s:o? 

 

 

12
 In Australian English the term stoner is generally used to refer to a person who regularly 

smokes marijuana for recreational purposes.  
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22 M:  Just (0.2) I dunno (.) like their↓ rou:↑gh  

23      a:[nd 

24 T:     [who the parents wh- are scien↑tists? 

25 M:  Yeah. 

26 T:  really? 

27 M:  I dunno (.) rough (.) rude (0.3) just= 

28 T:  =W↑OW. 

29 M:  Sh-sh-she said that they were just  

30  (5.2)(inaudible soft speech) like rough and  

31  feral and (softer speech)  

32 T:  bogan. 

33 M:  bo:gan? but (.) they had mon↑ey (.) and the  

34  kids kind of expected they could be treated a  

35  certain way↑ (0.2)but she was li↑ke you don’t  

36  act? like you should be treated with a bit of  

37  class (.) because ◦you’re just◦ (1.3)  

38 T:  but do[es that make] them bogan? if they’re  

39 M:       [bogan↓-ish] 

40 T:  hippies but they have money what sort of bo↓gan  

41  is that? 

42 M:  is it a cashed-up bogans? 

43 T:   >it is and it isn’<t because a cashed-up bogan↓  

44  to m:e↓ is like >someone who works on ◦INPEX>  

45  and they fuck↓in come ho:me◦ on the weekend and  

46  they got the wa:ke-boar↓ds (.) bo:at an-  

47  they’ve got all that stuff (0.3)but these  

48  peo[ple are ] 

49 M:      [>have more debt<] than they do [ac- actual  

50   money.] 

51 T:                                      [Tha-  

52  that’s i:t the]y’re not educated (.)  the:se  

53  peopl are highly educated they still- they just  

54  cho:ose not to live within soci↑eties boun↓ds  

55  like they’re too? educated they ques↑tion  

56  everythi↓ng so are they bo↓gan then what  

57   are they? are they something? else. 

58 M:  maybe their quasi-bo:gans. 

59 T:  Yeah ◦quasi bogan◦ these aren’t like- its like  

60  the greens ther- they- they  obviously vo:te  

61  gre:en? s:o (1.6) ◦yeah◦ (.) I dunno y[ou tell] 

62 M:                                         [>that’s  

63  like that’s li<ke a lot of the population in  

64  Darw↓in though like you’ve got like the INPEX  

65  with their bogans the INPEX= 

66 T:  =full blown. 

67 M:  And then you’ve got like the optometrists  

68  (1.2.) the doctors (.) the mari::ne biologists 

69    the(2.0) 

70 T:  Yeah 

 

In this example participants create a different locally-situated meaning of “bogan” to 

that of the previous example, but nevertheless still occurs in a step-wise progression.  

Following Tim’s assessment (line 6), Miranda offers a counter assessment to Tim, 

suggesting that the optometrist is a “hipster” (line 8), implying that because he rides a 
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bike, this is what makes him more of a hipster as opposed to the  assessment of “stoner” 

initially attributed to him by Tim. Miranda is ambivalent, and as such weakens her 

counter assessment by using the formulation “would have thought”, to situate her 

assessment as made at the time of seeing the optometrist, as opposed to the present 

moment (diagraph 13 columns A-E). In doing so, Miranda creates the hybrid category 

of stoner-hipster (lines 6-8), before shifting to an exclusive proposal of “hipster”, which 

is foregrounded as her preferred assessment of the optometrist. This is achieved by 

recycling part of Tim’s utterance that categorised the optometrist as a stoner, and adding 

it to her own assessment. What is notable here is that while both participants differ in 

their initial assessments of the optometrist, through the use of “format tying” (Goodwin 

& Goodwin, 1987), they recycle parts of utterances from prior turns of talk to establish 

a degree of parallelism, which allows the participants to make connections between 

their respective viewpoints of the optometrist, and thereby accomplish their different 

categorisations of the optometrist as if they were in agreement. Diagraph 13 highlights 

how, through the use of structural coupling, tied to their initial assessment of the 

optometrist, the participants have incrementally built up a co-characterisation of Tim’s 

optometrist. 

Diagraph 13- Optometrist (O) is like a stoner and O is like hipster-like-stoner 

 

This is what Du Bois (2014) describes as the formation of linguistic similarities and 

affinities as a mechanism for activating familiarity between speakers within the 
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localised context. Here, it allows Miranda and Tim to begin to establish a shared 

understanding of their initial assessments of the optometrist, although different, as a 

way to then further the conversation and co-construct a shared assessment. The 

participants are setting the groundwork for the co-construction of an assessment that 

delimits the specific characteristics of this particular optometrist for their locally-

situated purpose. Miranda and Tim have tested potential common social categories in 

shifting between the membership categories of “stoner”, “hipster” and “stoner-hipster” 

(Fitzgerald & Rintel, 2013; Sacks, 1995).  

The participants diverging orientations in relation to the overarching object of 

assessment and semantic anchor to which meaning is being ascribed, forms the basis for 

which they subsequently construct a locally-situated assessment of a specific person 

within the broader membership categorization device ‘local parents’. In lines 11-12 

further co-construction of the localised meaning of the optometrist as a ‘local parent’ is 

assigned by the participants. Tim concedes with his initial assessment of the optometrist 

as a “stoner” given that he has a reputable job and people tend to like him which he 

refers to as “these parents” in line 11. This according to Tim’s assessment cannot make 

him an exclusive member of the category stoner (Day, 2008). Tim begins building an 

alternative assessment in lines 9-13 by drawing on a report from a mutually known, 

non-present third party (Mick’s wife Jess), when he asserts that, “these people” are 

“feral” given that that do not wear shoes and do not act with class (lines 14-15). 

Although attributed to a non-present third party, Jess, this reported description of 

features is referenced as a direct quote. By reporting the assessments by Jess, Miranda 

affiliates with the former’s stance, but with a reduced degree of accountability 

(compared to an outright claim to this stance by Miranda). Through the use of category-

tied predicates that reference appearance and behaviour, “barefoot” but hold 

professional jobs, Tim begins building on this alternative assessment. The associated 
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predicates are used as characteristics features of ‘local parents’ as “ferals” by Miranda. 

Although the stance is directly attributed to Jess, through indirect quotation, it allows 

Miranda to index a lower degree of commitment to this categorisation of the 

optometrist. Through the use of a continuer (line 18), and subsequent withholding of a 

response using and (line 23), Tim prompts Miranda to offer further justification of 

Jess’s reasoning that has underpinned her assessment of ‘local parents’ as “ferals”. 

Miranda then continues to use indirect quotes, from what Jess said about the children of 

the ‘local parents’ (lines 18-20), before putting forward more granular descriptions of 

the attributes of “ferals” that they are “rough and rude” (lines 15, 27, and 30).  

The ways in which the meanings of these social categories and their associated 

attributes and evaluative features unfold across these turns, are accomplished by the 

participants through the structural coupling of their utterances as they gradually build a 

shared meaning. This illustrated in diagraph 14 below. 

Diagraph 14 - Local Parents are like ferals 

 

This diagraph highlights the relationship between repetition of utterances and format 

tying as participants co-construct a locally-situated meaning of ‘local parents’. Miranda 

uses repetition and format tying of category-tied predicates “rough, rude and feral” to 
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put forward a characterisation, attributed in part to Jess, of ‘local parents’. The 

repetition of predicates is preceded by the re-duplicated formulation, “she said that” 

followed by different combinations of the category-predicates “rough, rude and feral”. 

These features concessively negate her initial assessment of the optometrist as a 

“hipster”. It also demonstrates how the incremental progression of format tying has 

facilitated a shift from describing the optometrist to describing local parents (of which 

the optometrist is a member of this device) more generally. 

The indirect quotes used by Miranda occasion another assessment, from Tim, of ‘local 

parents’, in which the optometrist is categorised as bogan (line 32). Miranda in the next 

turn, through her exact repetition (Kim, 2002) of the term (line 33), and is delivered 

with rising word final intonation bo:gan?, which suggests that the repetition is a form of 

seeking confirmation as to whether bogan is the most appropriate assessment. This is 

carried forward in lines (39-41) where he offers a modified repeat (Stivers, 2005), as 

Miranda continues to qualify the categorisation of ‘local parents’ as bogans who have 

“money” and “a bit of class” (lines 33 and 37). Miranda’s qualifications and subsequent 

introduction of additional predicates, prompts an expression of doubt from Tim. 

Namely, that the ‘local parents’, who have already been characterised as “rough” and 

“rude”, can really be characterised as bogans (line 38). Tim ties this back to Miranda’s 

initial assessment of ‘local parents’ of which the optometrist is a co-opted member of 

such category, as a “hipster” (line 40). Miranda responds with a locally-fitted 

characterisation through the use of additive reduplication, with the additional suffix 

“bogan-ish” (line 39). These features are highlighted in diagraph 15 below. 
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Diagraph 15 - Local parents are like bogans 

 

The diagraph highlights that the term bogan becomes the focal point of the conversation 

as the word is repeated across multiple turns. The revised assessment of local parents 

and consequently the optometrist as “boganish”, occasions a question from Tim as to 

what type of bogan these people they are talking about can be categorised as. This 

differentiates his stance from Miranda’s by introducing a challenge as to whether these 

people can be bogans if they are “educated”, “wealthy”, and “hippies”. A similar 

negotiation process is engaged with additive reproduction from “bogan” into 

“boganish” in to the next proposal by Miranda that they are “cashed-up bogans” (line 

42). Tim partially agrees that the local parents and optometrists fulfil some of the 

characteristics of cashed-up bogans and bogans, but this is not completely accurate on 

the grounds they are “educated” and “have money” (lines 52-57). The discussion then 

focusses on the extent to which ones’ level of education, (“uneducated”), is 

characteristic of being a bogan, and if whether actually having “money” as opposed to 

being in “debt” determines co-membership into the category of cashed-up-bogan.  

It is also further differentiated through contrastive prosodic features used by the 

participants for the same lexical item. For example, in line 30, “not a bogan” is marked 
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with an even pitch contour. In this case, the evaluation is straightforwardly of what the 

person is taken not to be, and uses the reproduction to frame it as such. However, in the 

latter case in line 31, it is marked with concessive pitch contour (e.g. “not a bo:gan”), 

the implicated evaluation is somewhat more nuanced, as the focus is on what the object 

of the evaluation could be taken to be, but is nevertheless not taken to be in that 

particular case (see Du Bois 2014, p. 379 and Haugh 2015, p. 207). Diagraph 16 below 

shows this shift between bogan and cashed-up bogan. 

Diagraph 16 - Local parents are quasi-bogans 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In working to negotiate how the local parents and the optometrist should be categorised, 

they selectively reproduce parts of prior utterances to contrast category-bound activities 

and predicates of bogans, ranging from “not educated” to “too educated” and “highly 

educated”. These variations of educated demonstrate how participants have used scaling 

to arrange in relation to bogan the most interactionally salient version of educated. That 

is they have in relation to their assessment of local parents as “bogan”, progressively 

upgraded from “not educated” to the other extreme “too educated”. In fact, in regrading 

their assessment of the predicate educated, they have established a scalar implicature 

(Bilmes, 1993; 2010). That is in this case the use of the downgraded “not educated” 
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implicates the absence of being “highly educated”, that this particular type of “bogan” 

being negotiated, has been deemed to be. Here scaling also plays a role in constituting 

relations between predicates being proposed as part of the localised meaning. In this 

interaction, interlocutors have also invoked the “not X” frame in claiming explicitly 

through selective reproduction, that a quasi-bogan is not a cashed-up bogan. Cashed-up 

bogans and quasi-bogans have been positioned, by the participants in a scalar 

relationship (Horn, 2009) with bogans. Being labelled a cashed-up bogan entails being 

a bogan, but to be a bogan does not mean that you are also a cashed-up bogan. Rather it 

only implicates that the person is not a cashed-up bogan. Similarly, being labelled a 

bogan leaves open the possibility of being labelled a quasi-bogan. However, a full 

bogan, however, cannot be a quasi-bogan. That is, being referred to as a quasi-bogan 

implicates not being a bogan. This is what Horn (2009) terms the “inner-neg, 

concessive negation”. That is a person could be thought of as a bogan, but in the current 

context of the interaction, they are not. 

What has therefore, also been invoked by the participants coupling of utterances is the, 

“not X (bogan) but could be X (bogan) frame”. In this way, the participants further 

differentiate between their classification of the optometrist as a quasi-bogan who is also 

not a feral, stoner, stoner-hipster or bogan, but could be seen as such, given they have 

in this context, been classified as “rough, rude, don’t wear shoes, highly-educated, and 

vote green”, which suggests that while they are “nor X but they could be thought of as 

X” given their shared features. These framing elements consist of scalar adjectives (not 

educated, too educated, highly educated) which are framed within the “not X but could 

be X frame” using like to highlight the similarity between features and essentially 

differentiate category membership e.g. “not bogan but could be thought of as bogan”.  

This example has focussed on the diverging categorisations of the optometrist and local 
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parents in Darwin more broadly, which have led to a locally-contingent meaning of 

quasi-bogan being interactionally achieved. Figure 7 below shows how this has been 

negotiated gradually by participants in the course of their interaction. 
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Figure 7 - Emergent locally-situated meaning of quasi-bogans  

 

The example has highlighted that there is a dialectic relationship between meaning and 

context. Over the course of this interaction, participants have negotiated a locally-

situated meaning of quasi-bogan. The meaning that they have co-constructed renders a 

quasi-bogan as someone who is rough, rude and feral, but also a wealthy and educated 

hippie. Drawing on the dialogic resource of additive reproduction (Du Bois, 2014), 

evident through tying characteristics to the semantic anchor ‘local parents’, the 

participants were able to reproduce components (syntactic and lexical) of another 

speaker’s utterance and produce their own formulation, each selectively building on the 

previous utterances. 

The reduplication of utterances and parts of utterances creates parallelism, which allows 

for the mapping of semantic features to progress incrementally over the course of an 

interaction. Where normative, common-sense knowledge would not link observably 

semantically unrelated features such as hipster, bogan and education, here the syntactic 

environment in which they have been placed by participants affords additional linguistic 

affinities within these lexical features such as prosody and grammar. In this example, 

parallelism has also afforded “analogy” (Du Bois, 2014, p. 364). That is the layers of 

parallelism have established workable ontological relationships between concepts and 
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linguistic terms (bogan, cashed-up bogan, quasi-bogan), which allow for meaning 

negotiation to take place. In this example, the diagraphs not only display the degree of 

parallelism evident between speakers’ utterances, but also various linguistic features 

that have contributed to dialogic resonance. These features are summarised in Table 9. 

The use of scalar implicature and contrasting word stress is again evident in this 

example. They are used to highlight salient semantic relations in the course of ascribing 

a localised meaning. Participants also use affixation to the root “bogan” as a strategy to 

negotiate the type of bogan they are describing. Variations in clause transitivity, evident 

in the partial reduplication of utterances, allow participants to apply their own personal 

knowledge when ascribing meaning (“I would have thought”). 

Table 9 - Linguistic affordance of dialogic resonance linked to emergent meaning 

of quasi-bogan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Overall, quasi-bogans have been co-constructed as a membership category within the 

device ‘local parents’, which shares attributes with other associated categories (bogans 

and cashed-up bogans), but regardless, has clear locally-situated meaning (e.g. a quasi-
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bogan does not also mean a person is a bogan). This has been achieved by participants 

repeatedly invoking the “not X” and “not X but could be X” syntactic frames to work 

towards agreement about the most salient locally-contingent characteristics of ‘local 

parents’. In this case it was that they are bogans but not hipsters because of their 

understanding of the social expectations as to how each social group should dress. 

Similarly, quasi-bogans and bogans share characteristics of wealth, but they are not 

semantically compatible in that one has money and the other has things. In summary, 

the meaning negotiation sequence has been situated with respect to an ongoing “not X 

but could be X” interpretive frame to highlight the attributes of the term and give rise to 

a locally-situated categorisation of Miranda’s optometrist as a quasi-bogan. 

5.4 Bogans on reality TV 

This interaction is between two friends Mark (M) and Fiona (F). They are having a 

conversation at a café after work regarding Mark’s job. He has recently received a 

promotion at work which has brought with it new challenges and new people he has to 

work with.  

Example 7: Bogans on reality TV 

Transcript: BoganTVShows_45 

Recording: 00:00-03:42mins 

 

1 F:  Sorr↑y forgot ta ask you (.) how everythin(.)  

2  is goin with tha new job?   

3   (0.4) 

4 M:  Well (0.4)its umm(.) more ov a promotion to a  

5  slightly more senior ro:↓le as oppose- to a new  

6  job altogetha.  

7   (0.5) 

8 F:  [Ri::ght]  

9  M:   [mmmmmm] so I’m now a senior production offica. 

10   (1.1) 

11 F:  S:o now you’ve so specifically detailed your  

12  new pro-mo-tion not your new job (0.4) [>HOW  

13  THE HECK<] IS IT? 

14 M:                                         [ha-ha]= 
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15 M:  =Sorri: you know how pedantic I ca[n be] abou-  

16  things at times. 

17 F:                                     [yeah just a  

18   ᵒlittleᵒ]= 

19 M:  =But that aside (0.3) it’s goin really well(.)  

20   considering the added bonus of all tha extra  

21   bureaucracy(.) I now get ta deal with an[d be  

22   dealt.] 

23 F:                                          [You’ve   

24   always rel]ished in dealin with a bit of office  

25   politics [and the big wigs] behind it. 

26 M:            [Yeah I know.] (1.0) but(.) let me  

27  tell you there is office? politics and then  

28  there is   OFF↑ICE POLITICS (0.3)Let me tell ya  

29  sometimes it just really does my head in(.) the  

30  utter bullshit ya have to put up wit-, just to  

31  try an’ get ahead an’ make your mark in this  

32  industry  

33   (1.2) 

34 F: Sounds like you have got some real interestin↑  

35  sorts to hav ta [deal Wit?] 

36 M:                   [That’s an und]erstatement  

37  (0.2) half of my day is spent arguin with  

38  morons about why I DON’T WANNA TO HEAR anotha  

39  reality TV show pitch(.) like I said ta one of  

40  my employees, th’ otha day(.) if I wanted to  

41  hear from a fuckin- asshole I wud- ave  

42                             far[ted]. 

43 F:                                 [hhh[ahaha]]  

44 M:                                     [hhhahaha]  

45  do:n’t laugh(.) 

46 F: It’s .hha[rd not too] 

47 M:          [sometimes I think] if only I knew  

48  with higher paying jobs(.) and more  

49  responsibility, came havin to people manage  

50  some of THE DUMBEST MOST INCOMPETENT plebs on  

51  earth. 

52 F: Wow don’t hold back will you .hhha (0.5) 

53 M: >You laugh at me, but if you had ta listen to  

54  these fu↑cking idiots on a daily basis like  

55  me(.) you would be consoling ᵒmeᵒ.< 

56 F: I thought my fellow well educated, intelligent  

57  ear was doing a fantastic job? 

58 M: haha [smart-ass]  

59 F:        [.hhaha](0.2) 

60 M:  do you want to hear the reason why I’m s:o  

61  fuck↓ed off. 

62 F:  ov course? (0.3) 

63 M:  >I'm sick to death of all the bogan reality TV  

64   shows(.) every time I turn the box on, it's a  

65  reality show. I hate it, can't bogans try  

66  reading literary classics (0.1) assuming bogans 

67    know how to read instead of watching TV, then  

68  the rest of us might actually get to watch  

69  quality programming [every once in a while].< 

70 F:                       [Are you saying this]  

71   because you are sick of workin on the sets of  

72  these shows or becoz you are a concerned  
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73  viewer? 

74   (0.4) 

75 M:  BOth (.) I’m strugglin’ to understand why(.)  

76  year afta year(.) we take on another reality TV  

77  show whereby, we cast these people who are s:o  

78  dumb(.) an’ out ov touch with reality(.) Since  

79  when was it OK to pay someone for bei↑ng a  

80  fucking bogan? (0.3) 

81 F:  I definitely agree that we shouldn’ be paying  

82  these people ri:diculous amounts ov money(.)  

83  just because their lack of intelligence gets  

84  ratings(.) but, I must admit an’ you’re  

85  probably not gunna want ta hear this (.) I but  

86  enjoy watching them on [ᵒoccasionᵒ]  

87 M:                          [<Why?  dear god  

88  why.>]> 

89   (0.5) 

90 F:  I like ta reassure myself that I’m not a bogan  

91  like them(.)It’s nice ta know that there are  

92  always otha people who will always be less- 

93  intelligent(.) foul mouthed slappers, like  

94  those on your shows(.) In some weird way it’s  

95  nice ta know you have it somewhat more togetha’  

96  than these bogans ever will. 

97 M:  [haha] if only you got paid as much as them  

98  then that would be even more reassuring-. 

99 F:  [haha] true but for now I’ll settl- for  

100  intelligence and no restraining orders. 

101 M:  hahaha 

 

The broader occasioned meaning sequence begins in line 20 where following a question 

from Fiona as to how his new job is going, Mark responds that it is going well, before 

shifting topic to a complaint about now having to deal with office bureaucracy. Fiona’s 

response is non-affiliative, in pushing back that Mark in fact likes this type of “office 

politics” (lines 20-23). Mark agrees, but, following a short pause, proceeds to upgrade 

his complaint. The subsequent meaning negotiation sequence tied to bogans is part of 

the broader complaint sequence that is ongoing between Mark and Fiona. This 

complaint sequence begins following the use of an idiomatic expression, “if I want to 

hear from an asshole I would’ve farted” as an attempt to enhance and further legitimise 

his complaint to elicit a more affiliative and sympathetic response (Drew & Holt, 1988) 

from Fiona. This appears to be successful and is receipted with overlapping laughter 

(lines 43-45), presumably occasioned by Mark’s idiomatic formulation as an attempt to 
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defuse his complaint. However, Mark’s response “don’t laugh” (line 46) suggests that 

Fiona is laughing at Mark’s complaint rather than affiliating with it (Edwards, 2005). 

From this point forward Mark continues to escalate his complaint. 

To further his complaint, Mark describes a situation in which he hypothesises a 

prospective situation. That is, had he known in advance about the extremely 

unintelligent and incompetent people he would have to manage, he may not have 

accepted the promotion. Mark describes these people using an extreme case formulation 

(Pomerantz, 1986) as “the dumbest, most incompetent plebs”. The extreme case 

formulation also invokes a new category, pleb as a referent for the type of people he is 

complaining about. The upgrade from moron to pleb links the predicates dumb and 

incompetent to this new category. Fiona in line 53 acknowledges the extremity of his 

complaint and again downplays this with laughter (Holt, 2012). So far in the interaction 

there is no concrete semantic anchor for the participants to make a conclusive 

assessment. This is primarily because Mark is yet to clarify exactly who his ongoing 

complaint is really about. While they are proposing possible options in “moron” and 

“pleb”, none are taken-up by the participants. This is evident in that each time a new 

category is proposed, so too are new associated predicates and activities.  

Mark makes direct reference to Fiona’s laughter and continues to justify his complaint 

by saying that if she was in the same situation, she would feel the same (lines 54-56). 

Fiona frames her response as a tease to signal that Mark is perhaps overdoing his 

complaint (Drew, 1987). Fiona claims that although she is not consoling him, her 

“fellow well-educated, intelligent ear” was sympathetic enough (lines 57-58). Fiona also 

plays on Mark’s complaint that he works with uneducated and unintelligent people, 

imitating and exploiting this to further disaffiliate with his complaint (Lindström & 

Sorjonen, 2013). These turns are framed with dead-pan delivery, through compressed 
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pitch, and markedly flat intonation (Attardo, Eisterhold, Hay, & Poggi, 2003; Drew, 

1987).  Mark receipts this as non-serious and both respond with shared laughter that 

leads to a topic termination (line 60). 

Mark offers to provide a further account for his anger and complaint (line 61), which is 

given the go ahead by Fiona (line 63). Lines 64-70 show Mark offering yet another 

account of his complaint, but this time it is clear that Mark’s ongoing complaint has 

really been in relation to the “reality TV” stars that he works with as a television 

producer. This account initially sees Mark, and then Fiona, invoke the category bogan 

repeatedly using additive reduplication each time building additional categorical 

features into their assessment of reality TV stars as bogans. This progression is 

highlighted in diagraph 17 below. Now that the participants have established the object 

of the complaint, using additive reduplication they begin co-constructing a localised 

meaning of reality TV stars as “bogans”. 

Diagraph 17 - Reality Stars are Bogans 

 

The diagraph highlights how the participants create dialogic resonance to facilitate ad 
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hoc mappings between their utterances. Syntactic parallelism is evident, but given that 

only the repetition of bogan occurs across multiple turns, the salience of the parallelism 

is limited to only one column (E). Bogan is repeated five times, thereby allowing for 

more characteristic features to be ascribed to the term. As each turn reveals more 

associated characteristics of reality TV bogans, it also reveals the participants have 

begun to establish resonance through various lexical affinities related to the term. This 

has been bolstered by the repeated placement of the lexical item “bogan” in the 

syntactic structure of each speaker’s utterances. Given that the term is repeated 

consistently in each turn, strong affinities of resonance and parallelism are evident. 

Arguably, participants could have drawn their assessment of bogans to a close over a 

much more limited numbers of turns, however, the reduplication of the term suggests 

the participants are involved in a broader pragmatic project of meaning negotiation. In 

addition to this, by placing the term bogan in different linguistic environments (see 

Table 10), they have progressively added to the characteristics that constitute bogans as 

reality TV stars, as they are using format tying to build up an overall assessment of 

“these people” (Du Bois, 2014; Goodwin, 1990). Table 10 below details the interwoven 

linguistic affordances of dialogic resonance, that are evident in the interaction. In this 

example, the diagraphs indicate that the participants have used bogan as both an 

adjective and noun as they have recycled parts of previous utterances. Syntactic 

inversion was used to demonstrate linking features to bogan, one using an interrogative 

utterance to elicit a response, and the subsequent a declarative to ascribe a behavioural 

trait. 

 

 

Table 10 - Linguistic affordance of dialogic resonance linked to the emergent 
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meaning of reality TV bogans 

 

As the interaction continues, Fiona (lines 72-74) questions whether Mark is in fact 

complaining about his job or this is a more personal complaint about reality TV stars 

who are bogans. In his response Mark’s use of the category bogan is sustained and used 

interchangeably with “these people”. According to Sacks (1995, pp. 246-248), when a 

duplicatively organised category has been identified, “If two or more categories are 

used to categorize two or more members of some population, and those categories can 

be heard as categories from the same collection, then: hear them that way”. Therefore, it 

can be assumed that these people can be considered as members of the same category 

bogan. Taking these functions of parallelism and resonance created by the participants, 

what can be seen is how they are establishing consequences between form and meaning, 

what is described in dialogic syntax as “analogy” (Du Bois, 2014, p. 363; Gentner & 

Christie, 2010). That is among participants they are building structural relations 

between linguistic units that establish “perceptions” (Du Bois, 2014, p.364) of similarity 

at the ontological level. As part of these processes of analogy, new linguistic structures 

can emerge allowing, in the case of occasioned semantics, for localised meanings to be 

interpreted and creatively produced.  In negotiating and organising linguistic structures 
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around bogans as reality TV stars they are bringing together each other’s 

understandings and knowledge through these analogic and dialogic processes to 

produce a locally-relevant meaning of bogan. 

Notably, they have also invoked the “they are Y” frame to establish a number of locally-

tied predicates and activities as to how and why these people are bogans. Mark’s use of 

the tied predicate “who are so dumb”, extended by Mark’s reference to bogan in line 81, 

suggests that there is an implicit categorical association between being dumb and being 

a bogan. What is also used across turns is the “not X but could be thought of as X” 

interpretive frame. In describing these people as plebs which is then substituted for 

bogan or these people in subsequent turns, it is suggested that a characteristic of pleb 

and bogan overlaps (i.e. lack of intelligence). This is apparent from Mark’s reference to 

bogans’ assumed illiteracy and their control of television programming choices (lines 

84-87).  The use of “assuming” in Mark’s turn suggests that a bogan’s (il)literacy is 

equivocal and therefore not explicit, and is supported by his earlier turn in which he 

used an extreme case formulation to stress the lack of intelligence of these plebs, who 

aren’t bogans (X), but could be thought of as such (X). Mark transitions between the use 

of a category referent (bogan) and a proposed predicate of that category (dumb, 

uneducated).  

Mark also claims that bogans “get paid for being bogan” (line 80), but complains this 

should not occur. This contrast, between the use of bogan as a category and a category 

activity suggests that specific to this interaction, a category-bound activity has been 

applied, where reflexively bogans get paid for “being bogan”.  Here based on his own 

common sense reasoning, Mark complains that being a bogan is not a job and therefore 

bogans getting paid for being this type of person is a breach of normative behaviour. 

This deviation from his own understanding therefore warrants negotiation with Fiona 
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who has a conflicting understanding. Fiona does agree (line 82) and reinforces that 

being paid for being a bogan is a breach of norms of what may stereotypically be 

considered a category-bound characteristic of bogan. However, in this turn, she uses the 

category-bound activity “entertaining to watch”, to partially disagree with Mark’s 

complaint in the previous turn, thus proffering a dispreferred response (Pomerantz, 

1984). Line 88 sees Mark seek an account for her dispreferred response. Fiona claims 

that she watches them on TV as she finds it reassuring to know that she is not a bogan 

like these people. Fiona indexes bogan using the predicate “less intelligent” which is 

followed by reference to “foul-mouthed slapper” (line 94). Fiona is drawing on her 

knowledge of what she understands a foul-mouthed slapper
13

 to be: namely a person 

who uses excessive profanities when they speak. In doing so she is drawing on both a 

coresense associated with foul-mouthed slapper and her own consense of the term to 

further build a locally-contingent meaning (Kesckes, 2008) of reality TV stars as 

bogans. This indicates that there is some correlation in characteristics to a pleb and a 

foul-mouthed slapper (lack of intelligence, use of bad language and getting paid to be 

this way) to that of the bogans being discussed here. 

Mark’s response (lines 98-99) is constructed as jocular irony, where he frames it as 

(ostensibly) serious, namely earning more than them would be ideal, but in actual fact 

they do not. Mark puts forward characteristics of bogan, and in doing so is deliberately 

asserting untruthful claims that they do not earn as much as these bogans do. The falsity 

 

 

13
 Slapper is a colloquial terms that is often used to refer to people as vulgar and promiscuous. It 

is usually a referent for females only.  
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in these claims is apparently intended to be understood by Fiona as ironic (Dynel, 2013; 

2014). Her immediate response, which is also framed as ironic, suggests she has 

receipted the irony in his previous turn. The irony is implied by her indexing bogans as 

violent where they have, required a restraining order to be placed against them, and that 

although they may earn more than her, her own lack of violence is just as rewarding. 

While it may be true that bogans are violent, in this interaction there has been no other 

mention that reality TV bogans are violent, making Fiona’s response both ironic and 

jocular in nature. This also signals the termination of the assessment and complaint 

sequence between the participants. 

In this example, the meaning of bogan has been negotiated by participants in co-

constructing a locally-situated meaning of reality TV stars as bogans. This has been 

accomplished through the co-construction of a localised field of meaning. It is clear that 

the meaning of bogan ascribed in this excerpt has been actively fitted to the overall 

interactional project at hand by the participants, namely, complaining about Mark’s 

employees. Given the complaint action sequence, the participants have produced a 

somewhat negative meaning of bogans as dumb, wealthy and violent. While this is 

different from the previous two examples in relation to the localised meaning that is 

negotiated, the recurrent processes used to co-construct a localised meaning are evident 

across all examples. The participants across these interactions converge on an 

understanding that a bogan constitutes a kind of person, whether it be positive or 

negative, and there are conceptual similarities that participants draw on to make the 

locally accomplished meaning fit for purpose. What constitutes these shared attributes 

and which of these becomes most relevant and salient to the interaction at hand, can 

only be determined by the participants. Figure 8 below provides a representation of how 

Mark and Fiona have incrementally built-up this localised meaning of bogan in the 

course of this interaction.  
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Figure 8 - Emergent locally-situated meaning of reality TV bogans 

 

5.4 Bogans versus rednecks 

The final example involves the participants drawing on cross-cultural differences 

between Australians and Americans to negotiate another locally situated meaning of 

bogan. The interaction is between a female Australian, Sam (S) and a male American 

Paul (P), both studying at university and having just met for the first time. The excerpt 

occurs 1 hours and 33 minutes into a two-hour conversation. The excerpt follows an 

extended conversation about drugs and Australian and American accents. 

Example 8: Bogans versus rednecks 

Transcript – Am_Aus02_Bogan Transcript 

Recording: 1.50.24- 1:54:09 

 

 

1 S:  but yeah↑ (.) so I kno:w (.)when I was lit↓le I  

2   had to try:↑ t- sound mo:re↑ Que:ensla:ndy↓ o:r  

3   I would get pai↓d out(.) an- an- (0.2) you know  

4   as a kid you just wanna ◦fit in◦. 

5 P:  >yeah ◦yeah◦<  

6 S:  s:o my accent now↑ then (.) I come to  

7   Brisbane↓ >where everybody pa:ys you out↓ if  
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8   you speak< like a >bo:gan↓< you know↑ so then  

9   you [end up]  

10 P:       [I don’t] know what a bogan is.  

11 S:  o:h (0.3) far:m pee↑ple.  

12 P:  oh >ri:<↓ght.  

13 S:  <you probly couldn’t even tell the difference  

14   b[ut there’s a difference>] 

15 P:   [no definitely not] 

16 S:  between cit↓y peeple talk(.) and far:m peeple  

17   talk. 

18 P:  ye↓ah 

19 ((Conversation pauses temporarily due to  

20 recording equipment fail)) 

21 S:  but ye↓ah (.) but our accents are just not as  

22   well (0.3)know↓n bU like I’ll sa:y↑ something  

23   and people will laugh at me or call me a bo:gan  

24   or whatever↓  

25 P:  ◦oh I’m sor↓ry I don’t want you to fe:el hu:rt◦  

26 S:  no:◦ it’s alright (.) it’s loi↑:fe 

27 P:  I wo:n’t call you one I ◦promise◦.  

28 S:  tha[nk↓ you.]  

29 P:     [◦coz I wouldn’t know how to tell◦  

30 S:  hahahaha[haha] 

31 P:     [like ar↑e you a bo:ga↑n?  

32 S:  hahahaha yep I’m a bo:gan born and bred (.)  

33   hahahaha but yeah (1.2) bo:gan is probably the  

34   same as what yo:u would call re:dnec↓ks (1.0) 

35 but not  

36 P:  ◦yeah◦  

37 S:  exactly the same.  

38 P:  yeah 

39 S:  it’s a bit different.  

40 P   >yeah cause yeah< rednecks are like stu:pid and  

41 Racist.  

42 S:  yeah.  

43 P:  bogans are just fa:rm and like(.) simple. 

44 (0.5)  

45 S:  bogans are and also very (2.5) the connotation  

46   is (0.2)UNfashionable (.) like really (.)stu(.)[ck in the  

47   eighties.]  

48 P:            [coz that’s an impor]tant thing↓hahh 

 

The excerpt begins with Sam shifting topic to explain how in order to fit in after moving 

to Queensland from another state in Australia, she had to change her accent to “sound 

more Queenslandy” (line 2). Sam is implying that not having an accent that sounds like 
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one that is from Queensland is perceived as undesirable by those who do. This is tied to 

the norm of wanting to fit in as a child to avoid being “paid out” 
14

(line 3). Sam 

continues to build on this invoked norm in line 6, taking it further by saying she still 

gets paid out (as an adult) for speaking “like a bogan”. Here the predicate “speaking” is 

tied to the category of being a bogan. Paul (line 10) seeks clarification by requesting 

further information as to what a bogan is, overlapping with Sam’s prior turn, to which 

Sam provides responds with the description, “farm people” (line 11), invoking the 

category rural living, tying bogans to people who live on a farm. In doing so, Sam has 

invoked the “bogans are Y” frame. By invoking this frame Sam also indexes an 

affective stance (Shoaps, 2002; Du Bois, 2014), whereby she has invoked a socially 

recognised attitude of bogans as rural living, farm people. In adopting this position, she 

has also established an epistemic positioning of herself as knowledgeable, and therefore 

encouraging Paul to agree with her assessment using the phrase “you know as a kid” 

(lines 3- 4), to seek confirmation that he shares the same understanding as her. In this 

turn it is being used as a way of monitoring (see Fox Tree & Schrock, 2002) Paul’s 

understanding of what she has said, and she invites him to demonstrate his 

understanding. 

Following Sam’s epistemic claim “you know”, Paul follows, claiming in overlap that he 

doesn’t know what a bogan is (line 10).  This, in a sense, primes an occasioned meaning 

 

 

14
 Paid out is a colloquial term used in Australian English to make reference to when a person is 

made fun of by another person or group of people. The remarks made to the target can be both 

serious and/or  jocular in nature. 
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sequence, which is then taken up by Sam in line 11, casting the initial assessment of 

bogans as “farm people”. Paul’s “ohh right” response is equivocal but in this case is 

taken by Sam as disaffiliative and further differentiates her epistemic authority 

(Heritage & Raymond, 2005) on “bogans” (lines 14-16), by claiming that Paul, having 

not heard of the term before, would most likely not be able to tell the difference in 

regional accent variation in Australian English. In doing so she is clarifying that 

although he may not be able to notice a difference in accents there is a clear distinction. 

“Right”, in this response position in the interaction is a mark of epistemic dependency 

(Gardner, 2007). That is, Sam is trying to progress Paul toward an understanding of 

“city people” and “farm people”, and how this is linked to being a bogan in the current 

context of the interaction. 

At this point bogan is linked exclusively to a difference in speech. Sam then offers the 

explanation that farm accents are less “well known” compared to city accents (line 22-

23), as a reason for bogan being tied to the predicate, “accent”. Paul receipts Sam’s 

prior turn where she recounts being called bogan, as ostensibly offensive, jokingly 

offering to not use the term to label her. Sam aligns with Paul’s uptake of the potential 

offence, receipting it with an affiliative “thank you” (line 28).  Paul acknowledges his 

lack of cultural understanding of bogan through self-directed mockery (line 29), which 

is receipted with laughter by Sam who uses it as an affiliative resource to validate Paul’s 

response. This triggers a joking sequence (lines 31-35) whereby he had previously 

promised to not call Sam a bogan but asks her if she would self-ascribe to that category. 

Sam claims membership in the category bogan, disaffiliating with her prior turns 

through interspersed laughter (Attardo, 2015, p. 171). Sam shifts to a more affiliative 

yet serious response by self-ascribing to being a member of the category “bogan” in that 

she is “bogan born and bred”. 
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When placed within a diagraph (see 18 below), the parallelism between participants’ 

utterances highlights a high level of structural similarity as they negotiate the meaning 

of bogan. Sam reuses the term bogan three times. Her initial use (line 8) is preceded by 

the preposition like, making it comparable to bogan but only with respect to accent. 

This is contrasted with Paul’s response where he identifies his lack of understanding in 

her comparison to her, reproducing only the noun phrase a bogan and using the 

epistemic stance verb “don’t know” to articulate his uncertainty about Sam’s prior 

stance (Du Bois, 2007; 2014). 

Diagraph 18 - Are you a Bogan? 

 

The subsequent syntactic parallelisms are all preceded with a pronoun (me: you: I) 

linked to Sam’s self-ascription in the category bogan. They show dialogic resonance 

through invoking grammatical abstractions that link them to the object. The pronouns 

are co-referential and further indicate, particularly to Paul, that bogan is a category for a 

type of person. In line with Du Bois’ (2014, p. 385) claim that in order to reach “a 

common ground”, or in this case to co-construct a shared understanding and consequent 

localised meaning, the participants need to navigate and establish a relationship between 

various features of linguistic structures, so as to allow them to be interactionally paired 

with other, often atypical features, to achieve the communicative goal of participants 
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and interactionally accomplish meaning. In this example, “city” and “farm” would seem 

to have minimal semantic relationship with “bogan”, even according to traditional 

dictionary definitions of the term (Macquarie Dictionary, 2016). However, when these 

structural elements are paired with other linguistic features such as prosody and 

grammar, analogies between these linguistic structures and the lexical item “bogan” are 

induced. Table 11 below details the linguistic features that have been drawn out by the 

diagraphs, that have contributed in further strengthening the tying of characteristics in 

order for a locally-contingent meaning of bogan be accomplished. 

Table 11 - Linguistic affordance of dialogic resonance linked to emergent meaning 

of rural bogans 

 

Notably, at this point Sam uses the “not X but could be thought of as X” frame to draw 

a cross-cultural comparison between “bogan” and “redneck” (lines 33-34). This frame 

positions bogan as culturally comparable but not identical to the American social 

category of redneck. Sam uses this frame to contrast her classification of bogans as farm 

people and the cultural similarity it holds with “rednecks”. This consequently invokes a 

social discourse where these features of “bogans as farm people” (like X) with rural 
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accents, are also commonly attributed to rednecks. However, at this point, Paul provides 

his first contribution to the meaning of bogan by sharing his cultural knowledge and 

understanding of “redneck” as “stupid and racist” (line 40), thereby providing reasons 

why bogans are like rednecks but are not rednecks per se (“not X but could be thought 

of as X”). This recurrent framing is highlighted in diagraph 19 below.  

 

Diagraph 19 - Bogans are not rednecks but could be thought of as such 

 

Paul agrees and selectively reproduces predicates from a prior turn, reinforcing Sam’s 

ascription of bogans as “farm people and simple” (line 43). The term “simple” is 

ambiguous as to whether it is a reference to rural living as simplistic, or indicates a 

similarity to redneck, referencing simplicity as a lack of intelligence. Lines 46-47 see 

Sam introduce two final predicates tied to cultural and social connotations of bogans 

(Rowen, 2017), “unfashionable and stuck in the 80s”. This reinforces her previous 

reference to “simple” suggesting that the fashion choices of bogans do not match 

current trends. 

Sam has abstracted from her prior personal experiences of being called a bogan and 

living on a farm to inform a locally-relevant definition of bogan. This interaction has 

foregrounded a series of consenses (Kesckes, 2008) that are markedly different from the 
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locally-situated meanings accomplished in the other examples. Likewise, Paul has 

drawn on his understanding of the coresense of redneck in contrast to bogan, put 

forward by Sam, as an affiliative tool in trying to understand her culturally loaded 

assessment, and consequently equalise the epistemic imbalance (Heritage, 2012) by 

drawing on his own cultural knowledge in an attempt to find common understanding 

and relate to her proposed assessment. The coresense Paul has drawn on in relation to 

redneck, namely that they are “stupid and racist”,  has allowed for his contribution to 

the consenses which are captured in the recurrent frames (not X but could be thought of 

as X and like X) used by both participants. This has highlighted what aspects of 

coresense are foregrounded in the actual situation context. In this interaction 

participants have reified the term bogan to mean someone from a rural area with a rural 

accent who is simple and unfashionable. Unlike the other examples, participants here 

have overtly drawn on prototypical features of “bogan” (lines 45-47) that are evidently 

part of its coresense. Through the use of recurrent syntactic frames embedded within 

pragmatic practices, they have then been able to specify additional elements to negotiate 

the actual-situational context (Kecskes, 2008) of the meaning. The participants have 

drawn on the lexicalised world knowledge (coresense) of bogan, alongside the 

consense, to co-construct a locally-situated meaning that is fitted to the broader social 

activity of “getting acquainted” with this interaction in accomplishing a locally-

contingent meaning that allows them to achieve agreement and common ground. This 

emergent meaning is captured in Figure 9 below. 

Figure 9 - Emergent locally-situated meaning of rural bogans 
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5.5. Mapping occasioned meaning 

In the four examples discussed, I have highlighted the way in which the meaning of 

bogan is fitted to each locally-situated context aligned to its particular action trajectory 

(categorisation, assessment, complaint and self-disclosure sequences) by the 

participants. Through foregrounding and backgrounding particular characteristics within 

each interaction, a more granular, locally fitted meaning emerges in each example. The 

meaning of bogan in each example, at a glance appears to have little in common with 

the others.   

Example 1: racist, tattoo wearing, not conservative, FIFO’s, (sometimes) cultured and 

educated. 

Example 2: wealthy, highly educated, vote green, live outside society’s bounds. 

Example 3: overpaid reality stars, dumb, incompetent, (very) violent. 

Example 4: simple, rural living, farm people, have accents (that are mocked?), 

unfashionable.  
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What is also clear is that there are underlying interactional processes and social and 

cultural understandings which are drawn on by participants to allow for these locally-

situated meanings to be accomplished.  

An important feature of these examples is that participants are drawing on various 

syntactic frames in order to co-construct a meaning that is fitted to the current action 

trajectory or overall activity of that interaction. The use of recurrent syntactic frames 

and linguistic features links their emerging utterances with the participants’ prior 

knowledge, thereby accomplishing a new and locally-contingent meaning within the 

interaction at hand.  This in turn highlights that alongside the interactional and syntactic 

level, participants draw on their own experiences and knowledge as a strategy for 

interpreting and accomplishing a locally-situated meaning. The recurrent frames 

invoked by participants in this chapter are captured in Table 12 below. 

Table 12 - Recurrent syntactic frames used to co-construct meaning of bogan 

Example Syntactic Frame 

1 

they are X 

not X but could be thought of as X  

they are like X 

2 

not X 

not X but could be thought of as X  

they are Y 

they are not Y 
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3 

not X but could be thought of as X  

they are Y 

4 

are like X 

not X but could be thought of as X  

 

By continually drawing on these frames, participants are able to co-construct locally-

contingent meaning-fields, for the term bogan. What is clear in these examples is that 

these frames do not occur in isolation. Instead each frame invokes an aspect of 

coresense that is made contingently relevant on what comes both before and after in the 

interaction: they have negotiated a consense. Therefore, the meanings of bogan attained 

by the participants is directly linked to one or more of these invoked frames. 

Understanding what meaning is achieved through the invocation of these frames is only 

possible when they are examined in the local sequential environment in which they 

occur. 

Table 13 below captures how meaning was ascribed across the four examples of bogan. 

The attributes participants associate with bogans have been grouped according to the 

corresponding social discourse it is related to; appearance, social status, attitudes, 

behaviours, geographic location and cognitive ability (Rowen, 2017), with each, in most 

examples, either informing or being informed by the other, and therefore allowing a 

locally-achieved meaning of bogan to emerge. The attributes that are repeated across 

multiple examples have been marked in red and italicised. Across these examples, 

participants have also used the syntactic patterning of utterances to attribute attitudinal 

valence to the various predicates and activities they have tied to the category bogan. 
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This then allows for various attributes and evaluations to be foregrounded over others in 

order to give rise to a meaning of bogan that is fitted to the current interaction. Table 13 

provides a summary of these characteristics tied to bogan in each example. Those 

italicised are the characteristics that were used across more than one example. 
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Table 13 - Attributes of bogan 

 

In the first example, the meaning of bogan and the extent to which it applies to 

Miranda’s assessment of the optometrist and local parents more broadly, is built up 

through the framing of a Membership Categorisation Device (MCD), ‘local parents’ in 

three recurrent ways: (1) “local parents are X”, (2) “local parents are not X but could be 

thought of as X” and (3) “local parents are like X”. Figure 7 (p. 130) demonstrates the 

emergent meaning that is developed by participants across the interaction. Across 

multiple turns, using recurrent frames, participants have progressively built-up a 
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semantic field, which has led to the final assessment of the optometrist and local parents 

as quasi-bogan. This localised semantic field is then further differentiated by 

participants assigning various associated attributes (see Figure 7) to fit together the web 

of meaning that is a quasi-bogan.  

In the second example, the focus is on one participant justifying his assessment of Perth 

people as bogans. Across a number of extended turns James attempts to explain what he 

meant by his assessment of people from Perth as bogans. This was achieved through use 

of the frame “bogans are Y”. Recurrent use of this frame along with its negation 

“bogans are not Y” was used to challenge the attributes proposed by participants as 

being indicative of people from Perth being bogans. The locally-situated meaning of 

bogan that is negotiated in this example draws on attributes from all six of the discourse 

categories found across the examples (see Table 12). 

In this example, while resulting in a strikingly different localised meaning of bogan, the 

participants nevertheless identified similar qualities of bogans to those in example 1, 

namely, culture and education (see table 12). Across these two examples the categories 

produced by participants provide the interactional grounding to which recurrent 

syntactic frames and consequently dialogic resonance can be fitted to participants’ 

utterances within the sequential organisation of talk, to accomplish an interactionally 

relevant meaning. For example in the “people from Perth” extract, participant responses 

elicited by James’ initial assessment of Perth people as bogans allowed for each 

participant to demonstrate his/her understanding of his assessment, and then propose 

his/her own evaluative characteristics of Perth people to work towards a localised 

meaning. In this case it was subject to varying degrees of acceptance and challenge 

from other participants, but they were nevertheless able to co-construct a meaning of 

“bogan”.  
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Example 3 invoked another variation of bogan, in the context of an extended complaint 

sequence. This example saw participants use the recurrent frames to negotiate the 

various negative categories offered (moron, pleb, foul-mouthed slapper). This is 

arguably linked to the negative qualities that are attributed to “reality TV bogans”.   

In the final example (8), one participant provided a more fine-grained understanding of 

the meaning of a bogan in order for the other participant to understand. Comparison of 

the American social category redneck, allowed the participants to negotiate the meaning 

using the “are like X” and “not X but could be thought of as X” frames. This in turn let 

both speakers draw on their own cultural knowledge of the respective category terms to 

co-construct a meaning of bogan that was accessible to both of them. Despite the fact 

the participants are able to presume what a word may mean within the context of the 

interaction and as a sensible speaker of English, this means they are able to draw on a 

term’s coresense, as observed here. However, for the purpose of orienting to an object, 

describing a person or concept that is specific to the interactional goal at hand, a more 

interactionally specific meaning needs to be established as a means for the talk to 

continue. The recurrent frames and structural coupling of utterances by participants 

provides a resource through which participants can integrate their knowledge and 

choose the most situationally appropriate words for talk: negotiate a consense fit for the 

interaction and its participants. 

Across the four examples, participants have drawn on a diverse range of resources to 

negotiate their assessment of another person as either bogan or not bogan. This analysis 

thus did not focus on these meanings as part of an abstract system of linguistic forms, 

but rather on the interactional setting and the social action trajectory to which the 

localised understanding of the object (bogan) was fitted. Participants within the 

sequential bounds of interaction, using membership categories, were able to decide on a 
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semantic anchor that then accommodated the various characteristics they proposed to be 

tied to it as it emerged in the talk. In doing so they use syntactic frames that are 

structurally similar to other participants’ utterances, allowing them to engage 

dialogically and co-construct a localised meaning (Du Bois, 2007; 2014; White, 2003). 

The result of this dialogic patterning of utterances reveals the pragmatic process 

involved in negotiating a locally-situated meaning and how it can differ across different 

action sequences for each new interactional purpose. For example, if we look at the 

excerpts from example 6 and 7 below, it shows how both utterances draw on the 

qualities of education and level of intelligence, but to varying degrees and for different 

interactional purposes.  

Example 6 excerpt) A cashed-up bogan they’re not educated these people are highly 

educated. 

Example 7 excerpt) We cast these people who are so dumb and out of touch with 

reality, since when was it ok to pay someone for being a fucking bogan? 

In both excerpts a prior utterance is being rejected (bogans are dumb and cashed-up 

bogans are educated) rendering it in this instance less interactionally salient. This is not 

to say that it would not form part of the term’s meaning in another interactional context, 

but rather using it to introduce an alternative position into the semantic field (White, 

2003; Du Bois, 2007). What is clear, here, is that localised meaning arises through 

dialogic processes, in this case, by rejecting another speaker’s claim and replacing it 

with an alternative position.  

In terms of dialogism and the mapping of meaning across utterances, what we see here 

is that the negative (not educated) is the logical opposite of the positive (educated), and 

the negative carries the positive, but not the reverse where the positive does not carry 

the negative (White, 2002). Rather, this is an example where a particular evaluation is 
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interactionally foregrounded (Givón, 1987) over another, rendering it communicatively 

inactive in the current interaction, but not irrelevant to the term’s meaning in another 

context. Here the participants have discursively selected, using the recurrent syntactic 

frames, “they are Y” and “they are X” what they propose to be the most relevant 

characteristics tied to the emergent meaning of “bogan”. Where it presents as 

foregrounding is in that participants use the negated frames “are not Y” and “not X but 

could be thought of as X” to explain why, in the given context, other relevant 

characteristics are not suitable and therefore backgrounding them in the current 

interaction. As highlighted in Table 12 there are key semantic elements that make up the 

coresense or connotational meaning of “bogan” across all four examples, however, in 

each interaction, participants choose to make some more delimiting in the interaction 

than others, in order to co-construct the most relevant consense. 

This again supports what has been discussed in relation to stance, whereby, the dialogic 

relations and syntactic coupling of utterances enable participants to perform different 

stance acts (Du Bois, 2007). In this chapter, each example has highlighted different 

dialogically expansive or contractive sequential unfolding of utterances which has led to 

the emergence of locally-contingent meanings. This is clearly dependent upon the 

speakers’ knowledge and understanding, and how they then commit that across an 

interaction to co-construct the most salient meaning for all participants. 

5.6 Summary 

In this chapter, I have analysed instances where the meaning of bogan is interactionally 

accomplished. Through detailed analysis of interactions where participants are invoking 

the term bogan in talking about others, I have argued in favour of a view that supports a 

pragmatics-rich and sequentially-tied approach to analysing and understanding the 

meaning of bogan. The extent to which who is using the word in question, and the 
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meaning-field in which it resides, plays a role in the interactional accomplishment of 

locally-situated word meanings, has also been discussed. What has emerged from this 

analysis is that when participants talk about both others and themselves, and in doing 

so, ascribe particular categories to those persons, they co-construct locally-situated 

meanings that are relevant to the ongoing action sequence of those participants and 

actual situational context of that interaction. Through these practices, participants bring 

together both linguistic and world knowledge, along with their own private experiences, 

to arrive at a locally-relevant meaning of the word in question.  
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CHAPTER 6: TALKING ABOUT WHAT PEOPLE DO 

If you always do what you’ve always done, 

you will always get what you’ve always got. 

Anthony Robbins (n.d) 

 

6.1. Introduction 

Conversation inevitably involves talk about the various social actions or events in which 

participants or other parties are involved. Through these interactions they are able to 

foster a sense of involvement in those shared activities. If we consider this in relation to 

meaning negotiation, participants’ perceptions of people and their actions are what tie 

them psychologically to the world (Fuller, 1990). In other words, to obtain the full 

picture of how people interactionally accomplish meaning, consideration needs to be 

given to the actions which people are involved in and those actions that become a topic 

of conversation. These are an important part of interaction, in particular everyday life, in 

that they function to further represent morals, norms and more elaborate descriptions 

relevant to the locally-situated meanings being co-constructed by these interactants. 

In the previous chapters I have argued that participants engage in various meaning 

negotiation sequences through which locally-situated meanings are fitted to ongoing 

social action sequences or activities. In the interactional environment where occasioned 

semantics sequences occur, speakers draw on and recycle various elements of prior talk, 

particularly lexical items and syntactic frames, to craft a course of action that enables a 

locally-situated meaning to emerge. The patterning of participants’ utterances and how 

participants tie them to the semantic anchor, within that action sequence, plays a key 

role in the occasioned meaning negotiation process. 

 In this chapter, I will use the analytical method developed in Chapters 4 and 5 to 
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further extrapolate the recurrent frames and patterning of utterances that play a role in 

the interactional accomplishment of locally situated meanings, as participants describe 

various actions and activities in which they or third parties are taking part. I will drill 

further down into the resources which are used to achieve a locally-contingent meaning, 

namely, how recurrent frames and other forms of dialogic resonance intersect with turn-

design, as participants negotiate an occasioned semantics sequence. This chapter 

illustrates the diverse ways in which the occasioned semantics approach can be applied 

to other types of words and formulations beyond those concerned with social 

categorisation. 

6.2 Spousal murder-attempted suicide 

The following conversation is between two couples over dinner. These couples have 

been friends for over thirty years. Barb (B) and Peter (P) and Marco (M) and Janine (J) 

are the two couples. The focus of the analysis is between lines 10 and 144, and will 

focus on how they try to characterise a particular event, namely, what could be glossed 

as “murder-attempted suicide”. 

Example 9: Murder-attempted suicide 

 

Transcript: BRMRJRPP_01032015 (21) 

Recording: 22:00-26:00 

 

10 B: >↑what about that gu::y (.)the ex: u:m (.)  

11 RD↑H boss who: (.) killed= 

12 J: =[I:: ↑↑kn:o↓w.    ] 

13 B: =[his £wi:fe in Tas]↑mania?£ 

14 J: ↑who was tha↓:t? 

15 X: ◦at the top of the ↑mountain?◦ 

16 J: ↑yea[:hhhh?                     ] 

17 B:     [>↑didn’t you see the paper<] today? 

18 J: n:[o? ] 

19 X:   [no?] 

20 P:   [no?] (0.3) what 

21 (.) 

22 J?: [we didn’t ↑get the ↓pa↑per.] 

23 P: [did  he  do:  >how did he  ] kill< he:r 
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24 B: it sa↑id head injuries?= 

25 J: =↑who: was it? 

26 ?F: ◦↑yea::h◦= 

27 P: =u::m 

28 [(                           ) he left in]= 

29 X: [they ↑hiked to the top of a mountain an-]= 

30 P: =two thousand and seven (1.7) but HE: (.) no  

31 He had head injuries 

32 (.) 

33 B: >↑no no no< it said [she ] [had (h-)] 

34 X:                     [◦no◦]  

35 M:                            [no he   ] he  

36 (0.4) [◦I think he◦ tried] to top himself 

37 B:       [he had            ] 

38 J: [NO:   ] 

39 B: [he had] self in[flicted ◦>injuries<◦] 

40 X:                 [inflicted   yea:h.  ] 

41 B: and it said she had (.) head injuries↓ so: 

42 (0.8) 

43 ?F: I ↑wonder whe[ther she] 

44 B?:              [>okay<  ] well he’s knocked her  

45 on the head and pushed her over the ra↑vi:ne  

46 or something (◦like       ◦) 

47  (.) 

48 J?: >and< the:y (.) obviously ↑don’t think it’s  

49 an accident. 

50 B: I: (.) >well< he’[s been cha:rged]= 

51 M/P:                  [(oh  yeah  )   ]= 

52 X: =it has= 

53       =bee[n yea:h it said that her            ]= 

54 B:     [>he’s been cha:rged< for her ↑murder]= 

55 X: =family rang the poli:ce because they were  

56 conce:r↓ned. 

57  (0.9) 

58 M?: I think (.) ye[a:h] 

59 J:               [oh ] ↑wo:w. [(     )] 

60 P:                            [by the ]  

61 [sounds of it it had happened] 

62 B: [THEY   that was in Adelaide ] (.) from  

63 Adelaide 

64 P: yea:h 

65 B: [(they live in) Adelaide] 

66 P: [◦by the sounds of it◦  ] (0.3) it had  

67 happened and (1.2) I think he tried to top  

68 himself and (0.9) he was still the:re (.)  

69 ali:ve when they (1.2) coppers came round.  

70 (0.4) 

71 J: m[mm ] 

72 B:  [↑mm] well that’s it if you ever try and  

73 take me up the mountain ↓darling I’ll be 

74 P?: hh hh 

75 B: [↑telling my family.] ◦your crazy◦ 

76 X: [◦yea::h◦           ] 

77 J: £I- I said that to my- to= 

78 X: =[we’re go:ing up to cradle mountain ] 

79 J: =[Jason I said oh: >you< kno:w£      ] m hmh  

80 HA= 

81 P/M: =>haha<= 

82 J: =ha (.) ↑don’t take me bush walking when  
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83 you >get really pissed off with me hey? 

84 [ehhahahahahaha[hahaha ] 

85 B: [hahahahahahaha[haha   ] 

86 M: [◦ha ha ha ha  [ha◦    ] 

87 P:                [(↑a:nd)] bring the ↓shovel 

88 J: [haha[hahahahahahaha   ]= 

89 B: [haha[hahahahahahaha   ]= 

90 P:      [heh heh HA hahaha]= 

91 B: =hahaha [ha ha ha] ha ha= 

92 ?F:         [◦Su↑san◦] 

93 P?: =( [                                    )] 

94 X?:    [(◦that’s it◦                        )] 

95 B:    [Su↑san (.) we’re >going to Katherine<]  

96 Go[:rge this week↑end]= 

97 J:   [↑eh:   heh   heh  ] [heh heh heh ↑heh] 

98 P:                        [n:ah  that’s    ]  

99 too: ha:rd diggin- the:re ay= 

100 M: =[eh heh heh HA hahahaha] 

101 B: =[ha  ha  ha  ha        ] ↑ha ha= 

102 B: =[ha   ha   ha   ha   ] 

103 ?J: =[↑na:h ↑there’s ↑croc]odiles 

104 ?B: (.hh) yea:h ↑just [capsize] 

105 P:                   [yea::h ] 

106 ?F: ha ha [ha ha        ] 

107 P:       [but you gotta] kill er= 

108 =[(and)        >cut her up<. ]= 

109 M?: =[well there’s no guarantee  ]= 

110 B: =there’s plenty of r:ocks an- 

111 P: yea:h [plenty o-] rocks 

112 B:       [(       )] 

113 (.) 

114 ?F: [yea:h.       ] 

115 P: [they’ll never] find (him). 

116 (.) 

117 B: hahahahahaha[ HA  ha    ] 

118 P:             [but I ↑know] where there’s a  

119 good mine shaft out the back of >Adelaide  

120 River< it’s half the distance=  

121 =[(◦but not as much◦)] 

122 B:  [ha ha              ] [£watch out]= 

123 J:                        [uhhahahaha]= 

124 B: =Pe[ta£     ] 

125 M:    [hahahaha] 

126 P:    [hahaha  ] 

127 (0.4) 

128 B: tsk £so when Ja:son says ↑o:h let’s go to  

129 Adelaide ↑Riv↓er.£ [hahaha] [hahaha] ha ha 

130 J:                    [hahaha] 

131 P:                             [◦mmm◦ ] 

132 (.) 

133 J?: ◦#care[ful#◦=   ]= 

134 B:       [↑◦yea:h◦.]= 

135 P: =ye:s. 

136 (1.6) 

137 J?: ↑◦mm: go:d.◦ 

138 (.) 

139 B: actua:lly ↑where is it that (0.8) is it (0.3)  

140 Pi:ne Creek or (0.5) somebody was sa:ying to  
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141 me don’t just <walk arou:nd> (0.3) coz  

142 there’s lots of (0.7) mine shafts [and     ] 

143 P:                                   [there is]  

144 a few sha:fts in Pine Creek. 

 

The sequence begins in line 10, when the interaction undergoes a topic shift (Jefferson, 

1993; Maynard, 1980). This is prefaced by a transitionary statement related to an 

unknown third party “that guy”. While not yet known to all participants, he is placed 

into the categories of ‘healthcare professional’ and ‘boss’, and it is further specified that 

he is from Darwin, suggesting that the participants may at least know ‘of’ him as they 

also live in Darwin. Barb then clarifies that he is not just any boss, but a boss who killed 

his wife. Framing this turn within a telling sequence (Stivers, 2013), Barb uses the basic 

syntactic pattern “X did Y to Z”. That is the boss (X= subject) killed (Y= action) his 

wife (Z=object). This structure allows Barb to project an evaluative stance (Du Bois, 

2007), by providing an overall evaluation of the specific object to which the evaluation 

is oriented. In this instance, the activity “kill” is tied to the category of “boss” (husband) 

in that Barb as the stancetaker is characterising “boss” as possessing a particular quality; 

he is a killer, which she deems relevant to the ongoing meaning negotiation.  

Janine in line 14 seeks further clarification as to who the “boss” is. The response 

provided is not a direct answer to the question but rather provides locative and other 

general information as described “in the paper” (line 17). The negative assessments 

given by the other participants in lines 18-20 also suggest that the identity of the person 

is unknown. While Peter’s turn in line 23 remains (syntactically) incomplete, it is 

evidently understood as the boss “took her (wife) to the top of the mountain and killed 

her/pushed her over the edge”. The implicit understanding that these actions are 

associated with killing gives rise to them as bound activities to the category spousal 

murder. Barb uses a “well” prefaced response (Heritage, 2015) to indicate that the 
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wife’s death/murder was not straightforward (e.g. stabbing, shooting etc.), but occurred, 

as it turns out, by pushing her into a ravine leading to her death. This response and 

implicit judgement ties “head injuries” to the Membership Categorisation Device 

(MCD) murder. Following an extended pause, the participants revisit the “head 

injuries” claim (line 31), challenging as unfinished business the implication that the 

event involved a “murder”. In seeking an account of who sustained the head injuries, 

Peter and Barb appear to disagree as to whether the boss was the victim or perpetrator, 

based on the type of injuries sustained. Diagraph 20 below, shows how, through the 

partial reduplication of participants’ previous utterances, the participants are able to 

negotiate the parameters of the event, before further progressing the interaction. 

Diagraph 20 - Head Injuries 

 

Diagraph 20 also indicates how, through recycling of another participants’ prior 

utterance, they are able to challenge whether the initial evaluation of “boss” as a 

member of the category murder is accurate or whether a revised category of murder- 

(attempted) suicide is more appropriate, considering what they know about how the 

action took place. Barb’s disagreement with Peter’s initial ascription of “boss” to the 

murder category is latched to the prior turn and is notably preceded by more rapidly 

paced speech “no no no” (line 33), thereby emphatically marking his disagreement. The 

use of “no” prefaced turns indicates participants’ disagreement and variations in their 
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version of events (Hayashi, 2013, pp. 185-186; Kuo, 1994). The “he, she” pronoun 

contrast is also used by participants to negotiate who sustained the injuries and how this 

impacts upon their co-construction of a localised meaning. Over the next series of turns, 

the participants shift their initial categorisation from murder (line 11) to murder 

assisted-suicide or accident (lines 28-41) and then to murder-attempted suicide (lines 

66-75). This negotiation is triggered by the introduction of the predicate “self-inflicted”, 

indicating that the wife’s fall from the cliff was “not an accident” (line 49). 

The next phase of the interaction sees the participants become more specific with 

regards to the claims they are making in describing how the event played out. Barb (line 

33) makes an assertion using the newspaper as an artefact, which she treats as a 

communicative device (Heath, 2000; 2011; Krummheuer, 2015), that the newspaper “it 

said” she had head injuries. She makes reference to it as an additional absent third-party 

(“they” presumably the reporters), who quoted that what has happened was not an 

accident and seeks an account of this from the other participants. Janine also questions 

this and requests additional information as to why this may be the case. Barb argues that 

it cannot be seen as an accident if you “get charged with murder”, to which Janine 

agrees (line 50).  

In making this claim, Barb has engaged a “not Y but Z” frame by claiming explicitly 

that the event is not an accident (Y) but a murder (Z) (line 54). It could be argued that 

the participants are still negotiating whether or not it was a murder or something more 

complex like murder-attempted suicide. This could be seen to instantiate the syntactic 

frame, “not X but could be thought of as X frame” in that the participants focus on what 

the object of the assessment is not taken to be (X=accident) but can nevertheless be 

thought of as such (until established otherwise). However, in the latter case (murder), 

the implicated assessment is somewhat more nuanced, as the focus is on what the object 
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of the evaluation could be taken to be (an accident, given the murderer was also 

injured), but is nevertheless not taken to be in that particular case. In the interaction, 

interlocutors have invoked the default type “not X frame”; in claiming explicitly that 

what happened was a murder and not an accident. What has also been invoked by this is 

the “not X but could be X frame”, whereby the participants further differentiate their 

classifications of the event. At this point of the interaction participants appear to be 

having difficulty agreeing on whether what happened was a murder or suicide. The “not 

X but could be X frame” is used by participants to initiate repair and consequently shift 

their understanding of what actually happened. In lines 35 and again in line 51, both 

Peter and Mark challenge Barb’s claim that he was “charged for murder” (line 50), 

providing an alternative to the scenario that “he tried to top himself”. At this point the 

participants are tussling between murder and suicide, by claiming that it could have 

been deemed an accident had he killed himself, and consequently not being able to be 

charged, “not (an accident =X) but could have been X (an accident)” (Horn, 2009). 

However, the appropriateness of these two categories is further brought into question 

through the multiple turns in which Peter and Mark reduplicate the utterance “he tried to 

top himself”. Here a revised category is offered of murder (attempted) suicide, by 

implicitly claiming that perhaps the wife may have been killed accidently as he tried to 

harm himself and she then became the victim of a murder. Participants seem to agree 

with this revised category of murder (attempted) suicide as they then pursue a joint 

fantasising sequence, proposing hypothetical activities tied to this category. Diagraph 

21 displays this to-and-fro negotiation as to the classification of the event between 

murder, suicide and murder-attempted suicide. 
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Diagraph 21- Murder, Accident, Murder-attempted suicide 

 

Through a subsequent joint fantasising sequence, the participants establish a clear 

semantic anchor “murder”, to which they begin tying specific features of meaning. Barb 

(line 72) initiates the sequence in which the participants joke about how they would get 

away with murdering their spouse (Stallone & Haugh, 2017). This is intertwined with 

claims about the possible reasons the “boss” had for murdering his wife. While jocular 

in nature, the sequence also engages practices of “collaborative fantasy” (Norrick, 2000) 

or “joint fantasising” (Stallone & Haugh, 2017; Kotthoff, 2007). The participants are 

co-constructing imagined scenarios for murder, which follow their own internal logic, 

which results in the valence of such fantasised scenarios, being framed as non-serious, 

but at the same time masking more sinister and sensitive descriptions of social action 

(Stallone & Haugh, 2017), like murder. Although the scenarios described are aimed at 

the participants’ present partners, they self-ascribe pseudonyms for their partners (Jason 

and Susan lines 79 and 95) as a strategy for making the scenario imagined and less-

probable. Participants are creating joint pretence (Dynel, 2017; Stallone & Haugh, 

2017) by overtly acting out how to get away with murder and are co-constructing a 

shared understanding of the scenario they have framed as not real. As part of their 

acting out the scenario as if it were true, participants make reference to local landmarks 

(lines 78, 95, 119) each time elaborating on the previous proposals of others (Hall, 
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1974). In drawing on specific examples to shape a meaning, participants are using 

lexical and syntactic features as representative of their own context and experience, 

which is allowing them to formulate a consense (Kecskes, 2008) which comprises of the 

most familiar components of meaning to the participants. 

 The joint fantasising sequence is initiated by an ostensibly serious response from Barb, 

that if her husband (Marco present in the room) tries to take her up a mountain she will 

have to tell her family he has gone crazy (line 75). Janine aligns with Barb’s joke, 

receipting it as humorous, and continues with her own response about her husband (also 

present). Of interest here is that the two female participants are using the joint 

fantasising sequence to target their male partners, as this reconciles with the murder-

attempted suicide victim, who is also female. Barb latches an additional turn onto 

Janine’s response, further extending the joint fantasising sequence, this time also 

alluding to why you (her husband) would kill your wife “when you get really pissed off 

with me” (line 83). Here what is being asserted, is that a precondition for spousal 

murder is that one needs to be angry with one’s spouse, and this is therefore a 

dependent predicate for membership in the category of murder. This framing suggests 

that both Barb and Janine are affiliating with each other and using the joint fantasising 

sequence as a way of developing their social identity as potential victims of spousal 

violence and, thereby displaying relational affiliation (Boxer & Cortes-Conde, 1997). 

The social context and close relationship of the participants (partners and friends), 

however, means this joint fantasising is treated as humorous and not malicious (Stallone 
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& Haugh, 2017; Kádár, 2013). The shared overlapping laughter sequence (shared by all 

participants) in lines 62 to 65, also serves to invite reciprocal laughter as it is appended 

to the previous turn. This acts as invitation for participants to contribute to the joint 

fantasising sequence, as Peter does in suggesting, “I’ll bring the shovel” (line 87), 

which results in the continuation of shared laughter
15

 (lines 84-89) (Glenn, 2003).  

The values and stances that are intertwined with joint fantasising in this example sees 

the participants negotiate the locally-contingent meaning of murder-attempted suicide 

through a fictional scenario, which also enables the localised accomplishment of social 

and moral order (Housley & Fitzgerald, 2009; Rawls, 1989; Sacks, 1972; 1984). The 

fantasy masks the sensitivity of the event being described and allows them to be held 

less accountable for the real-world consequences of talking about murder. The 

participants propose multiple ways in which to murder their spouse, which are also 

category-tied, in that it creates a link between the category and category attribute. This 

is then treated by participants, “as not taken for granted and needing to be made 

explicit” (Reynolds & Fitzgerald, 2015, p. 99). Here it is tied in so far as “killing your 

partner” is something that people can do when partners make their spouses angry 

 

 

15
 While shared laughter often results in topic termination (Holt, 2010), here it continues the 

fantasising sequence, which result in the repetition of the joke, followed by a shared laughter 

pattern, that occurs three times. This pattern where the shared laughter follows after the 

extension of the joke occurs at an appropriate juncture as participants orientate to various 

interactional considerations that advocate for the ongoing trajectory of the talk (Holt, 2010), and 

in this instance, the ongoing construction of meaning. What is interesting about this pattern is 

that while the laughter is shared, it is only Barb and Peter who continue with the joint 

fantasising sequence. Barb and Peter are one of the couples, which suggests the banter between 

them and explicit social rapport is what sustains the shared laughter sequence across multiple 

turns. 
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enough to kill them. This is particularly evident when Barb proposes that Peter would 

take her to Katherine Gorge
16

 to kill her, and he responds that it would be “too hard 

digging- there” (line 99).  

Their engagement in joint fantasising also involves ‘format tying’ (Goodwin & 

Goodwin, 1987), which creates patterns of dialogic resonance (Dubois, 2014), whereby 

they re-use and re-appropriate structures (prosodic, semantic and syntactic) to facilitate 

the co-construction of the meaning of spousal murder as noted in diagraphs 22 and 23. 

Having made it explicit that they do not have any prior contextual knowledge or 

experience of murder, the fantasy context provides the basis for which participants can 

use more figurative and metaphorical experiences, to establish a consense (Kecskes, 

2008) about a topic which is somewhat taboo, which incorporates the participants 

attitudes and culture-specific associations. What counts as murder as opposed to 

“justified killing” depends on various factors, for instance, in some cultures it is seen as 

part of cultural practices and in others seen as an abhorrent breach of one’s civil rights. 

How participants subjectively understand the word, in this case is channelled through 

their hypothetical propositions, associated with the act of spousal murder. 

Diagraph 22 - Take her up a mountain 

 

 

16
 Katherine Gorge is the name of a natural landmark located in the Nitmiluk National Park in 

Northern Territory Australia. 
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Diagraph 23 - How to get away with murder-(attempted) suicide 

Participants use a series of phrasal verbs such as “take me up the mountain”, “take me 

bush walking” and “kill and cut up”, which can be mapped dialogically to the MCD 

spousal murder which has already been established. This offers a more contextualised 

assessment of the terms being proposed by participants, as it shows how the structural 

alignment of utterances affords that in this context, the terms are analogous. While bush 

walking when angry, and taking your wife up a mountain seem to have little in 

common, either semantically or in relation to murder, here, these actions are treated as 

inter-related and key actions associated with “spousal murder”. The high degree of 

structural similarity across turns in the two diagraphs evokes interpretative links 

between turns and predicates that participants have associated in this context with 

“spousal murder” (Du Bois, 2014; Eglin & Hester, 2006; Reynolds & Fitzgerald, 2015; 

Stokoe, 2003). In particular, the repetition of “take me up a mountain” and, “too many 

rocks” creates 5 and 3 columns of resonance respectively, further tying it to a normative 

assessment of “spousal murder”. 

 In this interaction, the participants have co-constructed a meaning that is informed by 

their world knowledge (Kecskes, 2008), in particular, where there would be able to 

commit a similar “spousal murder” to the story in the local newspaper. This has been 

established alongside their own moral and value based judgements and understandings 
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of how one would get away with murder, to arrive at a locally-contingent meaning. 

Within the columns of structural parallelism, there are a number of linguistic features 

that have contributed to the emergence of dialogic resonance in the interaction. Table 14 

highlights a clear pattern of resonance that is afforded by participants using multiple 

verbs to refer to the same action (murder) and location nouns to make reference to the 

remote locations involved in the event and consequent action of “spousal murder”. 
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Table 14 - Linguistic affordance of dialogic resonance linked to emergent meaning 

of spousal murder 

 

In this example, I have shown how the meaning of a more abstract concept murder-

(attempted) suicide which is also indexical of spousal problems more broadly can be co-

constructed by participants through a systematic and step-wise progression. The co-

construction of locally-situated meaning, in the context of talking about what people do, 

is reliant on participants negotiating shared norms and evaluations to collaboratively 

produce a meaning that is relevant to the interaction and its participants. This is 

primarily achieved through the re-use of structures throughout the talk. Format tying 

(Goodwin & Goodwin, 1987) allows for seemingly unrelated concepts, values and 

knowledge of multiple participants to be brought together in a structured and 

incremental process. Figure 10 below captures the incremental progression of the 

meaning of spousal murder as it has emerged in the course of the interaction.    
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Figure 10 - Emergent locally-situated meaning of spousal murder  

 

 

6.3 Intimate relationships 

The next example plays out over an extended period of interaction. Similar to the 

previous example, where participants are co-constructing the meaning of a real world 

action, they are also inevitably negotiating the semantic minefield of related social 

category terms that are linked to intimate relationships. This meaning is built through a 

series of interrelated sequences related to marriages after brief courtships, long-distance 

relationships and spousal obligations. The following example is between four female 

friends Layla, Sasha, Kate and Jess. They are at Sasha’s house and are sitting in a circle 

having just attended a Tupperware party
17

. The excerpt commences with a topic shift 

 

 

17
 Tupperware is the name of an American home equipment and furnishings company popular in 
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(Maynard, 1980), from talk about a couple who got married not long after meeting each 

other, to where they are now discussing the marital status of a mutual friend.  

Example 10: Intimate relationships 

Transcript TupperwareParty1_Longdistancerelationships 

Recording: 0:00-07:00 mins 

 

 

1 L:  They got marr↑ied within () six mon()ths of  

2  me:eting each other?  

3  (0.3) 

4 S:  °Yeah?°  

5  (0.4) 

6 L:  and my mum was just tur↑ned twen(.)ty-o↑ne  

7  A:n↓d they↑re still >together now< (.) °like°  

8  thin↑gs like that I go we:ll. (0.3) 

9 S:  Mm-Hmm [yeah.] 

10 L:          [that's not gonna] li:ke ima:gine no:w↑   

11  you met someon↑e when you were twen↓ty:  

12 S:   Ye:ah? [WO↑W]  

13 L:          [think abo↑ut] that (.) you said to  

14   your paren↓ts o:h yeah I’m °gunna get 

15   married°h[HAHAHA] 

16 S:          [°YEAH?° I] couldn't imag(.)i↑ne it  

17 L: they would just lo:se their shit  

18 K: °I couldn't imagine[it]°  

19 L:                      [Ye:ah] it's jus what  

20  [you did]  

21 J: [MY mum] and da:d had a reall↓y wei:rd (.)  

22  sto:ry too (.)and >to be hone↑st it was a bit  

23  hard growing up with it (.)< becau:se you got  

24  this who:le percep↑tion of how thin↓gs should  

25  be (.) and it's not li↑ke that at all=  

26 L: =NO. 

27 J: they↑ (.) they↑ >knew each other< for three↑  

28  wee↓ks(1.6)met in Germa:ny↑ (.) and then after  

29  the three weeks he [proposed to her knowing]  

30 L:                      [OH MY GO↑D] 

31 J:  that she's going back to Germ-(.) back to  

32  Australia and [he had to stay↓ there?] 

33 K:                 [but he let her go] 

34 J: yeah (.) to keep her kind ov (.) in a wa:y  

35 K: °hahaha° 

36 J: the:n they↑ spe:↑nt two: year↑s apa:rt (.) and  

37   they're writing letters and stu↑ff to each  

 

 

Australia for hosting parties to sell products at people’s houses. 
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38  other↑ and then he ventured out to Austra↑lia I  

39  thi↑nk once before they were married (.) and  

40  the↓n for the wedd↑ing?  

41 L: Ohh(.) that gives me [like goose(.)bumps]  

42 J:                        [I KNOW↑ Li↑ke it's] 

43 L: Th(h)at's a great story.hh  

44 J:  pretty↑ full on↑ and (.) they a:re kids  but it  

45  is not that I'm tain↓ted by it or any↓thing  

46  (.)but it is a pretty ra↑re sto:[ry he]he 

47 L:                                   [it is su]ch a  

48  roman↑ticized ver↓sion of the wor↑ld °yeah°  

49  (1.0)  

50 J: mum did sa↑y (.) she's like yeah (.) the ti↑me  

51  apart was kind ov↓ good (.) I mean you do  

52  thin↓k about it but you↑ve only kno↑wn each  

53  oth(.)  youve only seen the person for three↑  

54  wee↓ks(.)  how do you get to know↓ who they  

55  [really are?] 

56 K: [That’s soo↑ (.) see I can↑t even imagi↑ne that  

57 J: It's pre↑tty <cr[a:z>y] 

58 L:                   [°Itd be har]d° in letters  

59   coz youd have to thin↓k about it (.)and then  

60  wri↑te it=  

61 J: =Ye::ah?=  

62 L: =You can↓t really know someone that we↓ll(.)  

63  °well as well as you thi↓nk°  

64 K: yeah mm NO: °right°  

65 J: But it wor↑ked out (.)they↑re still together↑  

66  happily married↑ 

67 L: .hah that↑s such↑ a cool sto:ry  

68 J: Ye::a↑h (.) so:↑ theres weird things li↑ke that  

69  that happen↓ed= 

70 L: =Yeah  

71 J: But (.) u:m 

72 L: The other↑ Thing like now (.) you know↑ Brad  

73  (.) um (.) >Brad< Bar↑tlett  

74 S: Yeah  

75 L: Like (.) he met Shay:na onli↑ne  

76 S: Rea:↑lly? 

77 L: Yeah 

78 S: I didn't know↓ that story (.)I just knew all  

79  OF’A? sudden he had a ki::d <a:[nd>] 

80 L:                                  [Yeah](.) Which  

81  tells me that was.h an accident °hahaha°  

82 S: Yeahhha= 

83 L: =sooo(.) they (.) they li↑ke met onli:ne and  

84  then all OV a sudden now we're goin (.) and  

85  they↑re not marri↑ed (.) but (.) like thei↑rs  

86  was really qui↑ck [moving.]  

87 S:                   [IS she older?] 

88 L: No↓(.) NO↓= 

89 S: =Oh (.)OK  

90 L: No (.) she:s °uh° (.) I thin↓k she:s the same  

91  age. (1.8)U::m (.) >but ye↑ah< I dunno whether  

92  its that tal↑k (.) like the wri:↑ting thing↑  

93  that [people think that they get] to know.hh  

94 J:        [it could be yeah] 

95  

96 L: someone better o:r?  

97 S: Or its the type of person that dra↑wn [back to  

98   them] 

99 K:                                         [I know  

100      what you me:a↑n] theres something in the wri↑ting  
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101  (.) I °suppose it's a bit more roman↓tic° 

102   (1.4) 

103 L: Yeah↓ and [I thi↑nk I °dunno°] 

104 S:             [I can't imagine Brad romantic]  

105  HAHAHAHA 

106 R: hahah I know (.) can you imagin if you met  

107  Ja↑mie onli↓ne () the same with Tom I’d be like  

108  (makes facial gesture) 

109 L: [hahahaha]HA.hHA.hHAHA 

110 K: [°hahahaha°] 

111 S: [hahahaha] 

112 L: you know I was thinking(hh) about that so(h)rt  

113  of stuff (.)If I:: (2.0)like (.) know↑ing Jamie  

114  as well as I do now (.) if someone created an  

115  (.) online profile profile ov him and I saw it  

116  on line(hhhhhah)=  

117 S: =you'd be like who(hhh)is↑ this man hahaha 

118 L: [haha I would not go near↑ that per↓son.] 

119 K: [°you guy↓s spent a year apa:rt did↓n’t you.°]= 

120 S: =>pardon<? 

121 K: you gu:ys spent a year °apar↓t didn’t you.°  

122 L: yeah not quite a year (.) like ei↑ght months  

123  (.) yeah 

124 K: °that’s still a wh[ile°] 

125 L: But yeah yeah we (.) we had six mon↑ths apart  

126  and we broke (.) I broke up (.) I said I can't  

127  do this (.) I said six months is too lon↓g  

128 K: °yeah°  

129 L: and then when I mo:v↓ed here we got °back  

130  toge↑ther again.°  

131 K: Ohh (.) yeah OK.  

132 L: So: U::[m] 

133 K:          [Well] yeah (.) but=  

134 L: =because I couldn't do longer than that  

135  (.)peo↑ple who say they're doing lon↓g  

136  dist[an↓ce] 

137 S:       [it's bullshit] no doubt=  

138 J: =you can’t fuck↑in do it. 

139 L: I did it six mon↓ths and it was FUCK↓ed 

140 J: mm 

141 K: yeah:↓h 

142 S: It's the wor↓st thing. It's the worst thing  

143  I've EVER done]= 

144 L: =well you did it with Tom?=  

145 S: =yeah and TOM would say↑ the sa:me [crosstalk  

146  inaudible] Tom was like that (.) that's the  

147  WORST thing I have EVER had to do.  

148 J: there’s (.) there’s nothing good abou↓t it. 

149 K: How long was it for you? 

150 S: ohh (.) just under seven months  

151 L: Yeah (.) you↑re about the sa:me.  

152 J: Is it? Beca:use you're constantly↓ li:ke  

153  attached to some per↑son that's not re:ally  

154  there?  

155 K: °you just want to talk° [and like be wi]th them 

156 S:                           [and you know] like  

157   you ca:↑n't expla:i↓n how you feel on the  

158  pho:ne and then (.)you↑re tryna to ring them  

159  (.) but they↑re doing somethin↓g  

160 L: [Yeah¿] 

161 K: [yeah] 

162 S: [yeah] 

163 J: [yeah]  
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164 S:  and it's just that this disconnect (.)and then  

165  (.) you dun-(.)know when you↑re living together  

166  you just ta:lk (.) but you gotta tee up a  

167  ti::me to [talk] 

168 L:             [and then] when you go to talk  

169  you↓ve got to(1.2)it's (.) like a for↑ced talk  

170  (.) is what I didn't  l[i:ke.]  

171 S:                          [Yeah.] 

172 L: like I'm bad on the pho:ne to start with  

173 K: [I hAte talking (.) uhh (.) yeah] 

174   [(                                   ) 

175 L:  but then when you go:: oh (.) >we haven't  

176  talked in a week< I've got- to call- and I've  

177  got- to talk> about everything that's happened  

178  to me in the last week (.) I couldn't do it.  

179 K: [No: yeah beca]use you got to be <fa:ke> 

180 L: [You talk about this fake shit] like (.) °honey  

181  I did this and I did tha:↑t° (speaks in girly  

182  accent) and you don't actually talk about the  

183  stuff that you want to talk aboutt  

184 J: Yeah °hehehe° Yeah  let's see I did  you know  

185  like almo:st gotta write dow↓n what you did  

186  that d[a:y↑ just]  

187 L:         [hahaha] 

188 J: to remember so you can tell him two: day↓s  

189  later haha= 

190 L: =and I alway↓s feel bad (.) like if we talk too  

191   often (.) it (.) there'd be nothing to say haha  

192  which soun↓ds really awk↑ward like (.) because  

193  we live togeth↑er now and we >both have plenty  

194  to say to each other<  

195 J: HEHEHE yeah hehehehe(1.3)on the pho:↓ne= 

196 L: =But on the pho:ne it’s ki[nda like I feel like  

197  I be shou]ld actually be talking to you for  

198  longer and I'm no:t and. 

199   (0.5)  

200 K: ye::ah  

201 L: Then you've start to get (.) yeah its ooh=  

202 J: =well that's when something like impo:rtant  

203  would happen↑ and you'd ring and th[en (.)  

204  yeah]  

205 L:                                      [no answer] 

206 J: and it wouldn't be as excit↑ing or (.) it was   

207   yea↓h it ju°st° eh↓  

208 L: yeah (.) I couldn↑t °do [it°] 

209 J:                           [and it']s just like  

210   having to live with like someone else the  

211  family or whatever  

212 L: Yeah.  

213 J: just  

214   (2.0) 

215 L: I thin↓k like (.) if I think if I had lived  

216  with Ja:mie before I tried to do long distan↓ce  

217  it would've been worse. 

218   (1.0)  

219 J: Ohhh yeah=  

220 L: =I think it was a good thing that we↑d never  

221  lived together?  

222 J: [>yeah yeah yeah<]  

223 K: [mmmmmmmmmm] 

224 L: so I sort of kept (.) that↑ was the sa:↑me like  

225   (.)I was still living the bach life with the  

226  sa:↑me girls I’d lived with for the last two  
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227  years  

228 K: Ye:↓ah  

229 L: I think that was good.(2.4)Yeah=  

230 K: =yeah  

231 L: But I↑ don’t kno↑w how people like (1.4) 

232   army wiv- I mean what military wives (.) I  

233  don't know how they do [it]  

234 K:                          [ye:ah] it'd would've  

235  been re:a↑lly [har↑d yeah.] 

236 L:                 [it’s ye:ar↑s] someti↓mes 

237 K: °so lo↓nely° 

238 J: [limited conta↓ct] yeah 

239 L: [and that's just the:↑ir job] like (.) and then  

240   they can come back (.) but then they go again?  

241 K: yeah↓ 

242 L: I think it takes a certain person to to be like  

243  the army wi↓fe=  

244 J: =ohh I couldn’t °do it° 

245 S: yeah= 

The excerpt begins with Layla telling the others about how her parents got married 

within six months of meeting each other. She has framed her turn using the MCD 

“marriage” (line 1), to which she again takes up turn and continues by stating that her 

mother was twenty-one when she got married and is still married, which is not often the 

case. Here Layla is indicating that getting married at a young age is not the normative 

behaviour that it once was. She has created a ‘then-and-now’ contrastive membership 

device (Housley & Fitzgerald, 2009) which is organised around the evaluation of the 

relationship of marriage. This device functions to include Layla’s and Sasha’s parents as 

‘then’ by proposing a hypothetical scenario prefaced by “imagine now” to contrast 

marriage at an early age ‘then’, and marriage at an older age, ‘now’.  

There are consecutive affiliative responses from speakers who agree with the proposed 

idea that the ideal relationship has changed over time (line 10-19). Within these 

responses there are multiple layers of dialogic resonance at the lexical and syntactic 

levels. Following Layla’s utterance in lines 10-11 “like imagine now you met someone 

when you’re twenty”, Sasha responds with similar syntactic patterning of the verb 

imagine, but provides the negated response, “I couldn’t imagine it”. She also substitutes 

“getting married in your twenties” with the pronoun it. This exact phrasing is then 

reduplicated at the syntactic level by Kate in a following turn (line 18). This mapping 
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relation is made explicit in diagraph 24. 

Diagraph 24 - Couldn’t imagine it 

 

The situated interpretation of “getting married in your twenties” as nowadays 

unimaginable, affords the perception that within this ‘then and now’ contrastive device, 

participants have reduplicated this utterance to signal agreement between participants. 

The recycling of utterances invites a localised interpretation that is shared by all 

participants that “marriage in your twenties” which is for them deemed to be an early 

age, is no longer commonly associated with marriage. This shared value that early 

marriage is no longer common, has been positioned by participants to sit within the 

device “marriage” and is realised and represented by participants at the lexical and 

syntactic level within the interaction across multiple turns.  

The affiliative responses then segue into a pre-telling by Jess (lines 21-25) which 

remains framed within the MCD “marriage”. This is heard by Layla as preliminary 

information, leading up to a telling (Stivers, 2013, p. 194), which is contingent on being 

given a go-ahead which is granted by Layla (line 26). Once being given the go-ahead, 

Jess continues the storytelling until bringing it to completion in line 66 (Jefferson, 1978; 

Mandelbaum, 2013; Stivers, 2013). As a continuation of the previous storytelling by 

Layla, Jess continues to advocate her stance around the social and moral norms of 

“marriage”, which aligns with the norms already negotiated between participants, and 

this is that getting married at a young age is no longer common and rather a rare 
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occurrence as it is seen as less appropriate nowadays. Across the turns, Jess frames her 

story in a way that not only affiliates with Layla’s previous stance but positions the 

other participants to continue with it (Lindström & Sorjonen, 2013; Stivers, 2008).  

Jess continues with a similar story of “marriage at a young age” that reinforces that this 

is nowadays uncommon and would be seen as a breach of moral and social norms 

(Fitzgerald, 2012a; Housley & Fitzgerald, 2009; Reynolds & Fitzgerald, 2015), clearly 

announcing “it’s not like that at all” (line 25). She has done so by relating to her own 

personal experiences of her parents. The telling is interspersed with affiliative tokens 

“oh my god” (line 30), “haha” (line 35) and “ohh” (line 41), by which the recipients 

indicate they are adopting the same stance as Jess (Stivers, 2008). Matched to these 

affiliative tokens are two category-tied predicates “rare romanticised version” and 

“can’t know them well”, which further delimit the meaning parameters, lending to a 

more contextualised assessment of marriage and associated relationships. That is, the 

concept of long-distance relationship is foregrounded through recounting stories of 

dating across countries before getting married. In doing so participants are drawing on 

their own family experiences to establish which aspects best demonstrate a shared 

understanding of long-distance relationships. Their own experiences are used to 

foreground what they deem as interactionally pertinent or “at-issue” (AnderBois, 

Brasoveanu, & Henderson, 2013) to the emergent consense in this interaction, namely 

that long-distance relationships are different now from how they were for the 

participants’ parents.  

As the matter seems to be coming to a possible completion, Layla introduces another 

type of relationship to the conversation, once again, re-attaching to the then and now 

distinction “another thing like now” (line 72), by introducing the category online dating 

(line 75). Sasha does this by framing her story using a mutually known third party to 
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Layla, Brad. The story and its background are launched in line 72 with Sasha 

acknowledging she knows Brad. At this point it becomes recognisable to the other 

participants that Layla has more to say about Brad and his relationship with “Shayna” 

(line 75), given her prior acknowledgement of their relationship, as it is known by the 

participants that she and her partner are close friends with Brad. She indicates that she 

only knew “all of a sudden he had a kid” (line 79). Sasha agrees and provides a jocular 

response claiming she believes having a baby was not planned (line 81). Her turn final 

laughter is met by Sasha with affiliative laughter, before she continues to take up turn, 

again providing further explanation of how they met.  

At this point in the interaction, the semantic anchor of “intimate relationships” is made 

explicit and participants more actively begin tying key characteristics to it. In the series 

of turns that follow, participants focus on the role of “talk” in intimate relationships. In 

line 92, Sasha links back to the then and now category contrast by assimilating the 

predicates, talk and writing and talk and typing, suggesting that perhaps using written 

forms of communication, across the three stories, is how they got to know each other 

better over a short period of time. Jess responds with a partially affiliative response “it 

could be yeah” (line 94), whereas Layla suggests it is rather the type of people they are. 

Kate interjects, again providing only a partially affiliative response, proposing that 

writing creates more “romance” in a long-distance relationship (lines 100-101). Sasha 

disagrees (line 104) stating that Brad is not romantic, and so undermines Kate’s attempt 

to make a connection between text and romance. Kate affiliates with Sasha, and follows 

up, offering a humorous retort (Dynel, 2009) or “inside joke” aimed at only Sasha, that 

asks her to imagine if they both met their partners “online” (lines 106-107). This is met 

with affiliative laughter and sees Sasha take up turn to further add to this hypothetical 

scenario, claiming she would not go near him if she met him online (line 118) and is 

interspersed with a second humorous retort from Sasha (line 117). Similar to the 
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previous example, participants are also engaged in an episode of “joint fantasising” 

(Stallone & Haugh, 2017) where Sasha and Layla play out a mock scenario where they 

meet their partners online as opposed to in person. This hypothetical scenario makes 

available knowledge about Layla and Sasha’s relationship to the other participants, and 

consequently their particular epistemic stance about “online dating” as seemingly 

impossible and fictional. Through joint fantasising participants are able to propose 

predicates and activities they perceive as relevant to the emergent meaning of intimate 

relationships, but by doing so in a fictional performance are able to enact it as rather a 

value that is shared by the group (Kádár, 2013) not just themselves, thus relevant to the 

negotiation of meaning that is underway.  

The joint fantasising sequence is ended abruptly by Kate who in overlap asks whether it 

is correct that Layla and her partner spent a year apart (line 119). Layla responds with a 

formal “pardon” as opposed to a more casual “huh”, “what” or “excuse me”, suggesting 

a disaffiliative stance in relation to being asked a sensitive question. Jess lexically and 

syntactically reduplicates her previous turn with audibly softer voice and falling 

intonation towards the end of the utterance. Layla responds (line 122), correcting Kate’s 

using partial reduplication of her utterance, to state they were apart for eight months not 

a year, which is then further challenged by Kate (line 124) who claims it is still a 

significant period of time apart. Layla responds so as to set the record straight, claiming 

that after having six months apart she broke up with James as it was too long to be apart 

(lines 125-127).  

Layla here sets the parameters for intimate relationships, stating six months is too long 

to be apart. Here, her opinion becomes explicitly tied to the membership category and 

herself as a member of it (Housley & Fitzgerald, 2015). She follows up (line 133) by 

arguing, through the justification of her own experience that people who say that they 
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are in a long distance relationship, are not being truthful, “I did it… it was fucked”. 

Layla agrees with her overlapping turn “it’s bullshit no doubt”, further discrediting 

people who claim to be in long-distance relationships. Kate also provides latched 

agreement, “you can’t fucking do it” (line 139).  Sasha offers the extreme case 

formulation (Norrick, 2004; Pomerantz, 1986) “worst thing I’ve ever done” to describe 

her experience of a long distance relationship (lines 142-143). Over the series of turns 

that follow, Kate pushes Layla to describe her experiences of having a long-distance 

with her partner. Kate and Jess who have also experienced long-distance relationships 

acknowledge the common assumption they have regarding the longer you are apart, the 

more challenging the relationship is to maintain. Participants recognise patterns in 

length of time and the challenge of the experience. Kate reuses Sasha’s extreme case 

formulation to provide her partner Tom’s perspective that affiliates with the others put 

forward (lines 146-147).   

This is qualified in the preceding turns by participants, through the elicitation of a form 

of activity and predication that are tied back to the category long distance relationships, 

that is “talking on the phone” as the activity and “creates disconnect” as the predicate. 

When placed in a diagraph, the repetition and format tying used by participants to 

progressively build up the classification of long-distance relationships and its 

associated practice becomes evident (see diagraph 25 below).  

Diagraph 25 - Talk like, talk with, talk about 
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Diagraph 25 shows how the participants reuse the word talk (inclusive of present, past 

and progressive tense variations) across 11 turns. In the first two turns it is preceded 

with contrastive framing elements. The first uses the personal explanatory framing 

elements “you just” followed by the auxiliary verb “want to”. This contrasts with 

Sasha’s contractive reduplication which excludes the auxiliary and frames it as “you just 

talk”. This combination created through structural patterning highlights both similarities 

and contrasts between long-distance and normal face-to-face relationships, by creating a 

clear pairing of patterns to yield varying levels of abstraction (Du Bois, 2014), in this 

case between lexical items, membership categories and syntactic frames. These 

abstractions bring new semantic information between participants to the emergent 

meaning. For example, in most instances online dating seems to have no lexical 

semantic relationship with intimate relationships, but in the context of the interaction 

where this is being negotiated, the recurrent use of syntactic frames, participants are 

able to establish these affinities between utterances as contributing to a localised 

meaning. 
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Sasha and Kate reproduce the phrases “want to talk” and “go to talk” a further two times 

each. Interspersed between these constructions are two consecutive turns that are 

prefaced with adjectives related to “talk”: forced and hate. These two turns reveal the 

negative framing and conceptualisation of “talk” in relation to the category long-

distance relationships. This relationship is made more salient by their positioning 

within the utterances and consequently the syntactic frames, which allows for the 

dialogic resonance to be made more apparent. The patterning of these utterances using 

these repeated syntactic frames also yields a clear indicative affinity between talk and 

the emergent meaning of intimate relationships. Table 15 below further highlights the 

primary linguistic affordances for dialogic resonance that have been brought out 

through the patterning of these utterances. In this example participants have drawn on 

dialogic juxtaposition by not only the sequential positioning of their utterances, but their 

syntactic positioning as an interactional resource to co-constructing meaning.  

Table 15 - Linguistic affordances of dialogic resonance linked to emergent meaning 

of talk in intimate relationships 

 

What becomes clear is that the shape of the discourse environment allows for the 
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localised meaning to take form. In this case, it serves to further consolidate the 

participants’ perceived norms and understanding of “talk” in intimate relationships, 

through various linguistic features that create resonance within the parallel features 

across the utterances. This in turn brings attention to aspects of similar linguistic 

elements that are related to the associated predicates and activities being proposed by 

participants as part of the semantic field of intimate relationships (Gentner & Markman, 

1997), namely similarities between pronouns, verb types and markedness (see table 15) 

that are tied to the categories of intimate relationships and online dating. This principle 

is once again representative of the foregrounding and backgrounding of elements that 

have been discussed throughout chapters four and five. Here it is clear the participants 

are negotiating the various aspect of “talk” that they deem most important to the 

localised meaning of intimate relationships in this context, which in this case is heavily 

influenced by their own personal experiences of living apart from their partners. At this 

point, it is evident that the localised meaning that has been negotiated thus far involves 

not spending extended periods of time apart, online and face to face dating and 

grappling the challenges of talking both when together and apart. 

Returning to the conversation following the extended sequence related to “talk”, the 

conversation once again shifts as a result of a pre-expansion (Hayashi, 2013), which 

leads to a base sequence, again linked to the category intimate relationships, namely, 

“army wives” as an exemplar of this type of relationship (line 232). Layla’s comment 

that she does not understand how “army wives” can sustain intimate relationships when 

apart, is taken by the other participants as opportunity to tie additional characteristics to 

intimate relationships. Kate follows and agrees it would be “hard” (line 235) which is 

met with overlap from Layla, that it is often “years” they are apart (line 236). This 

triggers a series of quick-fire characteristics “lonely, limited contact, that’s just their 

job” (lines 237-242) from all participants, which consolidates the emergent meaning 
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that has been negotiated. Figure 11 shows the gradual accomplishment of the meaning 

of intimate relationships. This meaning is one that encompasses intimate relationships 

often involving spending time apart but are nevertheless romantic, to now meeting 

online, writing, and having to be reliant on talking without being co-present, which can 

be lonely and challenging. 

Figure 11 - Emergent locally situated meaning of intimate relationships 

 

 

Overall, in this example participants have co-constructed a locally-contingent field of 

meaning for intimate relationships, enabling a granular and occasioned meaning of the 

concept to emerge. Over the course of negotiating the meaning of this concept, 
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participants have drawn on the related categories of marriage, online dating and long 

distance relationships to ascribe associated predicates and activities to those particular 

categories that they deem relevant to the ongoing interactional project of discussing 

their experiences of intimate relationships. Thus, a locally-situated meaning that is 

aligned to the actual situational context can emerge.  

6.4 Good Schooling 

The final excerpt provides an example of meaning negotiation in a context where 

participants are discussing the types of children who attend public and private schools. 

The occasioned semantics sequence occurs between lines 246-340. Following a 

discussion regarding Sam’s (S) experience of teaching “naughty kids” at both public 

and private schools in Darwin, a discussion ensues between friends Lisa (L) and Debbie 

(D) regarding where would be best to send their children, either Nightcliff
18

or 

Essington
19

. It is important to note that Sam is the only teacher in the conversation and 

the other participants work in various departments in local government. What will be 

argued in this final example is that the interactional co-construction of the meaning of a 

more complex and multi-faceted concept like good schooling, framed here within an 

evaluative action sequence, also presents strong evidence to support the emergence of a 

 

 

18
 Nightcliff in this interaction refers to a public middle school in Darwin, Northern Territory 

Australia that is located in a suburb titled Nightcliff. To locals is has a stigma of being rough 

and of lower socio-economic status 

19
 Essington is the name of an elite private school in Darwin, Northern Territory Australia, with 

a reputation of only the wealthy sending their children to the school. 
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locally-contingent meaning. This is framed within interactional processes with respect 

to participants concerns about good schooling. Participants are then able to negotiate 

and shape a locally-contingent meaning for this concept. 

Example 11: Good Schooling 

Transcript: Tupperware Party Part 1:  Government vs. Private Schools 

Recording: 15:25-22:20 

 

 

246 S: one of my (.) better kids at Nigh↑tcliff [li↑ke  

247  hes just like  hey miss how ya goin (.) what  

248  are ya doin (.) what are you upto and >like  

249  he’ll hes nice he’s like< do you have a  

250  boyfrie↓nd 

251 L: [ohhhhh] 

252 L: [ahhhhhahah] 

253 S: did you get drunk miss on the weekend? (.) like  

254  he just as↑ks you that like he’s just a  

255  confident? kid 

256 L: yeah 

257 S: he’ll ask you that sorta? shit and I’d be like  

258  Dar↓ran 

259 D: it’s not offensive= 

260 S: =>no I’m like I just go< I’m not gunna discuss  

261  that with you (.) I don’t a↑sk about your  

262  personal life (.) don’t ask me about mi:↓ne  

263 S: and he’s like oh okay↓ but he’ll come to maths  

264  and I’m li↑ke everyone get out their maths book  

265  and >he’ll be like< ohh↓ I don’t wan↓na do  

266  maths I don’t wan↓na do: tha:t> 

267 L: little shit 

268 S: >Dylan get your maths books< out and he gets em  

269  out? and he does his work (.) li↑ke he’s  

270  slower? 

271 L: <yeah> 

272 S: but he does it  

273 L: least he does it 

274 S: other people are like ohh (.) god I’m like [it  

275  so easy yeah that’s ri:ght] 

276 D:                                              [go and spend a  

277  day at nigh↑tcliff] 

278 S: to think some of these people are so delu:↓ded  

279  by what? they↑’re dealing wi↓th 

280 D: teachers with no idea? how to teach tough kids. 

281 L: yeah  

282 S: ◦and its crazy◦ 

283 L: yeah (1.2)I guess yeah (.) coz you’ve had some  

284  tough kids 

285 S: yeah? 

286 L: so I guess that yeah anything seems like a  

287  bree↑ze probably? 

288 S: ohh? it does like its you go to cla↑ss like you  

289  don’t e:ven have to consider like how you’re  

290  going to get them enga↑ged (.)li↑ke you do↓ but  

291  (0.6) 

292 L: they↑’re ea:sier to enga↑ge 

293 S: yeah it’s so: funn↓y 
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294 L: yep  

295 D: I thin↑k I’d prefer? my kid not go to school at  

296   somewhere like nightcliff coz they↑’re not  

297  gunna get the sa:me kind of treatment of  

298  edu[>cation coz they’re not the kind of<] 

299 S:    [yeah ye::↑ah but] I  

300  

301 D: kind of with shit kids can send em down a ba:d  

302  path 

303 S: always get worried when people get turn↑ed off 

304  government education(1.2)because of that  

305  (.)because there were a lot of good kids (.)  

306  like the kids at Essington at Nigh↑tcliff? who  

307  (.) like I was teaching them like exactly the  

308  same I was teaching the nigh- the Essington  

309  kids like= 

310 D: =yeah its bout influences (.) they can avoid  

311  shit kids in a private school= 

312 S: =there is still a lo↑t of good kids (.) and  

313  they can still get a really good educa↑tion at  

314  Governmen↓t (.) BUT there was those (.)its just  

315  a larger proportion of kids (.)and on a scale  

316  that goes a lot further the other way? of  

317  naughty kids.(2.1) I thi↑nk gov↑ment prima↓ry  

318  schools (.) I’m gunna send my kids? to  

319  gov(.)enment Primary schools 

320 D: yea. 

321 S: I think maybe after primary I might send them  

322  to private but? 

323  (2.5) 

324 L: yeah? ◦ye↓ah◦ is this private govment schools? 

325 S:  I just dOn’t see the point in wasti- not  

326  wAsting but spending so: much mon↑ey on [their  

327  education when they’re] so young 

328 D:                                           [to  

329  let em finger paint and stuff] 

330 L: yeah nah 

331 S: and I think they learn? the same from (.) and  

332  it depends on what you’re doing? at ho:me (.)  

333  especially? if you’re helping: them rea↑d at  

334  home a:nd you can do a LOT of stuff in primary  

335  school to help your  kids (.) get ahead. 

336 D: yeah exactly 

337 L: ◦yeahhh yeah yup◦ 

338 D: that’s soo true. 

339 S: and you’re not spending:= 

340 L: =that’s like? there’s good government schools  

341  that aren↓’t so go↓od but (.) I guess=  

342 S: =oh yeah? Definitely.= 

343 L: =in your teenage years when you’re a bit more  

344  vulnerable you can [influence your kids] 

345 S:                      [and yeah and I think] and  

346  you can’t a parent can↓’t [do as much] once  

347      they’↓re past their like grAde [four? or fi↓ve] 

348 L:                                  [adult years]  

349                                    [yeah you can’t] 

350 S:                                 [you can’t teach  

351  em] as much ◦as (0.4) umm good teachers can◦= 

 

Framed initially within a complaint about other teachers (from private schools) who 
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think it is easier to teach at public schools, the excerpt begins with Sam claiming that 

teaching children at Essington is easier than at Nightcliff, despite comments to the 

contrary from “other people”. Debbie agrees, suggesting that these people should spend 

a day at the public school. Sam adds to her initial response, this time that, “these people 

are deluded” thinking they have to teach naughty students. The implicit reference to 

teachers as “these people” places them outside of the category teacher to which Sam 

belongs, and actively asserts her membership. The category-predicate “deluded” further 

ties “these people” as outliers and as a way of separating this group of teachers as non-

legitimate members of the teacher category. This embeds a category-based form of 

practical reasoning (Hester & Eglin, 1997a; Licoppe, 2015), which until then (line 278) 

was not seen as problematic by Sam. Sam as an incumbent of this category frames her 

fellow private school teachers as non-legitimate members (not ‘real’ teachers), based on 

their not knowing they are not teaching naughty children at a private school. In doing 

so, she is implying that teachers should know the difference between a naughty and not 

naughty child. Sam here sees this as a common sense, normative practice (Garfinkel, 

1956; Whitehead, 2009) to which the implications of such are explicitly tied to her 

narrative account of teachers.  

This is then ratified, when Debbie agrees, explicitly stating that they are, “teachers with 

no idea how to teach tough kids” (line 280). When Debbie refers to the category in the 

next turn, it is met with a series of affiliative tokens “yeah” and further agreement by 

Sam that “it’s crazy”. Following an extended pause, Laura self-selects as speaker and 

further justifies in line with Debbie’s turn, in defence, pursuing the category teacher, 

claiming Sam has had tough kids before (line 284). Diagraph 26 depicts how the partial 

reduplication of Debbie’s prior turn creates a syntactic and lexical pairing between the 

utterances. Here the parallelism between utterances is limited to two columns, but 

regardless has strong impact in revealing other participants’ categorical affinity in 
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relation to teachers and the kids they teach. The category of teacher is duplicatively 

organised, in that members are normatively expected to follow specifiable obligations to 

each other (Stokoe, 2006), and in this case that would be that teachers are able to teach 

tough kids and differentiate naughty from not naughty children.  
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Diagraph 26 - Teachers have no idea about tough kids 

 

Laura continues to further affiliate with Sam (line 286) proposing that her experience in 

teaching tough kids makes, “anything seem like a breeze”. This series of turns has 

served to diffuse Sam’s initial complaint about teachers who think it is easy to teach in a 

public school, and reposition the complaint to allow for a more affiliative display. This 

is evidenced through her agreement with Laura’s assessment, which then initiates a 

telling as to why teaching is so easy at the private school. Sam’s own engagement in 

and stance towards Debbie’s response, portrays the affiliative response as a tell-able 

matter (Mandelbaum, 2013). Sam’s telling references the ease of teaching, by 

explaining that she does not have to consider how to engage her students (line 289). She 

begins to self-repair her comment during which Laura takes up turn and clarifies on her 

behalf (line 292).  
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Debbie, who has not opted to take the floor while Laura worked to further diffuse the 

complaint, takes up turn (line 295). She initiates a topic shift using an announcement 

that she would prefer not to send her child to a public school as he/she will not receive 

the same education. This is further predicated with the evaluation that at public schools, 

there are “shit kids who will send em down a bad path” (line 301). Within Laura’s 

announcement, her turn final evaluation is cast using a “they can Y” frame. This frame 

sets the groundwork for participants to continue to provide further related assessments 

to the category of students, linked to the now apparent membership device (MCD), 

education.  

Sam attempts to interrupt (line 299) using a disaffiliative token (yeah yeah but) before 

expressing her disagreement that she becomes concerned when people are turned off 

government education, because they are all taught the same curriculum. Debbie again 

recycles the “yeah but” token to disagree, which is again followed by the syntactic 

frame “they can Y” to assert that her concern is not about what is taught, but the type of 

students, “it’s about influences, they can avoid shit kids in a private school” (line 310).  

As noted in diagraph 27, the “they can Y” syntactic frame allows participants to ascribe 

characteristics of good schooling based on their own experiences of the private and 

public schools in Darwin. In this case it is met with opposition as to whether it 

encompasses curriculum, or good and bad children as part of its meaning. Both 

participants are attempting to enforce both as relevant characteristics to the context at 

hand. Sam is drawing heavily on her own personal experiences as a teacher to 

foreground what she deems as indicative of its meaning, which is then being negotiated 

amongst the other participants to arrive at an overarching consense in this interaction. 
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Diagraph 27 - They can Y 

 

As Sam continues her turn she goes on to state that the only difference in public and 

private education is the disparate proportions of naughty kids at public schools (line 

315). Following an extended silence and no uptake by participants (2.1 seconds), Sam 

holds the floor and announces she thinks she will send her children to a public school 

(line 319). She then recasts her assessment, after receiving a go ahead from Debbie 

(yea) (line 320) that is neither affiliative nor disaffiliative. Sam uses the modal “might” 

to hedge her claim that after primary school she “might send them to private”. In the 

wake of an extended break in turn uptake from Laura, she responds in agreement, and 

requests clarification as to whether Sam was referring to private schools or private 

government schools (line 324). 

The request is not taken up by Sam as she instead continues with her own evaluation of 

why she thinks private schools in primary school are not worth the money (lines 324-

327). Laura responds with the expressive “yeah nah” which fulfils the pragmatic role of 

softening Sam’s prior utterance and also signals agreement (Burridge & Florey, 2002). 

Met with overlap, Debbie demonstrates affiliation by adding to the assessment “to let 

them finger paint and stuff” (lines 328-329). This presents a category-tied activity of 

what children do in primary schooling. Prompted by Debbie’s response, Sam again 

recycles the “they can Y” frame in arguing that parents “can teach their children at 

home to read and help them get ahead” (lines 331-335). Implied here, is that it is the 
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responsibility of the parent to take on the role of the teacher while their children are 

young, which is treated by participants as a normative behaviour of both parents and 

teachers within the MCD education (Reynolds & Fitzgerald, 2015; Stokoe, 2003). This 

is met with collective agreement by all participants. The participants are using norms to 

guide and formulate the structure of utterances that convey the relationship between 

characteristics tied to the emergent meaning of good schooling.  

As the conversation continues, Sam downgrades her earlier claims, by agreeing with 

Laura that there are some government schools that are good while others that are not 

(lines 340-341). The previously used “they can Y” frame has been transformed to align 

with the focus now on the participants as teachers of their own children, re-casting it as 

“you can Y” and its negation “you can’t Y” (see diagraph 28). Diagraph 28 exhibits that 

the “you can Y” and “you can’t Y” frames are repeatedly used to demarcate the roles of 

parents and teachers in the meaning of good schooling. The repetition of the frames ties 

the predicates to their role as teachers in the early years for their children. Notably, 

these predicates create the additional paradigm of parents as teachers but with 

restrictions on their capabilities.  

Diagraph 28 - You can and you can’t 
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Repetition of these syntactic frames has created multiple columns of parallelism within 

the interaction. Each time it is reduplicated, participants have proposed characteristics 

of good schooling. Within the layers of parallelism evident in the diagraphs, participants 

have also formulated additional linguistic nuances of resonance. Table 16 specifies the 

key linguistics features of dialogic resonance that are apparent in this example. 

Participants have used different lexical forms to refer to teachers, along with antonyms 

to contrast good and bad children that attend public and private schools. Negation 

between “you can” and “you can’t” was also evident as a primary strategy used by 

participants to delimit the more granular aspects of good schooling. 

Table 16 - Linguistic affordances of dialogic resonance linked to emergent meaning 

of good schooling 

 

In this way then, what good schooling comes to mean is far more complex than simply 

to send your child to either a public or private school, but rather encompasses a range of 

factors that are linked to children, parents and teachers, within the device education. 

Figure 12 shows how this meaning has been incrementally built-up over the course of 

the interaction, to provide a highly specified and locally-fixed meaning for participants. 

This figure shows that participants have used three categories teachers, kids and parents 
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to negotiate the attributes that they associated with good schooling. The categories have 

allowed participants to establish a semantic anchor good schooling, in which they have 

then been able to systematically ascribe each associated attributes to create a highly 

granular locally-situated meaning. 

Figure 12 - Emergent locally situated meaning of good schooling  

 

 

 

6.5 SUMMARY 

In this chapter I have highlighted the ways participants in interaction mobilise various 

kinds of interactional strategies to construct locally-situated meanings in talk. While 

meaning negotiation is more commonly associated with explicit mentions of lexical 

items in talk, here I have demonstrated that participants are able to co-construct 

meaning in relation to more complex, concepts, actions and activities that people are 
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involved in. While chapters 4 and 5 provided examples of the emergent meaning of 

lexical items in talk, here I have demonstrated the benefits of unpacking how 

participants understand and co-construct meanings related to everyday social actions 

and day-to-day activities in which they are involved. Specifically, by unpacking how 

participants use format tying within recurrent syntactic frames, they are able to 

sequentially accomplish a highly granular and fine-grained meaning that is relevant to 

the context of the interaction. I have shown that participants, in order to share their 

knowledge and understanding within the interaction draw on these fine-grained and 

granular aspects of word meanings that they are able to be fitted to locally-situated 

contexts. These are undoubtedly complex and not one off phenomena, but rather a key 

component of the interactional achievement of word meanings. 
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CHAPTER 7: DISCUSSION 

Success consists of going from failure to failure without loss of enthusiasm. 

Winston Churchill n.d 

 

7.1 Introduction 

Chapters 4-6 examined a number of social interactions involving different types of 

occasioned semantic sequences. These ranged from social category terms for labelling 

people or groups of people, to those that are firmly tied to Australian culture (bogan), 

and finally to less explicit examples of occasioned semantics sequences that are initiated 

by participants to describe various actions and activities in which they or third parties 

are taking part in as part of their everyday lives. The following discussion further 

unpack the findings from the data analysis chapters in relation to the recurrent 

interactional practices, participation frameworks and conceptual relations in creating a 

localised semantic field that underpin the interactional accomplishment of locally-

situated meanings. 

7.2 Recurrent syntactic frames 

Across the eleven examples of occasioned meaning, clear patterns emerged as to the 

types of syntactic frames used by participants when negotiating or co-constructing a 

localised meaning. Participants re-used thirteen basic syntactic constructions across the 

examples, with each frame being occasioned as a result of three main functions: (1) 

explicit mention of the social category (bogan, lawyer) to which meaning was then 

negotiated; (2) comparing attributes, predicates or activities across categories (bogan vs. 

cashed-up bogan vs. slapper); or (3) ascribing or rejecting category membership, 

predicates or activities proposed by another participant. In the first instance, a pronoun 

followed by an explicit mention of the category or membership categorisation device, 
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allowed participants to group themselves or other people as members, and in some 

instances exemplars, of the type of social category for which the meaning is being 

negotiated. The negated version of this recurrent syntactic frame “not X” serves to 

exclude people as members of the category, if they, in the context of the interaction 

were deemed to not fit the negotiated characteristics proposed by one or more 

participants. In the two chapters (4 and 5) that dealt with the meaning of social category 

terms, it was noted that the point in the interaction where a category term was initially 

proposed provided the semantic anchor to which participants then began ascribing 

locally contingent and therefore contextually relevant features.  

When speakers’ utterances are pared back to their syntactic shells, we are able to better 

understand how they are functioning, within the structure of talk, to contribute to co-

constructing meaning. In regards to social category terms, the data has shown across all 

examples that this basic frame is what triggers the subsequent meaning negotiation 

process. From here, participants then use slight variations of these basic syntactic 

frames to allow speakers to propose characteristics which they deem relevant to the 

person or group of people being provided with a meaning. Table 17 below shows that 

speakers tend to alternate between four key types of syntactic frames when ascribing 

semantic components to a social category, two of which include their negated 

counterpart “can’t” or “are not”.  

In contrast, where the meaning being co-constructed was not a specific lexical item, but 

an action or conceptual formulation was being constructed, such as those analysed in 

chapter 6, their tended not to be the use of syntactic frames that were associated with 

explicit category labels. Syntactic frames used in these examples were to initiate 

comparisons between proposed semantics features related to the action or activity being 

discussed in the talk. Participants often drew on their own personal experiences to 
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warrant this comparison. In the occasioned semantics sequences involving social 

category terms, it was evident that participants use either the category term being 

attributed meaning, or a similar category within the same device, to act as the semantic 

anchor. From there, they dispense and are able to alternate between various syntactic 

frames related to the ascription of features to delimit a localised semantic field. 

However, in the more diffused examples of occasioned semantics sequences, where 

particular formulations were being attributed a meaning, the semantic anchor was often 

not initiated through such a straightforward process. In all of the examples in chapter 6, 

the semantic anchor was identified through the repetition of either a comparative or a 

predicated ascription type frame. The repetition and resultant parallelism clarified that it 

was functioning as a semantic anchor, thereby allowing participants to then tie 

associated features to it over the course of the interaction. 

Table 17 - Summary of recurrent syntactic frames 

Category Label 

Ascription of 

predicate/activity Comparative 

He/she/they is/are 

X 
they can Y 

not X but could be thought 

of as X 

He/she/they is 

not/are not X 
you can’t Y 

not always Y but could be 

thought of as Y 

 She/they is/are Y He/She is like Y 

 they are not Y they are like X 
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 they have Y not X but Y 

 She’d be Y  

 

In chapters four and five, five significantly different locally-situated meanings for 

lawyer, teacher, admin staff, army jerk and bogan were analysed. If we consider this 

information in terms of the attributes and evaluations that have formed part of the 

assessment of someone as, for example, bogan or not bogan, lawyer or good lawyer, it 

is clear the participants are negotiating whether or not the referent(s) in question has  or 

does not have the attributive qualities to be a member of that category in this 

interaction. This works on the assumption that the behaviour of the “not X”, “is X” and 

“not X but could be thought of as X” frames can be fitted to the “have/have not” 

referents. This then allows the “have/have not” distinction to be used to account for the 

expression and interpretation of syntactic framing of attributes and evaluations, which 

to a large extent determine its dialogic positioning and locally-situated meaning (Du 

Bois, 2014; Levin, 1993) in an interaction. These characteristics of lexical knowledge 

are best illustrated with respect to the various judgements and attitudes which 

participants make through a range of possible combinations of attributes and 

evaluations, which also correspond with a change in meaning. It is the recurrent 

syntactic frames that provide the foundations for participants to build meaning that is 

structured and systematic, but able to be adapted to fit any localised context. 

7.3 Levels of  granularity 

Shifting gear, I now wish to consider the implications of this type of analysis for 

semantics more broadly. In particular, I consider the extent to which pragmatic 
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processes can play an informing role in understanding the meaning of words and 

formulations through the lens of differing levels of granularity. In the case of more 

common occupation based terms, such as teacher, lawyer and admin staff presented in 

chapter 4, there was a distinct process by which participants deviated from the 

prototypical understandings of what those words commonly mean, using the recurrent 

syntactic frames as an interactional resource, to exploit their immediate interactional 

environment alongside their own experience to accomplish a more locally-relevant 

meaning for those participants.  

The examples also demonstrated that where participants displayed a strong asymmetry 

of knowledge, in relation to the person or group of people being fitted with a localised 

meaning, the degree of granularity was increased through the accomplishment of a more 

fine grained meaning. Take for example the meaning of lawyer that was co-constructed 

by participants. Three of the four participants knew that person for whom they were 

constructing a locally situated meaning of the term lawyer. In using a mutually known 

referent as the basis from which to ascribe meaning, the participants were tapping into a 

recognitional reference form in order to describe the person and the social category in 

which they were fitted to. When then placed within the structures of a syntactic frame, 

the repeated use of such frame/s served to boost the asymmetry of knowledge between 

participants as they moved towards a more determinate meaning for that occasion.  

In cases like example 5.3 (reality TV bogans), one participants had clear claim to 

epistemic authority over the other participant. As consequence of this disparity in 

knowledge, claims asserted by Mark about bogans resulted in the continuation of 

complaint sequence as a way to contest and defend his claims. The recurrent syntactic 

frames in this example were not only used in tying characteristics of meaning to the 

term bogan, but also as a resource for participants to recognise and manage what each 
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other knows; not only about the world, but about what and whom they are negotiating 

meaning. In these examples, the comparative “not X but could be thought of as X”, and 

the negated “are not” and “can’t” syntactic frames were most prominent. Through the 

repeated use of the syntactic frame, with variations only to the substitution of the 

category or activity/predicate being proposed, the participants were able to easily 

discern the nature and content of knowledge being talked about by the other 

participant/s and relate it to their own. Through their fine-grained and highly granular 

practices for negotiating meaning, these participants are not only establishing a locally-

contingent meaning, but are also recognising and distributing knowledge as an 

interactional practice for negotiating meaning. That is not to say that the ongoing 

accomplishment of much less granular understandings of word meanings is more than 

likely the norm in conversational interaction, and that this is the exception rather than 

the rule. A more extensive and longitudinal examination of more cases, would be able 

to confirm this. 

Underpinning these factors pertaining to granularity of meaning is that of dialogic 

resonance, created through the repeated resources for format tying. As evident in all the 

examples presented across the three chapters, through repetition of particular syntactic 

frames, the participants are able to gain semantic traction throughout the interaction. 

This is achieved by exact reduplication of a prior utterance or partial reduplication of a 

component of that utterance. In the latter case, participants tend to substitute in and out 

characteristics relevant to the meaning, by proposing new predicates or activities, or 

challenging those previously proposed by substituting for the negated frame (they can 

vs. they can’t). The extent to which the internal structure of the syntactic frame gets 

repeated, and the number of times this occurs during the interaction, determines the 

relationship between pragmatic and semantic elements in the talk, and thus the resultant 

locally-situated meaning.  
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Identifying patterns of parallelism plays a key role in understanding occasioned 

meaning across the interactions. How participants are able to bring together “local ad 

hoc mappings” (Du Bois, 2014, p.363) of semantics features is evidently a structurally 

and sequentially determined matter. That is, through the internal structure of the 

syntactic frames, participants created linguistic affinities between concepts that are 

related to and therefore tied to the semantic object or anchor being given meaning by 

participants. In placing these related concepts in parallel environments, what they are 

foregrounding as most salient to meaning can be observed. For example, in section 4.2 

(lawyers), for most speakers of Australian English, referring to someone as a lawyer 

would generally refer to a working professional who assists people with legal matters, 

and is perhaps successful in their job.  

However, for those interlocutors, the occasioned meaning was centred on a lawyer 

being strict, punctual and intimidating. What we see here, is not simply structural 

parallelism operating in isolation, but rather one critical part of the process by which 

locally-situated meanings are interactionally accomplished. When participants initiate 

an occasioned meaning sequence, they deploy various strategies to interpret and make 

sense of its meaning in the context of that interaction. The ability of participants to be 

able to creatively and collectively organise a new semantic structure of meaning is 

enabled by these recurrent syntactic frames in interaction. Therefore, parallelism and 

format tying are clearly linked to the emergence of meaning in that participants use 

them together to delimit a network of interpretative associations that are established and 

revised across multiple turns of talk to arrive at a locally-contingent meaning. On 

another level, it also establishes common ground between participants to allow them to 

re-define their understandings within the current context of discourse (Du Bois, 2014; 

Stalnaker, 2002).  
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The localised meaning is brought to life within the parallel environments as clusters of 

words or phrases resonate: that is, where there is activation of affinities across 

utterances within the talk (Du Bois, 2014). Across the examples we have discussed, the 

participants have generated dialogic resonance by demonstrating engagement between 

utterances. The dialogic syntax approach thus arguably points to the interactional 

conditions needed for the co-construction of locally situated meaning. That is, speakers 

must arrange words or formulations parallel to those of another speaker, which then 

invites speakers to map connections and begin developing situated interpretations of all 

talk that has been uttered up until that point in the interaction. This relationship between 

context and meaning of utterances is well documented (Ariel, 2008; 2010; 2016, 

Gentner & Christie, 2010), but the fundamental phenomena being given new light goes 

beyond understanding the role of context in ascertaining meaning to showing how 

interactional process can shape the discourse environment for meaning to be 

interactionally accomplished. 

7.4 The role of  coresense and consense in 
creating a localised semantic field  

In understanding the various types of occasioned meaning that can occur in interaction 

(talk about people, social categories, activities/concepts), the Dynamic Model of 

Meaning (DMM) has played a key role in understanding how participants, in 

interaction, draw on their own knowledge and prior experiences in relation to a 

particular word or concept and are able to construct a locally situated consense of the 

particular term in question. This means they are able to move from a more general 

understanding, knowledge and experience of a particular lexical item’s meaning value, 

to co-construct an interactionally-bound meaning that accomplishes the interactional 

need/s at hand (e.g. categorising a particular person) with other participants.  
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The DMM has highlighted how in talk-in-interaction participants frequently require 

resources to draw on over the course of an interaction, to be able to make explicit in the 

current context, what it is they mean or intend to communicate in relation to a particular 

aspect of the ongoing talk. When the broader denotation of a word does not meet the 

needs of the participants to adequately explain who or what they are trying to say, they 

must retrofit the coresense to allow for additional characteristics to be put forward as 

part of the locally-situated meaning (i.e. its consense). 

Throughout this dissertation I have emphasised the need to take in to consideration the 

functions of utterances at the syntactic and, in some cases, the lexical and phonological 

levels, in order to understand the interactional processes participants utilise to co-

construct locally-contingent meaning. The DMM has assisted in explaining not only the 

relationship between participants’ private context (own knowledge and understanding) 

and the actual situational context, where the locally-situated meaning is enacted and a 

meaning accomplished. I explicated the recurrent syntactic frames and features of 

resonance used in each example to demonstrate that such meaning is not merely an ad-

hoc manifestation, but rather only manifested as a result of the intricate relationship that 

participants sequentially enact between the lexical, phonological, syntactic structures 

that are involved in talk (Kecskes, 2008; Du Bois, 2014).  

Overall, what can be seen is that participants draw from attitudinal valences to co-

construct locally-situated meaning across utterances. This therefore suggests that there 

are stable aspects of word meaning that can be abstracted out from across contexts and 

interactions as observed here (i.e. the coresense of a word). The analysis has indicated 

however, that the participants’ primary goal is to establish a locally-situated meaning 

for the word in question (i.e. the consense of a word) on many occasions. The coresense 

of bogan can certainly be abstracted from the participants’ prior contextual occurrences 
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and understandings and are tied at the conceptual level to culture-specific conceptual 

properties. The first three examples have highlighted that bogan (coresense) is heavily 

culture-laden and interwoven with prototypical social (e.g. uneducated), physical (e.g. 

tattooed) and attitudinal (e.g. racist) attributes (Rowen, 2017), although not in the case 

of example four. If this is then fitted with respect to the recurrent frames produced by 

the speakers in the examples, it can be seen how aspects of the coresense are 

foregrounded in these actual situational contexts, while others are backgrounded. In 

doing this, the participants are making salient particular attributes in order to make 

situationally relevant certain aspects of the coresense of this word. The consenses that 

emerge are more fine-grained and granular than the (presumed) coresense of the word in 

question. This is what allows participants to accomplish locally-situated understanding 

of the meanings of bogan or lawyer or admin staff, for their own locally-situated 

purposes. 

The structure of the lexical units change by being foregrounded or backgrounded by the 

participants depending on the locally-situated meaning they are (co)constructing within 

the actual situational context. Here, the participants’ prior experiences and worldly 

understanding of the social category term bogan is encapsulated in the locally-situated 

meaning value they are creating. This is then paired with their current experience that is 

guided by the interactional context, whereby participants then construct and arrive at a 

meaning that is relevant and meaningful within the actual situational context. This is not 

to say  meaning in a more abstracted sense does not hold. What it does advocate is that 

this locally-situated meaning created by the participants is not entirely substitutable into 

any other context that it is used, with the same meaning value (cf. Wierzbicka, 1996 

Drawing on their broader world knowledge and abstract understandings of words, they 

have been able to integrate and negotiate the meaning of the object toward which they 
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have been orientating toward (e.g. local parents are “quasi-bogans”). The participants 

have drawn on both their word-specific (properties of the individual lexical units such 

as bogan, hipster etc.) and the culture-specific semantic properties of these terms s and 

their links to Australian culture (see Rowen, 2017). These “core” semantic attributes 

have then allowed participants to negotiate their own individual objective attributes of 

the local parents and of Miranda’s optometrist to arrive at a subjective and locally 

relevant meaning that is bound by the actual situational context of the interaction. 

Where from a semantic minimalist perspective, bogan may be taken to mean someone 

who is uneducated and works in the mining industry, here the participants have used the 

sequential nature of the interaction to test out and co-construct an interactionally- and 

context-sensitive meaning for a specific, locally-situated purpose. The participants 

abstracted meaning which they have drawn on to identify the locally relevant attributes, 

thereby providing a basis for drawing upon these social categories. When applied to the 

key theoretical claims of the DMM (Kecskes 2003, 2008), it appears there is some 

similarity in that the meanings of words can be locally fitted to interactional trajectories 

of social action by participants, foregrounding, and thereby simultaneously 

backgrounding, aspects of linguistic and world knowledge along with the private 

experiences of individuals within the actual situational context at play to make a 

particular meaning more salient within the interaction.  

7.5 Social action and meaning 

Social action trajectories are constitutive of the interactional accomplishment of 

meanings in everyday talk. That is, social actions are themselves meaningful and part of 

processes by which occasioned meaning is jointly accomplished in interaction by 

participants. The role that social actions play in the sequential accomplishment of 

meaning in interaction is inevitably tied to the particular meanings that they create. The 
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analysis in this thesis has pushed such claims about social actions as the basis of 

interaction further, by capturing not just how meaning is sequentially co-constructed, 

but also by understanding what specific consense of meaning is negotiated through 

sequences of action. For any action sequence to be meaningful to participants, its 

referent needs to be jointly understood to enable the participants to continue with the 

local interactional project at hand. However, when looking at how meaning of lexical 

items and concepts are attributed a locally-situated meaning within a social action 

sequence, there is an added layer of shared understanding that needs to be negotiated 

that is relevant to the social action and the specific target of that action. This thesis has 

demonstrated that in order to tease out the specific localised meaning that is achieved on 

such occasions, the way in which social action trajectories are constitutive of 

occasioned meaning sequences needs to be taken into consideration. 

In relation to this, dialogic syntax allows the interactional parameters of instances of 

occasioned meaning to be further specified by putting together the pieces of multiple 

puzzles into one. Goffman’s (1981) notion of participation frameworks is one such 

puzzle piece that firmly underpins understanding how meaning is accomplished in talk. 

When meaning is being negotiated and constructed by participants, it has become 

apparent that holding a particular participation status may be relevant to the meaning 

being constructed.  This can be used to account for the different participants involved in 

constructing meaning in each type of sequence and their relative involvement and status 

as a participant. Dependent on the type of action the occasioned meaning sequence was 

situated within, we saw differences in the production formats of participants. Complaint 

sequences such as examples 2 and 7, where admin staff and bogan were being ascribed 

a localised meaning, saw one participant dominate the turn taking and as a result align 

his/her footing to the role of animator and principal. This distinction participation 

framework underpinning the complaint sequences was noticeably different from other 
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examples analysed. The primary difference was in how the other participants drew on 

the co-ordinated actions that were invoked by the dominant participant and initiator of 

the complaint sequence in order to build both the complaint and an emergent meaning 

for the category being tied to the complaint. 

In the case of complaints, this involved the more passive participants having to 

continually account for the emerging structure of the action that they were proposing, 

and the emergent meaning that was simultaneously progressing in the interaction. This 

was as a measure for justifying their proposed predicate or activity which they were 

trying to tie to the lexical item being attributed meaning. It is important to note that 

understanding what role participants take on during an occasioned semantics sequence 

has implications for the interactional accomplishment of locally situated meaning across 

different action sequences. Here, how speakers co-constructed meaning in complaint 

sequences demonstrated that the meaning is heavily guided by the instigator of the 

complaint, and participants often have to justify their contribution to the emergent 

meaning, in contrast to the other examples presented. As Goodwin (2006, p.28) states:  

“the analytic notion of footing operates on the presumption that both speakers and hearers 

engage in a mutual reflexivity in the design and interpretation of talk, and thus build 

utterances and actions by taking into account each other’s’ different social and cultural 

worlds.” 

This has been particularly beneficial in unpacking how different experience and 

knowledge of participants can then manifest in a locally-situated meaning (consense) 

that is reflective of both the participants and the context of the interaction. 

In chapters 4 and 5, following a sequence opening that is marked by participants 

transitioning from a previous topic, or in cases of multiple speakers (three or more 

speakers as in examples 3, 9, 11), turning from several disjointed orientations, a speaker 

provided an initial ascription of a person or group of people as “up for assessment”. 

This acted as a way of summoning the object of semantic scrutiny by proposing it as a 
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common cognitive concern within the interaction, based on the topic of conversation. 

Following the initial ascription whereby the participant acts as animator/author, the 

participants undergo multiple shifts in footing which implicate changes in alignment. As 

a result, they manage the production and reception of characteristics proposed by the 

various utterances as it relates to the meaning being constructed, of that person or group 

of people.  

As part of the initial ascription proposed by one speaker as animator/author, a mutually 

known third party is likened to the proposed social category term. Participants then 

sought to reason over subsequent turns about this choice of category label in the context 

of the interaction, and involve other participants to challenge and clarify the semantic 

field to which they belong. The non-present third party is given the status of figure, by 

being made a character of the talk being animated by the other speakers. During this 

process of negotiation, participants alternate between principal and ratified listener in 

that their beliefs and viewpoints are reflected in their turns, and through the latter status, 

are able to interject, when not holding the floor, words and feelings in between other 

participants’ interchanges (Goffman, 1981, p.146). In these types of occasioned 

meaning sequences, one participant tended to be held to account as the author of the 

initial utterance from which meaning was then co-constructed. However, this was also 

the case for the principal, who was socially responsible for having performed the action 

done by the original utterance, which in the majority of examples was a complaint or 

storytelling sequence. 

In contrast, the examples of occasioned meaning sequences in Chapter 6 related to 

people’s everyday activities, and so involved a different participation framework that 

was underpinned by the negotiation of meaning between participants. In these 

examples, participants were conferring meaning to structurally different kinds of lexical 
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items or formulations. However, there was nevertheless a similar pattern across the 

examples in that the participation framework was made prominent by participants. 

Unlike the other examples of social categories, the initial ascription was not a trigger for 

the occasioned meaning sequence. Rather, participants, over an extended number of 

turns, established a semantic anchor to which meaning was then tied. This arose from a 

common cognitive concern between participants that were then able to be shared in 

terms of their own experiences (e.g. spousal murder, talk in long distance relationships 

and good schooling). One participant would initiate this by taking on the role of 

animator and then principal, by being the voice used to produce the speech and in the 

latter status, by representing the viewpoint and beliefs by the words uttered. Other 

participants then alternated between the two roles by introducing their personal 

experiences as highlighted by a third party (non-present) and animating them as figures. 

These figures became the third parties who indirectly mediated the meaning being 

negotiated between the main participants, who are held accountable as the author of the 

contributing characteristics to the meaning being negotiated, by being known to the 

speakers. They are also its principal, who is responsible for having performed the 

action. 

7.6 Membership and meaning  

In this thesis, MCA has helped to explain how membership of the speakers vis-a-vis the 

category being attributed meaning, plays a role in understanding both how meaning is 

negotiated in relation to the social and moral order, and the level of granularity of the 

meaning constructed. For example, how participants operationalise membership 

categories as a resource for tying associated features represented through category-

bound activities and tied predicates, has more clearly demonstrated under what 

interactional conditions meaning is co-constructed in interaction. MCA has been used in 
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conjunction with other approaches, however, as the former does not tend to deal with 

the way in which semantic fields are co-constructed in interaction, beyond the 

understanding that meaning is part of members’ methods for understanding the world as 

a localised social practice. 

The invocation of membership categories was also found to provide insights into better 

understanding members’ social and moral understanding of the everyday social world. 

Each example has provided insights into the relationship between participants’ world 

knowledge, pragmatic practices and the emergence of a locally-situated meaning. These 

pragmatic and ethnomethodological practices have rendered deeper insights into how 

participants, within interaction organise knowledge to produce meaning that is locally-

fitted to social actions. They do so by foregrounding and backgrounding aspects of 

linguistic knowledge, world knowledge and individual experiences within the actual 

situation context of the interaction, to co-construct a meaning that is fit for purpose for 

the action(s) in progress. This does not discount the fact that there are aspects of word 

meanings that can be abstracted across contexts. In fact, this is what has been discussed 

in this chapter as the coresense of a word. However, what is being argued here it that 

when it comes to the interactional achievement of word meanings, participants tend to 

focus more on the locally-situated nature of word meaning (consense) (Kesckes, 2008) 

in order to align it with the interactional trajectory of social action(s) in any given 

interaction. 

Participants’ descriptions of their social world are reflexively and accountably 

constituted through associated practices for doing so (Sacks, 1972; Reynolds & 

Fitzgerald, 2015). This brings together both linguistic and world knowledge in 

conjunction with their own knowledge and shared experiences, as has emerged 

throughout the chapters in predominantly storytelling, complaint or extended 
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assessment sequences. The examples across the three chapters are consistent with the 

view that, although drawing on what presents in the context of interaction, as relatively 

stable and context free aspects of word meanings (coresenses) (Kecskes 2003; 2008), 

participants are required by the sequential processes of interaction to adapt these 

abstracted features for locally-situated purposes. They must forge a relationship 

between the static and dynamic language features of meaning to interactionally 

accomplish a more locally-relevant meaning, which is then reified in the interaction. My 

intention has been to bring to the fore, the structural patterns (syntactic frames) used by 

participants to co-construct meaning and what meaning it is that they co-construct. 

Participants tend to opt for a more fine-grained and therefore locally-situated meaning 

(consense) that has social relevance to them, and is therefore best understood by all 

contributing participants (informed by multiple consenses). Occasioned semantics 

highlights how members’ common sense understandings of the world are made 

available to them, and they then draw on these understandings in interaction, to allow 

participants to identify, negotiate, elaborate and therefore co-construct a meaning that is 

accessible and relevant to the interaction and its participants.  

A common finding across all examples was that multiple categories under the same 

Membership Categorisation Device (MCD) were used by participants as a strategy for 

drawing out similarities and differences in nuances of meaning. Participants made 

reference to semantically similar categories as a way of determining why one 

characteristic could be tied to that category but not another (e.g. bogan vs. cashed up 

bogan). This has led me to, in the context of understanding the role of membership 

categories, and the interactional accomplishment of meaning, to push the notion in 

MCA of ‘categorial promiscuity’ and ‘omnirelevance’ (Sacks, 1995; Fitzgerald & 

Rintel, 2013) further in the context of occasioned semantics. That is, the omnirelevance 

of categories can, in interaction, be shifted between different membership devices, 
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allowing participants to operationalise them for different interactional purposes.  

What has been observed across the examples presented in Chapters 4-6, is that a 

proposed membership category, rather than being afforded a particular interpretation by 

participants is treated as ‘up for negotiation’, as part of the broader interactional goal of 

accomplishing a localised meaning for that person or category of persons. The diverging 

interpretations of the person/s as a member of that category, allow the participants to 

use the sequential unfolding of the interaction to incrementally reveal attributes that are 

deemed relevant to its meaning. Other participants then have the opportunity to 

challenge these and propose revised attributes or redeploy them to a similar category 

within the same membership categorisation device (as was the case in examples 5, 6 and 

7). In being able to challenge proposed categories and their attributes, participants are 

also able to challenge their social and moral valence in terms of the emerging meaning 

in the interaction at hand. The lawyer (example 1) example clearly demonstrated this as 

a common lexical item for a common occupation, its coresense is what is the most 

common interpretation used by speakers of English. However, for the interactional goal 

of ascribing identity and meaning to lawyer, a more specific and localised consense was 

accomplished by the participants. The ability for categories and their attributes to be 

negotiated in the context of the interaction plays a key role in understanding how 

meanings are locally accomplished in talk-in-interaction. 

Finally, in identifying the recurrent syntactic frames used by participants to establish a 

localised semantic field, I was also able to demonstrate how participants used categories 

to organise their utterances. The thirteen recurrent syntactic frames used across the 

examples, highlighted with the key role membership categories play is at the heart of 

occasioned semantics. Participants used recurrent syntactic frames to propose or reject 

category membership to people, ascribe or reject category attributes, or as a comparative 
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tool (see Table 17 above), often to compare multiple categories in play at that point in 

the interaction. This shows the different levels of semantic nuances that are entwined 

within the broader sequential and membership features of the interaction. The responses 

elicited by these recurrent frames has provided greater depth in understanding the 

interplay of these array of resources that are required by participants to enable the 

interactional accomplishment of word meanings in everyday talk. 
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

In the end, we will remember not the words of our enemies, but the silence of our 

friends. Martin Luther King, Jr. 

 

8.1 Introduction 

I conclude this thesis with a brief return to my initial research aims in which I intended 

to explore the extent to which pragmatic practices play a role in the interactional 

accomplishment of locally-contingent meanings in everyday talk. Having hit a 

crossroads in a previous research project looking at meaning in talk, I knew there was 

more to understanding meaning than simply accepting that what a word means is more 

or less the same across its many and varied uses. With this in mind the occasioned 

semantics approach of Bilmes (2009; 2011) and Deppermann (2011), began to resonate 

my perception that we need to explore meaning from an approach grounded in 

interaction. That is, an approach to meaning that explores how meaning is co-

constructed in and across different interactions. This would allow me to understand the 

interactional practices used by participants within the sequential nature of talk to 

incrementally converge on a locally-situated meaning, which is relevant to that 

particular occasion of talk. 

In the introduction I specified that this study was grounded in an interactional 

pragmatics approach to understanding the interactional accomplishment of meaning for 

locally-situated purposes. As such, this dissertation has aimed to provide an original 

contribution to existing bodies of research with respect to meaning in both the 

interactional pragmatics, ethnomethodological and more broadly, semantic fields of 

inquiry. My intention was to demonstrate the analytical importance of using the two 

analytically rich sub-fields, to aid in understanding how participants negotiate meaning 
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that is purposed for that particular occasion of talk. I now go on to summarise how this 

has played out across the chapters of this thesis, before providing recommendations for 

future research and brief concluding remarks.  

In chapter two, I highlighted that occasioned semantics is a relatively small body of 

research, but it nevertheless draws on key insights from interactional pragmatics, MCA, 

CA and semantics. I added to this by bringing dialogic syntax and the dynamic model of 

meaning into play as a strategy to further pin down exactly what meaning emerges in 

the course of sequential negotiations by participants. This proved particularly useful as 

it was able to drill down to the structural level of utterances to understand what the 

recurrent practices are used by participants, and how these recurrent syntactic frames 

are invoked to build up a meaning across sequences of talk-in-interaction. In chapter 

three I then detailed the methodological approach I would use in order to identify if and 

what recurrent practices participants used to interactionally achieve word meanings in 

locally situated contexts. This approach drew from dialogic syntax, the dynamic model 

of meaning, interactional pragmatics, CA, and MCA. 

Across the three data analysis chapters (4-6) I presented three different foci of 

occasioned semantics sequences. These were categories for classifying people, social 

slang categories with a focus on bogan, and talk about things that people do. In co-

constructing a locally-situated meaning, participants drew on thirteen recurrent syntactic 

frames to ascribe various categories and characteristics to their established semantic 

anchor. This analysis indicated how participants, for the purpose of facilitating the co-

construction of a localised meaning, draw from their own knowledge and experience of 

a word’s coresense in extracting relevant aspects of this meaning and using it to shape a 

more granular meaning for a specific and locally-situated purpose. It was apparent this 

was accomplished through using the sequential nature of interaction itself as recourse, 
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coupled with format tying to foreground and background particular attributes, thereby 

allowing a localised meaning to emerge.  

The word or term being negotiated and the participants negotiating that term varied in 

each interaction. This meant that the broader interactional project within which they 

were negotiating this meaning was also different on each occasion. However, it was 

observed that participants were drawing from similar recurrent syntactic frames to 

establish a highly granular and fine grained meaning of the word or concept in question. 

It is clear that these recurrent syntactic frames do not occur in isolation. They are 

contingently tied to both what has come before and what comes after in that interaction. 

In sum, the detailed analysis of the examples demonstrated that participants do not 

merely confer a word meaning by simply invoking these recurrent frames on an ad-hoc 

basis, but rather are carefully fitted to the local sequential environment in which they 

occur. 

8.2 Future Research 

Through the process of describing the pragmatics practices involved in the locally-

situated accomplishment of meanings in everyday talk I have opened up a number of 

avenues for future research in what currently is a small field of research under the 

banner of ‘occasioned semantics’. Given that I have drawn on a number of different 

analytical and theoretical insights from related disciplines; there is arguably 

considerable potential for this approach to interactional meaning to benefit a range of 

disciplines. 

One aspect of interest on the semantic side of this research that has potential to be 

further explored, is understanding how meanings change or die out over time, which is 

in many cases due to them no longer being used by speakers of that language. It would 
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be of benefit to conduct a longitudinal study that is able to trace how the meanings of 

different lexical items are used and attributed different meaning and how this evolves 

over time. Understanding how meanings are negotiated by different speakers, in 

different interactional contexts over time, has potential to provide a deeper 

understanding as to how speakers use these words differently and why they stop or 

continue to evolve over time. 

Similarly, a cross-linguistic investigation into occasioned semantics would be useful to 

verify whether this phenomena extends to other languages and if similar practices are 

invoked by speakers of that language to negotiate locally-situated meanings. 

Conducting a cross-linguistic study of this phenomena would also allow other variables 

to be tested, such as, whether this is limited to particular word types, discourse markers, 

or during particular action sequences? Above all a cross-linguistic study would allow 

for greater depth of understanding as to how widespread this phenomena is in 

interaction. 

Finally, there is also merit in using this approach in the field of TESOL and ESL to 

understand how non-native English (or other language) speakers are able to co-construct 

meaning in talk. Specifically, how they draw on their knowledge and understanding of 

the coresense of a word, which in many cases would be what is taught to them to mean 

and are then able to co-construct with other participants a locally-contingent meaning 

relevant to the current trajectory of talk. 

8.3 Closing remarks 

This dissertation has adopted an interactional pragmatics approach to investigate how 

meanings are co-constructed in locally-situated contexts. Detailed sequential analysis 

across the eleven examples demonstrated not only how participants co-construct a 
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localised field of meaning with other participants, but that they do so in a systemic and 

organised fashion. This is enabled through the invocation of membership categories as a 

tool for negotiating the social and moral dimensions of both interaction and meaning. 

Once these parameters for negotiating meaning are set out by the invoked categories, 

participants go on to further specify a localised meaning through the use of format tying 

across utterances. While the processes of format tying clearly involve the reduplication 

of part of or even entire utterances, what is clear, is that these utterances present in a 

number of distinct syntactic frames across all the examples. From this I have concluded 

that the use of format tying by participants creates patterns of dialogic resonance that 

are linked to the emergence of a consense that is locally specified by participants. These 

recurrent practices allow participants to establish a localised field of meaning that is 

highly granular and locally-fitted to the conversation. Overall, through close 

examination of multiple interactions, coupled with detailed analysis of the recurrent 

practices involved in the interactional accomplishment of meanings, I hope to have 

pushed the view I highlighted from the outset that meanings, especially in the context of 

interaction, tend to be (under-)specified. I have strongly argued in favour of a 

pragmatics-rich approach to analysing meaning of words, in order to clearly understand 

the inherent sequential nature of social interaction and consequently the meaning 

negotiation that goes on within naturally occurring conversation. This is research that, at 

the very least has highlighted the need for this to be further explored, particularly by 

scholars working at the pragmatics and semantics interface. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: CA Transcription Conventions 

Overlapping or simultaneous talk  

[     Left square bracket indicates onset of 

overlap 

] Right square bracket indicates end of 

overlap if all speakers end simultaneously, 

or indicates end one speaker in the course 

of the other. 

Connected talk  

= Equal sign at end of one line and the 

beginning of another indicates latched 

speech or no hearable break between lines. 

This can be between the same speaker or 

different speakers. 

Pausing  

(0._) Numbers in parentheses indicated in 

tenths of second’s increments length of 

pauses between talk. 

(.) Dot in parentheses indicates a micro 
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pause in speech. This is usually less than 

one tenth of a second. 

Speech delivery and intonation  

. Dot indicates final intonation 

? Question mark  indicates rising intonation 

, Comma indicates continuing intonation 

:: Colons are used to indicate the prolonged 

intonation of a sound just preceding them. 

The more colons the longer the intonation. 

- Hyphen indicates cut off or self-

interruption. It can be used after a word or 

part of a word.  

Stress, emphasis and volume  

word Underlining is used to indicate some form 

of stress or emphasis, usually by increased 

loudness or pitch. 

Word, Word Capitalisation indicates particularly louder 

talk. 

° or °° Degree signs indicate softer speech 

immediate following it. When two signs 
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are used it indicates that the talk between 

them is softer than that around it. 

Intonation contours  

_: If letters preceding a colon are underlined 

it indicates inflected falling intonation. 

: If the colon is underlined it indicates 

inflected rising intonation. 

Sharp rising/falling intonation  

↑ Up arrow indicate rising pitch 

↓ Down arrow indicates falling pitch 

Pace/Speed  

< > Combined “more than” and “less than” 

symbols indicates that the speech between 

them is rushed or quicker than that around 

it. 

>  < When used in reverse (both facing 

inwards) indicates that the speech between 

them is slower than that around it. 

< A single “less than” symbol indicates that 

the talk immediately following starts with 
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a rush. 

Hearable Aspiration  

hh Letter ‘h’ indicates breathing or aspiration. 

The more aspiration the more h’s used. 

(hh) Letter ‘h’ in parentheses indicates 

breathing or laughter as it occurs inside a 

word. 

.hh Letter ‘h’ preceded by dot indicates 

inhalation 

Extra-linguistic events  

(( phone rings )) Double parentheses indicate transcriber’s 

description of non-talk related events. 

Uncertain transcription  

(word) When all or part of a word is in 

parentheses it indicates what is being said 

is not clear and is only an indication from 

the transcriber. 
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Appendix B: List of all occasioned meaning examples 

# Recording Code Time 

1 TPMK160914 (1) 03:30-05:50 

2 AmAus02_10082012 (22) 1.05:00 - 1.15.10 

3 AmAus02_10082012 (22) 1.28:00-1.33:02  

4 AmAus02_10082012 (22) 1.33:02 - 1.38:05 

5 Tupperware Party Part 2 08:35-11:05 

6 Tupperware Party Part 2 14:15- 16:45 

7 Tupperware Party Part 2 20:00-21:47 

8 BRMRJRPP_01032015 (21) 01:00 - 04:40 

9 BRMRJRPP_01032015 (21) 22:20-26:00 

10 BRMRJRPP_01032015 (21) 44:00-50:00 

11 JCSHTBDHEH_05012015 (14) 07:00 - 09:30 

12 JCSHTBDHEH_05012015 (14) 55:30 -60:00 

13 JCSHTBDHEH_05012015 (14) 1:42:00 - 1:47:00 

14 LTJR_17012015 (4) 00:00-04:57 
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15 TBLT_10102014 (3) 00:00-02:01 

16 JCSHTBRR_16112014 (12) 22:00-24:00 

17 JCSHTBRR_16112014 (12) 31:00- 34:00 

18 JCSHTBRR_16112014 (12) 47:40-50:30 

19 RRTB_06012015 (15) 26:00-29:00 

20 TPMK160914 (1) 5:50 - 09:00 

21 Knitting Club (25) 8:00 - 17:00 

22 Knitting Club (25) 23:00-27:00 

23 Knitting Club (25) 26:00 - 38:42 

24 Knitting Club (25) 47:00 - 57:00 

25 Knitting Club (25) 57:00 - 59:00 

26 Knitting Club (25) 59:00 - 1.03:30 

27 Knitting Club (25) 1.10:00 - 1:12:00 

28 Knitting Club (25) 1.37:00 - 1.39:20 

29 Knitting Club (25) 1.50:00-1.58:00 

30 JCSHTBRR_ 16112014(13) 18:30 - 20:00 
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31 JCSHTBRR_ 16112014(13) 55:00-58:00 

32 JCSHTBRR_ 16112014(13) 1.54:00-1.58:30 

33 JCSHTBRR_ 16112014(13) 52.00-54.00 

34 JCSHTBRR_ 16112014(13) 1.50.00-1.53.00 

35 Tupperware Party Part 1 0:00-07:10 

36 Tupperware Party Part 1 22:50-26:04 

37 Tupperware Party Part 2 15:-00-22:00 

38 HB_BC_06102015 (27) 5:45-7:40 

39 HB_BC_06102015 (27) 7:40-10:20 

40 HB_BC_06102015 (27) 10:20+#2 

41 EB_TW_02102015 13:00-20:00 

42 EB_TW_02102015 20:15-30:00 

43 EB_TW_02102015 30:00-34:00 

44 EB_TW_02102015 39:00-41:00 

45 Bogan TV Shows 0:00 - 4:37 

46 CMCV_PF_16062016 00:30-2:00 
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47 CMCV_PF_16062016 23:00-26:00 

48 CMCV_PF_16062016 26:00-29:00 

49 AJ_HJ_17062015 0:00-04.51 

50 AJ_HJ_17062015 0:00-03.29 

51 JM_KM_18062015 0:00-04.26 

52 JM_KM_18062015 0:00-02.24 

53 CF_SF_19062015 0:00-02.38 
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Appendix C: Details of ethical clearance 

 

GRIFFITH UNIVERSITY HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS COMMITTEE 

30-Jun-2014 

Dear Ms Rowen 

I write further to the additional information provided in relation to the conditional approval 

granted to your application for ethical clearance for your project "NR: Interactional Semantics 

of Australian English Identity Markers." (GU Ref No: LAL/11/14/HREC). 

 

This is to confirm receipt of the remaining required information, assurances or amendments to 

this protocol. 

Consequently, I reconfirm my earlier advice that you are authorised to immediately commence 

this research on this basis. 

The standard conditions of approval attached to our previous correspondence about this protocol 

continue to apply. 
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Dr Kristie Westerlaken 

Policy Officer 
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Bray Centre, Nathan Campus 

Griffith University 

ph: +61 (0)7 373 58043 

fax: +61 (07) 373 57994 

email: k.westerlaken@griffith.edu.au 

 




